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Moves initated in county school system
By CHARLES HONEY
Staff Writer
Tempers are hot among some
Calloway County school parents
and staff, following the school
board's shuffling of elementary
principals Wednesday.
The board, after approving
Bill Nix's resignation as high
school assistant principal, narrowly approved transferring
East Elementary Principal Bob
Allen to Nix's post; transferring
Southwest Principal Ray Dunn
to East; and transferring North

Principal James Feltner to
Southwest. Chairman Jerry
Overbey and Charles Reed
voted no.
The board then unanimously
approved hiring Ronnie Walker,
a sixth-grade teacher at North,
as principal of that school.
The action provoked strong
protest from a large group of
parents, largely from East, who
had come to Wednesday's
special meeting to object to a
proposed reduction in certain
teaching positions. The schools

were hectic with calls and
parental visits this morning.
Superintendent Jack Rose,
who recommended the shift of
principals, said the move was
made in accordance with a
"team concept" in the schools'
administration. It was consistent, he said, with shifts in jobs
that have been made among
central office personnel in the
past.
"My judgment was that with a
total team, we 'could look at our
own system and even enhance

that strong team," Rose said
this morning. "I looked at it as a
package or group of good administrators that we had to
choose from, and also that we
had some people within our own
system that would make a good
principal.
"What I like to do is maximize
on people's strengths. That's
what I tried to do with this
recommendation." Walker, he
pointed out, has taught at North
for 13 years, which is
"something of an advantage"

for moving into the
principalship.

Ray Dunn
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Board Chairman Overbey said
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Body found in hotel

Kennedy's autopsy
results are pending
PALM BEACH, Fla. (AP) Doctors are analyzing tissue and
body fluid to find out what killed
28-year-ol1 David Anthony Kennedy, whose erratic life and battle with drugs in the 16 years
since he watched his father
assassinated on television had
long troubled America's most
famous family.
"Drugs, I would say, are a
strong possibility," Rick Black,
Investigator for the Palm Beach
County medical examiner, said
after an autopsy was performed
Wednesday. "With the types of
problems he's had, I guess that's
not surprising."
Kennedy,the fourth of child of
Ethel Kennedy and-the late Sen.
Robert F. Kennedy, was found
by a hotel secretary on the floor
between two beds'of his suite in
the posh Brazilian Court Hotel.
His body was to be flown today
'to Virginia, site of hi* family's
Ass,
,
tated Prom
Hickory Hill estate, said a
spokesman for the
David Kennedy
Quattlebaum-Holleman-Burse
Funeral Home in West Palm
uncle, Sen. Edward Kennedy, DBeach.
Mass., said in a statement
SOON THE WORK WILL BEGIN - A cocoon of steel scatmillion renovation will begin aimed at restoring the national
He and his brother Douglas,
Wednesday,
folding has been gradually covering the Statue of Liberty in New
landmark to its original condition in time for its centennial
who had left the hotel the day
"All of us loved him very
York harbor in recent weeks, Once the statue is covered. a 830 celebration.
before, had checked In last week iruch," the sepator said. "With to visit their grandmother,
trust in God, we all pray -that
93-year-old Rose Kennedy, at
David has finally found the
the family's mansion several
peace that he. did not find in
miles away.
life."
"This is a very difficult time
No drugs or drug parapher• for all the members of Our faminalia were found in the room,
ly, including David's mother,
where a hotel secretary found
the body, and there were no
Ethel, and his brothers and
sisters who tried so hard to help
signs of violence or foul play,
LOUISVILLE, Ky. ( AP) Louisville's enterprize zone,
Mrs. Collins, now governor,
a corridor south from the Ohio
said Police Chief Joe Terlizzese.
him in recent years," David's
Less than a year after Louisville
will visit Louisville
which _Sloane spokesman JefRiver through downtown to
Mayor Harvey Sloane _battled
frey Hutter said the mayor is
developments Tuesday in a tour
Standiford Field.
Lt. Gov. Martha Layne Collins
anxious for her to promote.
that a Sloane aide describes as
Businesses in such a zone are
for the Democratic guberThe zone, which Hutter called
an emphasis on the city's growth -eligible for state tax incentives.
natorial nomination, he plans to
one of the first and most sucpotential.
The governor is expected also
act as her host and tour guide.
cessful in the nation, stretches in
One stop is likely to be
to bring a check for part of the
state's funding for the Broadway Renaissance project. That
project involves redeveloping
the downtown area near the old
Huddleston said current plans
RICHMOND,Ky.(AP)- U.S.
Brown Hotel.
One Section - 20 Page4
call fora preliminary facility to
Classifieds
"They are a significant part- Sen. Walter "Dee" Huddleston
18, 19
be built by 1989, with full-scale
says construction of a facility to
Comics
ner in it," Hutter said.
10
operations beginning in 1991.
Crosswords
A suggested itinerary includes incinerate nerve gas rockets in
14
"We can change the timing
Dear Abby
other possibilities: an elemen- Madison County will not proceed
14
until all the facts are known,"
Garrott's Galley
3
tary school that stresses com- "until total and complete
Anyone planning tq attend the
of the Year award will be anHuddIeston Said. adding that
Horoscope
5
puter training, a-West End hous- satisfaction can be assured."
Murray-Calloway County
nounced and state Secretary of
other alternatives such as movThe*U.S. Army has suggested
Murray Today
4, 5, 6, 7, 8
ing development, and Phoenix
Tourism Wendell Combs will be
Chamber of Commerce annual
ing the gas or stabilizing it
Obituaries
20
Hill development east of building a $42 million incineradinner Monday evening is
the guest speaker. The focus for
should be examined first.
tion plant at the Lexington-Blue
Perspective
3
downtown.
reminded that reservations are
the event this year is on the NaHuddleston also took a swipe
Grass Army Depot. However,
Rainey's Day.
5
due at the Commerce Centre by
tional Boy Scouts of America
Sloane has been considering the plan to dispose of 70,000 M55
at John Y. Brown Jr.. his oppoSports..
.. 16, 17
Museum.
noon Friday.
for some time showing Mrs. Col- rockets stored there has
nent in the May 29 Democratic
The dinner will begin at 6:•30
To make reservations, call
lins around Louisville, Hutter generated ebncern from area
primary. He said he doubted
753-5171. You need not be a
p.m. at the Curtis Center on the
said. He hoped to create a part- residents about the project's
whether the former governor
campus of Murray State UniverChamber of Commerce member
nership with her and the ad- safety.
could protect the interests of
Tonight will be fair and
sity. The recipient of the Citizen
to attend.
ministration over local and state
Kentucky.
Huddleston told a crowd of
mild with a 20 percent
developments. Hutter indicated. supporters Wednesday that he is
Huddleston stressed his
chance of thunderstorms.
"It's a real positive statement being kept informed on the plans
_seniority and experience in the
Lows in the low to mid 60s.
on her part to make herself by Secretary of the Army John
Senate, noting that he is in line
South winds 10 to 15 mph.
available for a whole day ... Marsh. And he said his position
for the chairmanship of the
Friday will be windy and
They've not put any restrictions on the Senate Armed Services
Senate Agriculture Committee.
continued warm with a 20
or limitations on the dayi he Committee will enable him to
"I don't like to stress just
percent chance of thunder
said.
seniority, but the fact of it is that
have direct involvement.
storms.
Senator Walter "Dee" HudThe Murray-Calloway County
This approach is more
seniority does matter," Hud"I'm not going to let them
LAKE LEVELS .0
dleston's offices.
Airport.was granted $193,500 toamicable
relations
than
between
spend
dleston said. "A new man is at
any
(money)
until
they
359.4
Kentucky Lake
The money has been
day from the U.S. Department
Sloane and the victor in the 1979 answer our questions," Hud-' the bottdn of the list."
359.2
Barkley Lake
designated for construction of ae primary for governor, John Y. dleston said.
of Transportation, according to
representatives of both Contaxi-way for Runway 5, it was
Brown Jr.
gressman Carroll Hubbard and
explained.
VOLUME 105 NO. 99
"In the first two years of our
administration, there was no opportunity for us with Governor
MISS
Brown to spend this sort of
TON PAM,
valuable time showcasing
Subscribers who hove, not
develokment for the
Louisville
Martha
Governor
Accordins_kl_g_re.lf..mq tpdAy_bv _that both
ries_etvy• their homfyiellyeted
--7*letretaty. scivt-rnor.- Trutte-r sax/.
..i"seloCks sgUiki be Setialead-OO-e
ylie
Congressmen Carroll Hubbard, T..a*NOY 111011•14 lioNs
-.044
by 530 pm,Monday Friday or
ing, April 29, at 2 a.m. in observance of the annual Daylight
Poore were awar% of the critical
bdth he and Secretary of
for
schedule
the
Hutter
said
by 330 p m Saturdays ore uryt.I
Savings Time change
need Mr an overpass at the Har,
Transportation Floyd Poore will
Tuesday is not finished.
to call 1S3-19111 between 1:31 .
strong
of
Standard4time
his
and
intersection
changes
din
be
scheduled to run from the last Sunin
Hardin
on
May
14
at
1:30
will
initinerary
However,
the
p.m. soil•p.m., Monday through In.
day in April through the last Sunday in October are in accordedire to see construction on • clude a, Jefferson Club lunch
p.m. to survey the dangeroub in4y, Sr 311 p.m. ea/ I p.m. S•••dance with the Uniform time Act of 1900.
tersestion at US 841 and KY 80. 'such a- project begin
0•Ye
with Sloane, 'Mrs. Collins and
immediately.
Hubbard said this morning
Louisville business,leaders.

Collins planning tour of Louisville sites
with`her former gubernatorial opponent

today's index

Huddleston keeps eye
on nerve gas facility

Reservations deadline
near for annual dinner

chance of rain

40

Airport receives grant
that totals $193,500

Hardin study May 14
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School system moves...

Rose had also proposed shifting some teaching positions
related to the schools' federallylion. He was unhappy, however,
funded Chapter I (remedial)
with the way in which the shifts
programs. The proposed moves
were made. The principals, he would
save some expense
said, were "stunned.''..
related to those programs, Rose
didn't
"I was disappointed we
said.
have a little better communicaThe large turnout of parents
"To.
said.
tion than that," Allen
had come to protest those
my knowledge, none of the prinmoves. The board delayed accipals knew about it till 15 tion
and will further study the
minutes before the meeting.
issues, according to Rope.
"I don't think there was any
The board's action on the printhought given to whether it cipal changes touched off an
'would benefit the children or even stronger protest. Parents'
not. I think before any move is meetings were scheduled for 7
made, the administrators,need p.m. Thursday night at
to be talked to."
Southwest and 7 p.m. Friday
Overbey said board members night at East. Angry parents
themselves didn't know of the placed an ad in the Ledger and
recommendation until just Times, and 'Wrote letters to the
before the meeting.
editor (see editorial page).
"With everything that's been
going on, it's possible they
couldn't get it out (in the agen'cla in time." By law, Overbey
-said, contracts -for,--t)e- coming-school year have to be acted on
by April 30. so the board had to
act last night.

(Cont'd from page I r
he voted against the transfers
because he "didn't think it was
best for our school system. I
thought they were doing a good
job where.they were." Overbey
said he would have preferred
hiring a new high school assistant principal rather than moving an elementary principal into
the job.
Asked if it is possible the action could be reconsidered by
the board, Overbey said Tie
doubts that would be authorized
by law unless Rose made a new
recommendation.
Walter Byars, who along with
Ferrell- Miller- and T.C.
Hargrove voted for Rose's
recommendation, said he feels it
is "good to change people
around a little once in awhile,"
whether they be administrators
or. teachers. _ "I just think new
territory is invigorating."
Byars added, "Unless we've
got a reason not to, I think we
should support the administration (superintendent), up to a
paint." The moves were in the
best interests of the whole
system, he said. "The total administrative team I think is in
good shape
Allen,- who has been principal
of East since it was established
in 1974, and with county schools
since 1968,.
said he will do the
best job he can in his new posi-

ay,

Tenure given
to teachers
at Calloway

Two new industries
planned for Trigg
Two new industries providing
jobs for about 85 people will soon
be under construction in Trigg
County's industrial park on U.S.
68 near Interstate 24.
Trace Industries and A and D
Tubing will begin construction
following todays groundbreaking ceremonies.
Trace Industries, a project of
the Pennyrile Mental Health and
Retardation 'Foundation, will
-employ a-bout 25 handicapped
children and adults to manufacture small wooden furniture for
major department stores.
A-and D Tubing, developed by
Trigg countians'George Dail and
Chappel Allen, will roll steel into
tubing which is used by the
Hoover Universal Co. plant in
Ca diz.

_Nix, who has been assistant
high school principal for seven
years, requested he be reassigned to teaching industrial arts in
a letter early this week. He
taught for 12 years before
becoming an administrator.
Nix said this morning that
there were no particular problems behind his decision to step
down, but that he simply was
ready to move on from being an
administrator.
_ Walker, the new principal at
North, said he is "very excited
about the position. 1 have inherited a school with a•strong
program."
Walker is a Calloway County
High School graduate, who
received his B.S. and--M.A.
degrees from Murray State, and
30 hours in administration. He
has taught grades five through
eight.
. The special board meeting
had orignally been called to act
on teacher contracts for the
coming ;drool year. At the last
board meeting, Rose had said
the board should consider reducing the number of elementary
music and physical education
positions, in light of budget constraints. Each elementary has a
music and phys-ed. teacher as
well as a librarian, which is an
unusually high concentration, he
said.

The Calloway County Board of
Education gave tenure to eight
teachers Wednesday night, as
part of its approving of contracts for 1984-85.
Tenure, or- continuing contracts, was granted to Tommy
Brown, Charlotte Colson, Ann
Haney,Sam Harp, Jerilane Harrell, Cindy Lassiter, Dan Walker
and Vicki Weatherford.
Superintendent Jack Rose
said next. -year's teaching
assignments will not be certain
until enrollment figures are in.
There will definitely be increased staff at the high school,
however, and "I don't feel there
will be any decrease in staff at
any school,". Rose said.
The board accepted the retirement of Vanda Jean Gibson, a
kindergarten teacher who,
teachers half-time at North
Elementary and half-time at an
afternoon kindergarten -at
MS U's Early Chadliood
Development Center,
The boardalso granted an unpaid leave of absence to Homebound teacher Freed Curd,from
May 1 through the end of the
school year. Curd asked for the
leave so there would be no question of school involvement in his
campaign for re-election as,
Fifth District state
representative.

Trevathan receives position
on state's Arts organization
Margaret Trevathan.
librarian of the Calloway County
Public Library has been ap
pointed by Gov. Martha Lay.ie
Collins to chair the Kentuck,
Arts Council.
Trevathan said today she has
accepted the four-year appointment "with pride, enthusiasm
and humility and I'm committed
to the fact that the arts should be
recognized as essential to the
well being of all Kentuckians."
The Kentucky Arts Council, a
division of the Kentucky Depart:
ment of Arts, offers funding in
the form of matching grants to
be used for such programs as
Artists in Education, Writers
Residencies, program grants,
artist fellowships and Kentucky
Writers Conferences. The'Council itself is funded by the sNational Endowment for the Arts
and state alloeations.
"I am honored to be connected
with a large number of highly
dedicated and 'competent . individuals who serve in a quality
agency.
"I shall do whatever possible
to justify the confidence shown

in me by-this appointment," she
said.
In addition to her service as
the local librarian since 1965,
Trevathan is currently a
member of the Kentucky
Humanities Council, Kentucky
Archives and Records Commission, Advisory Council for Kentucky Oral History Commission
and the board of directors for
the Kentucky Citizens of the
Arts.
. She has also been active in
Murray's Community Theatre
and other local arts
organizations.
As chairman of the
16-member Arts Council board,
Trevathan will also be the Kentucky Arts chair representative
to the National Assembly of
State Arts Agencies in
Washington D.C.
Crit Luellen, commissioner
for the Department of the Arts
said today "We are delighted
with Margaret's appointment
here. She is well known in
Frankfort for her enthusiasm
and dedication. She has made

many friends here in her work.
She brings drive, enthusiasm,
dedication and committment to
the arts."
Luellen says Trevathan's activity in "grass roots organizations" connected with the
library and arts and her leadership ability were factors in her
being appointed to chair the
Council.
Trevathan succeeds Al Smith,
editor of the London SentinelEcho who resigned the post
shortly before the expiration of
his term.

Health board
to meet Thursday
The Western Kentucky
Regional Mental Health-Mental
Retardation Board will meet
Thursday evening to discuss the
purchase of a building at 903
Sycamore as a possible home for
the Murray agency.
The Murray-Calloway County
Mental Health Services headquarters was torn down and the
agency has been temporarily
housed at Murray State
University.
The SSicamore site is owned by
the Salvation Army Corp.
The board will meet at 7:30
p.m. Thursday at its Paducah
office, 1530 Lone Oak Road.

Washington man
charged locally
A Washington D.& man
visiting Murray has been charged with first degree sexual
abuse and lodged in Calloway
County Jail, according to a
spokesman for the local sheriff's
department
Jeffrey Baker, 27, visiting 303
S. 6th St., was arrested yesterday on charges reportedly stemming from an incident last week
involving a small child.
The spokesman declined to
elaborate on the incident or the
sex and age of the child.

MSU fire causes
no destruction
Karl and Sara Hussyug-

Join In The Celebration
With Your
Community Theatre

Celebrate With
Shakespeare

"We have devoted our entire professional careers to the education of young people. We have contributed to the college
education of our own children, and nciw through tlfe Century Club have the opportunity to help other students as well."
This statement climes from Karl and Sara Hussung, contributors to the Murray State University Alumni Associationsponsored Century Club scholarship fund.
All incoming freshman are eligible to apply for Century Club
scholarships and the Hussungs feel this i,s not only an advantage for the students but the university as well.
"The Century Club program awards scholarships to students
pursuing any field of study, thereby assuring that the best
students in the region are offered scholarships each year. The
program not only rewards the recipients, but also strengthens
the university academically and provides a means of investing
in the training of future leaders of our society," they say.
Karl and Sara are both earned bachelors degrees at Murray
State in 1953 graduates.
A professor in the chemistry department for almost-27 years.
Karl entered Murray State on a basketball scholarship. He
earned-hls Ph.D. at the University of Louisville.
A Murray Pre-School teacher for almost 12 years, Sara, attended her first two years at Murray State on money she had
borrowed. She then dropped out and taught on a provisional
certificate for one year to pay off her indebtedness. She was
able to complete requirements for her bachelor'sAegree when
she was given the profits from the Wells Hall soft drink ..
machine in exchange for working to keep it in operation. She
later earned her master's degree fh early childhood education
at Murray State.
Three of the Hussung's four children attended MSU and they
currently have a foster son enrolled as a freshman there.
Their oldest son, Chuck, attended Murray State for two
years. He was the recipient of a $500 Presidential Scholarship.
He later transferred to and graduated from Furman University
and is working toward his Ph.D in English at Washington
University- in St. Louis, Mo.
Daughter Karen and her husband Herb Case are both
graduates of MSU and are currently teaching the Lame Deer,
Mont. Both are planning to enroll in the southekn Baptist
Theological Seminary this fall.
Son Steven and his wife, the former Lisa Ann Goode, are also
MSU graduates. He pastors the Morning Star Baptist Church in
Larne Deer, Mont., and Lisa teaches music in the public scoot
there.
Son Mark was offered a scholarship package to Murray State
University but chose to attent the University of.LoWsville on
full scholarship. He is curilently completing his Sophomore year
working toward a performance degree in music.
The Hussungs' foster son, Loyren Americanhorse, is a
freshman at Murray State. He has lived with the Hussungs and
attended school in the Murray City Scoot System since he was
in seventh grade.
So the Hussungs are no strangers to MSU and to the importance Of a college education for young people.
"Giving to the Century Club is one way that we can express .
our appreciation for the assistance we received as
birtiresidalftte students at *nay _gate -and acknowleage the
contributions the University-has made to our lives.
"We hope this will be an ongoing process wherebOoday's
--reelpfenis wW be toniorrbws contributors," the Hussungs say.
Individuals earn membership in the Century Club by contributing $100 or more each year to the-program, according to
Donha Herndon. director of Alumni Affairs at MSU.

Celebrate With
Support

Playhouse in the Park
presents
William Shakespeare's

•

Hussung's devotion
spans entire career

Iv
PART
ONE

at 8 p.m

The 1984 _Community Theatre
Fund Drive is underway! Kentucky's most dynamic community
arts organization needs your help,
Murray and Calloway County, to
continue to bring comedy, drama,
fun, and education to our community and to all of West
Kentucky.

Mayfield youth
— dies in accident

*

April 29 at 2
May 3, 4, 5 at EFp.r:n.
May 6 at 7 p.m.
•

See the play that Shakespeare's
own audiences loved the best at
the historic Playhouse in the Park.
**Join the Lords and Ladies for a
'
special celebration of
Shakespeare's birthday on Sunday, April 29, at 2 p.m. It's
SHAKESPEARE SUNDAY in the
Park.
Call 759-1752 for reservations for
all performances. Limited seating
available for all shows.

At least once each month, your
Community Theatre offers a new
production or educational program for young and old alike. But
contributions make up nearly half
the budget. If you.have not
already done so, join the hundreds of people whose generousi-.
ty supports this unique facet of life
in the Lakeland.

Clip out and mail the forp, below,
with your contribution. ALL
DONATIONS ARE TAX DEDUCTIBLE. Make your check out to
"Community Theatre" and send it
to Box 952, Murray, Kentucky
42071.

.

Cu' ON DOTTED i_INE

ANNUAL FUND DRIVE
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The Murray Fire Department
was called to the Carr Health
Building on the campus of Murray State University last night
where a butane torch being used
for a roofing project had ignited.
According to Murray Fire
Marshal Phil Owens and MSU
Security Director Joe Green, the
torch is being used to heat tar
for a re-roofing project on the
building.
NO damage was done to the
structure. •

deo/4,016h

•.•••
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-ow 4.14 arri...•
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A one-vehicle accident in
Graves County yesterday has
claimed the life of a Mayfield
youth.
Otis Lancaster, 14, Trail
Ridge Road, Mayfield, was pro.,
nounced dead after the`
automobile in ,which he was a
passenger left the Arad, struck a
tree and overturned, a Kentucky
State Police spokesman said this
morning.
The automobile was reportedly driven by 16-year-old Alan
Lee Newsome, Route 5,
Mayfield.
Newsome was north bound on
Adair Road, eight-tenths of a
mile North of Farmington. The
accident occurred_ at

a
a

Names in news
NEW YORK (AP) — Garry
Trudeau, the cartoonist who
turned his Pulitzer Prizewinning "Doonesbury" strip into a Broadway musical, has expanded a talk-song performed in
the play by a Ronald Reagan
sound-alike into a recording.
"Rap Master Ronnie," to be
released Monday by Silver
Screen Records, is spoken by
Reathel Bean, who did the brief
street-talking "rap" as Reagan
in the Broadway show.
A
—
WASHINGTON (AP) — The
reminiscences and obvious affection from former staff
members at his 80th birthday a smile and then
party coaxed.
tears from Jacob Javits, the
Republican senator from New
York for 24 years.
"It's very herd to hold' back
J./tens-said front histhe
Wheelchair Wednesday
moments before his wife.
Marion, dabbed at his eyes with
a tissue. "I thank you very much
for this wonderful, very happy
occasion."
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PERSPECTIVE
While front-runners Walter Mondale and Gary
Hart tear at each other in a succession of increasingly bitter Democratic primary contests, Ronald
Reagan goes serenely about his business as
president.
The Democrats have been so busy scrapping
they have hardly laid a glove on their Enemy
Number One. To the contrary, Mr. Reagan is
receiving surprising praise these days from some
liberal quarters. ,
In a recent editorial entitled "The Upside
Abroad," The New Republic effectively discounted Democratic charges that the Reagan administration has accomplished next to nothing in
its foreign policy.
The influential magazine cites three major
achievements:
"First, there is the Euromissile victory. ... Had
the Soviets been able to exercise a veto over a
Western counterdeployment ... NATO would have
sustained the most serious setback in its history,
and perhaps the last. ... Yet it is hard to think of
a single Democratic candidate for president who
would have toughed it out the way Mr. Reagan
did."
The second acclamation was for rescuing
Grenada and gaining "the support of the country
for intervention against a particularly obnoxious
regime aligned with the Soviet Union."
—The third success has been for- rebuilding of
American defenses. ..."
The liberal New Republic's conservative
counterpart, National Review, has expressed
pleasure over this unexpected praise for Reagan
foreign policy. But National Review wonders why
The New Republic "will almost,certainly support
Mondale or Hart this year,",despite its belief that
neither would tough it out the way Mr. Reagan
has.
•

n./

Military medals
Recently. the Soviets have been boasting about
their destruction last September of the Korean
Airlines jetliner and the loss of all 269 persons
aboard.
Soviet deputy defense minister Aleksandr I.
Koldunov has called it a feat of arms comparable
to the 1960 downings of the U-2 spy plane and an
American RB-47 reconnaissance plane. The
Soviets have also announced that a pilot named
I. Zhukov has been awarded a heroism medal.
Western journalists speculate that he may have
been the pilot who shot down the unarmed, offcoarse &biplane.
Funny how pilot Xhuov's medal hasn't arouse0 as mucli criticism among U.S. liberals as the
ire which greeted President Reagan when he
-rewarded participants • of the liberation of
Grenada

Deregulation problem

-

The collapse this year of Convaire corp., a
holding company formed a year ago to rescue four
or five failing truck lines, has cast doubt on the
ability of state agencies to protect shippers, carriers and consumers since the Interstate- Commerce Commission was stripped of regulatory
authority over trucking in 1980.
Teamster officials claim that Gilbert L. Rochon,
,,.the ex-convict who has filed for reorganization of
Convaire under U.S. bankruptcy laws, could never
have- entered the industry under the ICC, which
maintained strict standards for individuals seeking to be licensed as carriers.
Deregulation was designed to"stimulate competition in the trucking industry. This has happened, but with some costly displacement. The turnover rate among new carriers has been high, but
rates have dropped. Typical union wages have
declined, too.
These developments, however, were anticipated
by Congress and viewed as the costs of stimulating
competition in a protected industry that was handicapping economic recovery.
A more serious problem, however, has been the
inability of state agencies to deny operating
authority to individuals before catastrophies such
as Convaire. Indeed, allegations made by
Rochon's employees of bounced checks,
photostated licenses and forged letters of credit
show the relative ease with which newcomers can
satisfy financial requirement-4 la eifter the field.
Now. Congress is considering empowering the
.._..Secretary of Transportation to set standards for
buses, trucks and carriers themselves. Such standards ought to include financial requirements for
individuals seeking to enter trucking. At the very
least, state agencies ought to insist on comparable
standards of theirnwn.
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garrott's galley

Liberal contradictions

by m.c. garrott

It's hard to come up with all the an
when it comes to planning an inauguration
Big things are on tap for this
ed a score or more other bases.
weekend at Murray State. Dr. Kala
Everything went like clockwork
Stroup will be formally inthe day of the colorful ceremonies
augurated as the university's
and. the inauguration. The only
seventh president in the main
stone left unturned was forgetting
event.
to formally invite the lieutenant
The alumni will be on campus for
governor, Wendell Ford, now our
their big, annual get-together. The
junior U.S. senator.
Class of '34 will bey observing its
Gov. Louie Nunn, who had oppos50th anniversary. The foundation
ed Dr. Sparks' appointment, had
trustees will be meeting. All kinds
been invited and showed up, and so
of things will be going on.
did Lt. Gov. Ford.
My heart goes out to those who
Ford had been, and is to this day,
have been pulling it all together,
a valued friend of Murray State
because I've been there — several
and one of its strongest supporters.
times. I particularly feel for those
It was he, who as governor, later
Involved with the inauguration if
provided the funding for the West
Its planning has been anything like
Kentucky Exposition Center out on
two others with which I am
College Farm Road, one of the
familiar.
finest facilities of its kind in this
How well do I remember the fall
part of the country.
of 1968 when we inaugurated Dr.
,We .certainly hadn't intended to Harry Sparks as the fifth presioverlook him! It didn't take long to
dent. They had never had an inrectify that oversight, though, as
auguration at Murray State
the chairs on stage were squeezed
before; Dr. Ralph H. Woods having
together and room made for one for
been the fourth president for
him — right on the front row.
something like 22 years.• • •
• • •
Copies of every piece of corI had just come to the campus a
respondence, mailing lists, printed
few months before the Sparks inmaterial.and the like involved was
auguration and immediately slipcarefully
catalogued into a big
ped into an arrangement commit- • loose leaf notebook
for future
tee spot or two along with such
reference if we ever had another
stalwarts as Martha Guier, Miss
Inauguration to go through.
Ruble Smith, Leroy Eldridge,
To give you an idea how careful a
Frank Fazi, Wilson Gantt, Dwain
planner Mr. Wrather was, after it
Mantosh, Dr. Tom Hogancamp,
was all over, he was quite. upset
Dr. Alice Koenecke and others.
because the processional — the
We worked under the leadership
long parade of robed faculty, staff
of the late Dr. M.O. Wrather. He
and representatives from umpteen
was the executive vice-president at
colleges and universities from
the time and a master planner of arross the land — ran 2%
minutes
such events.
longer than he had allotted for it in
We ,worked up special mailing
his time schedule.
lists, designed and printed a fancy
We thought when that day was
invitation and printed programs on
over that we knew just about
some rather primitive equipment everything there was
to be known
in the Applied Science Building, about formally inaugurating
a
planned luncheons and receptions, university president,
but we soon
had a medallion struck and touchforgot about it. There were other

o *Ilan, schedule and put on.
• • •
Six years later, in 1974, Dr. Constantine W. Curris came out of the
West Virginia hills to succeed Dr.
Sparks as president after Dr.
Sparks had decided it was time to
retire, fish and travel. Dr. Curris
wanted to be inaugurated on Nov.
12 of that year°, the day before his
33rd birthday.
I wasn't as involved, however, in
Dr. Curris' inauguration as I had
been with the Sparks ceremonies.
None of Mr. Wrather's old team
was, as Dr. Curris and a handful of
his closest associates handled all
those details themselves.
We just watched, took some pictures, herded the news media
around, pigged out at the luncheon
and the reception, shook hands and
visited with Wendell Ford, this
time on campus as governor, and
generally tried to look busy and
excited.
Later, we tied it all together for
posterity . in the edition of "The
Alumnus," the aumni association's
every-now-and-then magazine.
The only rub I can recall from
that day was how disturbed Dr.
Ted Morford, a long-time friend of
Dr. Claris, got when he saw 'how
far back in the audience the seating
committee had seated Dr. Curris'
parents and sister. •
We had no idea who Morford was
at the time, never having seen him before, and he didn't win any
friends or influence locals that day
with his running around, taking
charge of the family's seating arrangements and acting as if we
were out of our minds. The very
idea, he raved, seating the president's family 10 or 15 rows back in
the center section!
Having nothing whatsoever to do
with that little fiasco I just sat
quietly in my seat and took it all in.
event

Morford later joined the staff,
working on some big government
grant, doing a lot of long-range
planning or something.I never did
know exactly what he was doing.
Very few did, but when the grant
money ran out, he moved on. I have
no idea where he is now.
• • •
They tell me my good friend Dr.
Phillip Deaver, Dr. -Stroup's administrative assistant, has been
heading up the planning for her inauguration Saturday. For weeks
now, he has been working hard getting ready for the big event,
another, historic day in Murray
State's history.
I am sure that by now, he — as
did we after the Sparks inauguration — believes he knows just about
all there is to know about pulling
together such an Occasion, but we
never know ALL the answers.
This was reflected the other day
in a visit Phil made to Frank Fazi's
printing plant in the- General Ser-.
vices Building.
Characteristically bouncing in
and radiating confidence that all
was in readiness for Saturday. Phil
jokingly remarked, "Just what do
you want to know about the inauguration? I believe I now have
all /he answers!" ,
To which, one of the girls who
work *there replied with a question:
"How much is it all going to cost?"
The answer to that wasn't in his
files — yet.

•

looking back

Ten years ago
Melanie Norwood, ted Hale and
dianna Harrison of Calloway County are pictured with Dr. Hope
Daugherty, 4-H club program
leader with Federal Extension Service, at the final banquet of the
Kentucky 4-H Older Youth_ Conference in Washington. D.C., April
13-19,
J.C.'Goodman has presented his
print of -The Old Arnett Tobacco
Barn" to the Calloway Public
Library. He is pictured presenting
the print to Margaret Trevthan,
librarian.
Dear Editor,
quiet as Dr. Rose wishes that we
the school board. The suprintenDr. Durwood Beatty spoke at a
I don't know how the people of
would be. But the parents at East
dent is an-employee of the school
meeting of the Murray Kiwanis
Calloway County feel about our
are not going to set by while one
board and the school board
Club at the Murray Woman's Club
county superintendent and school
man upsets an entire system that.1
members are elected by the peoHouse.
board officials, but I do believe it
think was working very well.
ple. If we continue to sit by unMr. and Mrs. ,Fulton E. Young
would be in the best interest of our
But more important than this is
concerned about what is happening
will celebrate ,their 50th wedding
children to look at the way the
- the way that Dr. Rose went about'
in our school system, then we will
anniversary with an open. house at
school system is being run, Dr.
upsetting the school system. - A
deserve exactly what we get. But I
their home in Lynnwood Estates on
Rose does not seem to care for peoweek ago he pretended to be switthink our children deserve better.
May 5.
ple's feelings regardless of age or
And I believe their education is
ching around teachers, knowing
Open house will be-April 28 at the
sex.
that this would upset teacher
worth fighting for. The citizens of
new
South Marshall Elementary
But now he has decided to commorale, students, and parents. But
Calloway County need to speak
School. This is a consolidation of
pletely upset the system by changin a special meeting Wednesday
with the school board representhe Hardin and Brewers Elemening around the principals of all the
afternoon he dropped the real
tative from their district. They
tary Schools.
elementary schools. But what I
bombshell that he had been
need to talk with him and find out
Twenty years ago
would like to know is why did he do
camouflaging all the time.-- I
exactly where he stands on issues.
Dr.
Will
Frank Steely, head of
this. At the board meeting Wednesbelieve the man thought he would
But they should be careful that
the Histciry Department at Murray
day night we were not allowed to
catch us unaware, which he did.
they are not fooled by what they
State College. was the first donor in
ask why this was being done.
But Dr. Rose has not heard the last
are told. The people also should
the blood program initiated by
Perhaps it is because he is under
of the parents at East Elementary.
write letters to the editor, to the
Calloway- County Chapter Of
the impression that the parents at
The citizens of Calloway County
governor, and to the SuperintenAmerican Red Cross. Local donors
East Elementary are trouble
are going to have to stand together
dent of Public Instruction. But
contributed
230 pints of blood in the
makers because we will not be
and fight the superintendent and
most important is the fact that they
drive on April 24.
should get involved. I hope that the
The glamour of opening night
citizens of Calloway County will
will return to Kenlake Amremember that in November three
phitheatre at Kentucky Lake State
of our school board seats are going
Park on June 26 with the gala openDear Sir:
to be Up for election. Two of these
ing of the second season of "Stars
and cut through the red tape so that
Most readers- are aware that
seats are in need of being refilled
In My Crown."
It was approved and signed late on
• Senator "Dee" Huddleston is runnwith new faces.
"New sidewalk being prepared
the last day that such grants were
ing for reelection and that he has
I sincerely hope the citizens of
in front of Hughes Paint and
available. Six hours later there
an opponent. Many may be
Calloway County will open their
Wallpaper Co.,, and Ward and
were no such grants. It took Sen.
unaware of the excellent job that
eyes and ears to what is happening
Elkins on the -south side of court
Huddleston about a month to push
Sen. Huddleston has done for the
in our school system and will get insquare" from column, "Seen &
our grant through the bureaucratic
poeple of this state, and particularvolved. After all, we are working ;
Heard Around Murray" by James
maze of Washington, D.C. It took
ly for the people of our area. He is a
for the future of Calloway County.
C.
Williams.
almost
5
months
to
get the grant
our children.
very low key person who is not proCynthia Wilson of Birmingham,
application through Frankfort and
ne to brag about what he does. He
Sincerely.
Mich., is the guest .of her grandon its way to EPA in Atlanta. We
works for us quietly and efficiently.
Connie Burkeen
parents. Mr. am:Lairs. Nolen
could
find
no
one
in
Frankfort
who
Unfortunately, many individuals
Rt. 1, Box 100-A
Atkins.
would help us, but one telephone
tend to take out their frustration
Dexter. Ky.,
Mrs. Thomas Nelson. teacher at
call to Sen. Huddleston- and we got
about government on any elected
Bethel
College, Hopkinsville, spoke
unbelievable
cooperation. This was
official who runs for reelection
about "Discipline and Delinquenin 1981 and Sen Huddleston was not
-without considering whether that
cy" at a meeting of the Zeta
running for office, neither was his
individual has been a part of the
Departmen
t of the Murray
opponent.
It
is
easy
to
run
around
problem or a part of the solution. I
Woman's Club.
for 2 months telling people how you
can assure you than Sen. HudTo The Editor:
Thirty years ago
help them — it is another story to
I always believed that school
dleston has been a part of the soluBen B. Hopkins. son of Mr. and
actually do it for the several-yearboard officials were elected to
tions that have been offered. Many
Mrs. William Hopkins. Rt. 6. was
period between elections. I can
serve the people of Calloway Counpeople may be impressed by "hot
testify that Sen. Huddleston works
ty and see that the schools reached 'promoted to corporal while serving
air" about what has been acwith Seventh Army in Anrbach,
ind helps all the time, not just two
their greatest potential possible.
complished in Kentucky because
Germany.
or three months during an election.
they are unaware-of the financial
I I. as a Concerned parent along
Tommy Story, Dan Poyner,
The bottom line is this, as I see it,
mess that was left for the present
with others attended a county
Richard James, James Stewart,
Is that our new sewage plant is in
administration to deal with.
school board meeting April 25 over
bobby Latimer and Darrell Wilson
operation because Sen. Huddleston
some changes that were to be made
In giving an opinion concerning
were elected as officers of the
cared
enough
to
make
it
happen.
If
at
East
Elementary.
There
the efficiency with which Sen. Hudwere
Hazel
High School Chapter of the
you
believe
in a project that is movdleaton has performed for us, I
lots of objections made to the
Future Farmers of America.
ing the old stinkhole off The East 94
should give a concrete example.
changes.but we seemed to be seen
Mrs. Ardath Canon was winner
Highway and a project that will
This will serve to show that I am
and not heard. I feel that as the
in a limerick contest on the NBC
give Murray the sewage treatment - terms of the school board officials
not Just blowing "hot air." The new
radio program, "The Road Show.''.
waste water treatrrient,4)14.- _- JibRity to handle new industry.__
are not, working with
heard Saturdays at 4:90 p.rn. For
Then 1Ask you la vote for Sen. *
($
- ewer "Plant to us common folks)
the 13areas but against them,
her . winning limert,ck, she will
Huddleston.
that began operation here In Murshould be replaced with ones that
receive a sewing machine,
ray a few weeks ago would not
will not only see the parents but
Sincerely,
.
camera, refrigerator. wrist watch
have been operating at all had- it
also listen to their concerns.
Melvin B. Henley
• and set pf Book of Knowledge.
not been for Sen. Huddleston. He
Shelia Mullinax
Former Mayor
Mrs. Mildred Ann Elkins was
had our grant application handSouth 16 th St.
Rt. 1,
•
honored on April 11 with a dinner in
carried all over Washington, D.C.
Fox Meadows'Office
Dexter
celebration of her 82nd birthday.

letters to the editor

East parent expresses views on board

Writer supports Huddleston

Calloway board
action opposed
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Taylor, Sexton keynote speakers for seminar
A seminar focused on
both national and Kentucky issues in higher
education has been
scheduled at Murray
State University on Friday, April 27, as one of
the activities leading up
to the inauguration of
Dr. Kala M. Stroup as
the school's seventh
president.
Titled "Toward A
Definition of Excellence
in Higher Education."
the seminar is • divided
into two sessions,from 4

to .5:30 p.m. and from
7:30 to 9 p.m. in the
auditorium of Wrather
West Kentucky
Museum.
Dr. Stroup will be formally installed as the
first woman president in
the state system of
higher education in Kentucky in ceremonies to
begin at 11 a.m. Saturday, April 28. th Lovett
AuditoriuM.
Keynote speakers for
the seminar sessions
which will concentrate

on regional state univer- cond session.
sities will include:
On the program to
Dr. Emily Taylor of respond to Dr. Taylor's
Washington, D.C., presentation which will
senior associate in the be concerned with naoffice for Women in tional issues, are MorHigher Education of the ton Holbrook of
American Council on Owensboro, chairman
Education (ACE), who of the Kentucky Council
will speak at the earlier on Higher Education
session.
(CHE), and Dr. Donald
Robert Sexton of Swain, president of the
Frankfort, executive University of Louisville.
director of the Prichard
Responding to SexCommittee on ton's presentation on
Academic Excellence, higher education issues
who will address the se- in Kentucky will be

STEPPING OUT?
Then Come To Granny For
Something Really Different'
Try Our Onginal_Recipes_Featur lily
Southern. Style. Cuisine!
*FRIDAY
• •Beet Short -Ribs
.„„
•Beer Batte,red Shrimp
*SATURDAY
•Chicken -Cacciatore
'Beef Stroganoff
*SUNDAY
•_"Cumberland"
.Country. Ham
•Chicken A' La 0107

END
OF
MONTH
SALE

PRESIDENT
TAKES TRIP
When President
Washington decided to
take'a three-month tour
of the South he simply
climbed aboard his
coach and took off —
without Secret Service
men or press of any
kind.

SPRING
SUITS

Our Famous Pot Roast
Served Every Day

1/
2 off

L,

Forrest C. Pogue
Library print will
be available here

Fri-Sat-Sun
Open 6:45
*Start 7:15
W en girls wont a vacation fitted with fun, sun
and romance, they go to Fort Lauderdale

wh

/
2
D
GRROE
UPO
SSE
FS • 1
/
3 to 1
1.4.4

SPORTSWEAR
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FIVE GENERATIONS — Mrs. Ira (Ethel)
Keel, seated right, who will be
91 on May 8,is the great-great-grandmother
of Joshua Lee Mathis,five months, being held by his mother, Mrs.
Jeff (Sabrinia) Mathis, greatgranddaughter of Mrs. Keel. Standing, from left,
are Mrs. Bill (Jannene)
Travis, granddaughter of Mrs. Keel, grandm
other of Joshua and mother of
Mrs. Mathis; and Mrs. LaMaurr (Sue) Britt,
daughter of Mrs. Keel, mother
of Mrs. Travis, grandmother of Mrs. Mathis
and great-grandmother of
Joshua.

1117IVE 72
4
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.

George Street Boone of
Elkton, a member of the
CHE and a former
member of the Prichard
Committee, and Dr.
Leon Boothe, president
of Northern Kentucky
University.
Members of the audience also will be encouraged to participate
In a question-and answer exchange and
discussion during the
final 30 minutes of each
session, according to
Dr. Viola Miller, director of the division of
communications
disorders and represen-.
tative of a four-member
faculty planning committee for the seminar.
Other members of the
committee are Dr. Marvb.) Mills. professor of
safety engineering and
health, chairman; Dr.
Charles Kupchella,
chairman of biological
sciences; and Dr:
Virginia Slimmer,
chairman of home
economics.
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Closed Mon
Sun. 11-3

Tues Thins
119
Fri Sat
11-10

Where all your dreams come true

MADEMOISELLE
SHOfr
ct.

DOwntOwn
Sq.

753-3882
477.1.4

I

'74
Friday & Saturday
9:30-5:30

Bel Air Center

11161

SPRING SIDEWALK SALE
70 to 80% Off

'Assorted Levi, Gloria Vanderbilt & Sedgefield Jeans
& Cords Reg. 32.00 to 20.00 Now $7.99 Sizes 7-14
'Select Groups of Dresses Reg. 32.00 to
20.00 Now 2 for $3.00
'Short Sets Reg. 15.00 Now $2.99 Sizes
4-12
•Girls,Sweaters Now $2.00
'Girls Night Gowns Reg. 16.00 Now
$3.50
'Girls & Boys Summer Shirts & Shorts •
Reg. 10.00 to 19.00 Now 80% Off
'Painter Overalls Reg. 19.00 Now $5.9
9
*Assorted Shirts and Pants Reg. 16.00 to
29.00 Now 80% Off
'Miscellaneous Tables With All -Kinds of Goodies—
Hair Ribbons & Bows, Pins, Hats, Bonnets
and Much More

BUT WAIT

20%

Check Inside On Our
Savings
On Quality Name Brands With A
Purchase of $10.00 Or More

prfei.(14p!•PI. •. •PP.•. .

2nd
Big
Hit

spaiGa
First Feature Repeate

A COLOMBIA
PICTURES RELEASE

Fri-Sat

A print of the Forrest the Ciirris Center.
C. Pogue Special CollecMrs. Pierce will be a
tions Library at Murray special guest at the inState University is augural reception and
available as a memento will be available to
of inaugural events on autograph her work.
campus.
Numbered and signed
The print, by' artist prints are $25. Artist
Linda Pierce of proofs are $30. A portion
Hopkinsville, was com- of the proceeds go to the
missioned by the Alum- association.
ni Association in
Built in 1930 and -ocassociation with the incupied in 1931, the
auguration of the inPogue Library is prostitution's seventh
bably the best example
president, Dr. Kala M.
of Renaissance Revial
Stroup.
architecture in the West
Copies of the, Pogue
Kentucky region. The
print, which depicts
building served as the
what has been described
main library until the
as one of the South's
, Harry Lee Waterfield
most beautiful
Library was opened in
buildings, will be
1978.
available at the inMrs. Pierce operates
augural reception at
a
framing studio with
12:30 p.m. Saturday,
April 28, in the Pogue her husband in
Library and at the 'Hopkinsville. She has
Alumni Banquet at 7 never studied art and
p.m., also Saturday in calls her talent "God
Given." A copyright line
on her prints reads "In
His Name."
Purchases may also
be made at the Office of
Alumni Affairs, located
on the fourth floor of
Sparks Hall and at the
Blackford House
Galery, 418 Main St.,
Murray.

FRIENDSHIP FESTIVAL '8 —APRIL 28-MAY

Fins Arts Radio from Murray State
Univistsily

Invites you to
Mauguration Ceremonies
in honor of
Dr. Kala Stroup
Seventh President
Murray State University
Live Broadcast frQm
Lovett Auditorium
Saturday, April 28
beginning at 11:00 a.m.

central center 753-3314
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"Lunch and Learn" has a real
ring to it, that invites more
information.
Peoples Bank President Bill
Boyd has invented a new way to
get knowledge to his bank
employees. He and his wife,
Jane, prepare a tasty lunch for
all inf the employees.

After their palates are
satisfied, he discusses various
banking subjects, such as IRA
accounts, new banking methods.
new housing loans, etc.
This week Jane and Bill
prepared a pre-Derby breakfast
with country ham, biscuits, baked apples and the works. Makes
you hungry doesn't it???
• • •
The 14e Kaska Jones of Hazel
would be so proud of her granddaughter, Margie Terrell (Mrs.
Sam)Lanstaff of Littleton, Colo.
As you -remember Koska was
an outstanding school teacher
for many years in Calloway
County.

Margie has just been named
"Mother of the Year" in -Littleton, Colo., a city outside of
Denver. Margie manages to juggle a busy doctor husband, five
college-age children And her
career as .a lawyer-judge for
Colorado.
Some of you may remember
Koska's daughter, Marguarite
Jones Terrell of Paducah who is
a Murray State graduate and
taught school in Paducah, now
retired, but visits her friends
and relatives here.
Lucille Austin and Elizabeth
Marshall had a nice visit with
Marguerite recently:
• • •
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Former Murray residents, small town feeling, and very
Carol and Bob Hibbard and their
very friendly _folks, The U.T.
sons, moved over to Knoxville,
people all have a warm spot in
Tenn., about 3% years ago.
their hearts for Mel Purcell
B.J.(Mrs. Wells) Purdom and
Remember, he played his colI went over for a visit last Week
lege tennis there, and did exand enjoyed seeing the sights cif .tremely well for U.T.
• • •
Knoxville. The dogwoods are
magnifieent and the city-wide
The fashion scene this spring
dogwood trails were in perfect
and summer seems to be "kneebloom.
deep in shorts." _The shorts
Carol took us to a Beach Boys
come in assorted styles - walkconcert on the University of Tening shorts, city shorts, shorts
nessee campus. The auditorium
that look like skirts and designer,
was filled. The California Beach
shorts. All I can say - get those
Boys put on a real crowdknees prepared, whether they be
pleasing performance, playing
pale from this long winter or
all of their old familiars.
dimpled and ready to come out
Knoxville is a big city with a
of hiding. . .

• Your Individual
Horoscope
Frames Drake
OR FRIDAY,APRIL,
FOR7
:
2 1954

SCHIAPPA RECOGNIZED - Pastor David Roos (center) presents a certificate to Barbara Dublin Schiappa and her husband, Charles, during
Easter services at First Christian Church. Mrs. Schiappa has written a book
titled Mixing.

Mrs. Schiappa recognized
Barbara Dublin
Schiappa of the greater
Boston - area _was
recognized and
presented a certificatg
along with her husband
Charles by Pastor
bayid ROQS during the
Easter services at First
Christian . Church for
their contrbution to the
ecumencial dialogue on
mixed marriages. She
has authored a book titled
- a
guidebook for couples
and families relating to
Catholi
c-Protestant
.
marriages in the 1980's
that was published by
the Paulist Press.
According to Roos,
"This book has been

needed for a very long
time." As he said, "Not
anything had been
published since (he
Vatican II Council .that
would be of significant
help to individuals who
are thinking aboutfmarriage between the two."
Roos coneluded that this
should be a valued aid to
pastors and their
counseling in mixed
situations;
Schiappa is a native of
Murray and grew up as
a member of the First
Christian Church. She is
a sister of Rebecca
Dublin and a daughter
of Mrs. Cordie Mae
Dublin. Her husband is
a native of the greater

Boston area, a devoted
member of a Catholic
congregation and is a
computer analyst for
heatlh care systems.
She has been a contributing writer for the
"Boston Magazine" and
has written numerous
regional and national
publications including
"Sports Illustrated,"
"Bookviews," _and
"Parent's Choice."
She has been listed in
"Contemporary
Authors," and "The
Dictionary of International Biographies"
published in Cambridge, England.
She is currently working on a novel.

What kind of day will tomorrow be? To find out what the
stars say, read the forecast
given for your birth sign.
ARIES
(Mar21 to Apr. 19) TA
Look into investment
possibilities. Someone in a
p-ositiO-n of authority
misrepresents the truth. Be
wary of business propositions.
TAURUS
(Apr.20 to May 20) diaii?
You'll learn of someone's
admiration for you. Social activities are highlighted. Make
plans to give a party.
GEMINI
(May 21 toJune20) 11
A friend's business proposal
is off the wall, though initiative on your part brings
career gains. Open the doors
yourself!
CANCER
(June 21toJuly 22) ISO
Others may takeadvantage
careerwise, but leisure activities are fulfilling. Accent
physical fitness. Begin exercise programs.
LEO
(July 23to Aug.22) 4124:
g
Meet With hankers about
home improvements. Take a
good look at your 'overall
security. Watch daydreaming
on the job.
VIRGO
(Aug.23 to Sept. 22)- ITP%
Don't throw good money
after bad. Partners are,
responsive to your ideas. Get
an early start if going away
for the weekend.
LIBRA
(Sept. Zi to Oct.22) —
There's no stepping you
now. The urge to get ahead in
life is powerful. Go after what
you want careerwise. Progress is assured.

SCORPIO
(Oct. 23to Nov.21) nVelP
You'll take the lead in
romance, but give others the
chance to find out how they
feel. 4 work interest is clouded now.
SAGITTARIUS
41,440(Nov.22to Dec.21)
Clear up those unfinished
tasks at home. Spring cleaning is in order. Others are
hesitant to reveal their feelings in romance.
CAPRICORN
(Dec.22toJan.19) V
News. comes from a
relative. You'll express
yourself to good advantage at
club meetings. A family
member
requires
understanding.
AQUARIUS
(Jan.20 to Feb. 18)
Though some career progress occurs now, be wary of
the machinations of others.
It's a poor time to sign papers.
Watch details.
PISCES
(Feb. 19 teMar.20) X
Travel is favored, but there
may be some expenses involved that you've overlooked.
Avoid financial dealings with
friends.
YOU BORN TODAY have
the ability to bounce back
from adversity. It seems,
though, that you need ..to
generate a crisis for you to put
forth your best effort. You're
naturally qualified to do independent work. However,
guard against a tendency to be
domineering.
Writing,
teaching, law and philosophy
are some of the fields in which
you'll find fulfillment. Your intuition
you well in artistic work, but self-discipline
is what you need.

Designer shows collection of his new fashions
NEW YORK ( AP ) - never be accused of beGeometric Indian ing wallflowers.
designs and buffalo
Also fun was his colheads dancing on cloud- lection of bold red and
covered silks abound in black- primitive cats
the fall collection of shown on jumpers,
Michaele Vollbracht. skirts, blouses and matwho remains a master ching mufflers,
•
mixer of textures.
He also showed a holiWhether for sport, sun day swimwear collecand fun or evening at- tion, featuring seahorse
tire, Vollbracht mixes malliofs, a daring
the most unlikely com- undershirt- bikini, and a
binations of fabrics and banaruiá print lounging
colors - rubber and outfit.
lace and designs in
The unmistakable hit
olive, red and pink in this set, however, was
prints - and somehow a sequin-studded Tarmakes it work.
zan swimsuit for men
The collection. unveil- done in rust suede'and
ed Tuesday in the leopard print. The audesigner's Seventh dience howled and
Avenue showroom, in- whistled.
cluded a sport set made
The predominant
of a. thermal-type theme in this year's fall
material -i-Hke the collection, however, is
underwear) in cropped the geometric Indian
trousers, cowl tops, print "happy coats" skirts, vests and accent Volibracht's alternative
pieces.
to traditional camelhair
Although unlikely and herringbone
sounding, a pastel plaid jackets.
skirt mixed with a
Colorfully dotted with
melon thermal cowl, a tassels, beads and fur,
chartreuse thermal vest the quilted jackets were
and matching char- teamed with wide, flantreuse long johns was nel trousers, solid
especially bright and suedes and silk pants
kicky for fall.
,done bold stripes of purVollbracht fans will ple, olive, red and

After Easter Clearance

yellow.
Another Wild West
touch was seen in the
rust-colored, buffalo
heads that danced
playfully on quilted
coats and drop-waisted
dresses.
The offering was
especially nice on a silk
blouse dotted with white

clouds and blue skies
and shown with a clingy,
black skirt and striped
Chanel jacket.
Another Indian offering, the Far East kind,
was seen in Vollbracht's
-Brahma" collection of
cocktail dresses,
pleated evening skirts
and blouses, accented

with chiffon saris and
Indian tapestry shawls.
The color combination
In this set was stunning
In mist green, pink and
yellow. It stood out in
chiffon harem pant and.
matching sari teamed
with a jewel-studded,
butter-yellow, suede
Crop top.

marmt-e•-n
We are pleased
to announce that
Carol Spann, brideelect of Kenny
Bogard,
has
selected her china,
flatware, pottery
and crystal from
our
complete
bridal registry.
Carol and Kenny
will be married
June 2.

The

SunSatio
nal
•

SWIM
. SiS
ill
984

Shacase

1617 121 By-Pass
MURRAY. KENTUCKY 42071
Telephone 502-7534541
41toilt.4 ANC 4_5
it4. 141114

%louts

•

PK

Coming April 28th...

Suntana Sun
Syst
em
A

Radiant fashions for your trip to the
islands or the backyard pool. Bright's
has your fun in the sun under control.
Flattering one piece styles as well as
the scintillating two piece suits for the
sun worshipers. Jump into the swim!

•

Open Fridays
Until 8:30 PM

••••••••••••

tanning system that tans without burning,
blistering, peeling or dry skin

. OFF

•

Girls Coat & Jacket Dresses
Boys Sport Coats
Boys Vest Suits
One Group Windbreakers

Call Now For Your
Special Introductory
Offer Thru May.
437-4841

Select Spring

DRESSES
Regular 36.00 to 140.00 Values

Infant & Toddlers
Easter Suits
Bull Frog Knits

_ pityLms
BEAUTY SHOP,
Hardin, Ky.
Straight Across From The Post Office

L'HALF SIZES Lir MISSYS LO'PETITES FP'JUNIORS

437-4841

a

I

•
A _

•

•-e•-

• .•

•••••••••104:44••••• -•,•-••
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DATEBOOK
RegistratiQn now
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Late registration for play in the MurrayCalloway County Baseball Association can be
made by calling the proper league president.
They are as follows: T-Ball, 5-8, Joe Stonecipher,
753-0392; Park, 7-8, Tommy Reid. 753-7308; Kentucky, 9-10, Glenn Hughes, 489-2750; Little
-League, 11-12; -Heftily Tucker, 753-4102; Junior
Babe Ruth, 13-15, Mike Baker, 753-5763; Senior
Babe Ruth, 16-18, Eddie Sctiewettman, 753-5731.

Fashion show Monday

. .

Ray and Elrod wedding scheduled

•

A Total Fashion Show including hairstyles,
clothes and makeup will be presented Monday.
April 30, at 7 p.m. in the Curtis Center
Auditorium, Murray State University. This
event is being sponsoed by the Murray Unit of
the National Hairdressers and Cosmetologists.
Tickets are $3.50 each an are available from
any Member of the Murray unit. For information
-or-tieltets--eall-Leta's Beauty Salon, 753-8282.

Skills session Monday
The West Kentucky Allied Services 111 have
an Employee Ability Skills Training Session on
Monday, April 30, at 9 a.m. at the Douglas Cornmunity,Center_ on L.P. Miller Street, Murray.
The session will include discussions on job application completion, resume preparation and interviewing techniques. For information contact
Bill McMican at 1-247-4046 or 753-0908.

11P40111111k

,....41
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Pier I Imports
Set Air Center
We are pleased to
announce
that
Carol Spann, brideelect of Kenny
Bogard, has made •
her selections from
our bridal registrY
for decorative accessories. Carol a.nd
Kenny'irill_be married June 2.

st ar.
wg

/4vvitiitvis

MS groupwill nieet
The MS (multiple Sclerosis) Encounter Group
will meet Saturday, April 28, at 1:30 p.m. in the
cafeteria of Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
All interested persons are Divited to attend.

PTCs meetings planned
Two special meetings of Parent-Teacher
Clubs
have been planned. The Southwest
Calloway
Elementary School PTC will meet
tonight
(Thursday) at 7 p.m. at the school. The
East
Calloway Elementary School PTC will meet
Friday, April 27, at 7 p.m. at the school.
These
meetings will concern the transfer of personnel
In the Calloway County School System,
a PTC
spokesman said.

Toastmasters will meet
A meeting of the Murray Toastmasters will be
held Tuesday, May 1, at 6:59 p.m. at Western
Sizzlin Restaurant. The meeting will last approximately 1% hours with dinner first anci then the
evening's program. This club exists to help
anyone learn speaking skills and self-confidence.
The public is invited to attend at no obligation.
For more information contact Art Litchfield at
759-9926.

Wedding vows said
Mr. and Mrs. Keys McCuiston of Rt. 6, Murray, announce the marriage of their daughter,
Tonya Marie, to Franklin Nichelous Wells, son of
Hicks Wells of Giessen, Germany, and the late
Ursula Oberthauser Wells.
The couple was married on Friday, April 6, in
Columbia, S.C.
Their attendants were Miss Dixie Wells, sister
of the groom, and Ed Goins.
The new Mrs. Wells is the granddaughter of
Mrs. Eva Brown of Santa Fe Springs, Calif., of
Joe Phillips of Columbia, Ky., and the late
Raymon McCuiston.
Mr. Wells is the grandson of Franklin Wells of
Southfield, Mich., formerly of Murray, and the
late Mrs. Dixie Wells.
•
The bride is employed by the Kroger Sav-On in
Columbia, S.C.
The groom is employed by the Blue HavenPool Co., also in Columbia.
The couple is residing at 1400 Bella Vista. Columbia, S.C.

Mr. and Mrs. Lexie B.
Ray of Kingston, Tenn.,
announce the engagement and approaching
marriage of their
daughter, Latetia Jill
(Tish ), to Mark A. Elrod
of Nashville. Tenn., son
of Mr. and Mrs. Edward
Elrod of New Castle,
Del.
Miss Ray is a 1978
honor graduate of
Roane County High
School, Kingston. She
received a B.A. degree
in Speech and Communications from David
Lipscomb College,
Nashville, Tenn., in
1982. She was a member
of Psi Alpha Social Club
and served as its president her senior year.
The bride-elect is
employed as a
laboratory assistant for
Specialized Assays in
Nashville.
Miss Ray is the granddaughter of Onyx B.
Ray and the late Mrs.
Ola Ray and of the late
Mr. and Mrs. Ottis Patton, all of Murray.
Mr. Elrod is a 1976
graduate of William
Penn High School in
New Castle. He served
four years in the U.S.
Navy as a radar
operator and will
graduate Cum Londe
with a B.S. degree in
political science in June
of 1984 from David
Lipscomb College,
and
Nashville.
The groom-elect is a University, Nashville,
member of Phi Alpha in September. He
Theta National History presently is employed at
Honor Society. He will Darryl's Restaurant,
enter the graduate pro- Nashville.
gram in political
• science - and foreign
Mr. Elrod is the
relations at Vanderbilt grandson of the late Mr.,

Eastern Daylight Time,
at the Kingston Church
Of Christ where the
bride-elect's father is
minister.
All friends and family •
of the couple are invited
to attend:'

Members 1t meeting

SALE
Off
Storewide
Excluding Work Shoes, Work Clothes,
And Rubber Footwear Which Will Be
1O° Off
MANY ITEMS REDUCED 500. THROUGHOUT
THE STORE!
CLOTHING FOR THE ENTIRE FAMILY
SHOP SETTLE-WORKMAN DOWNTOWN MURRAY ACROSS FROM
THE BANK OF MURRAY, WHERE YOU ALWAYS FIND QUALITY
MERCHANDISE AT REASONABLE PRICES.

DIRECTS WORKSHOP - Dr. Julie Lovins,
member of the Murray Business and Professional Women, presented a personal improvement workshop at the Southwest Region DPW
Spring Conference in Mayfield recently.

Sale Ends Monday, April 30th

Or V ,sa

and Mrs. John G. Elrod
of McMinnville, Tenn:,
and of the late Mr. and
Mrs: Charles H. Davis
of Wilmington, Del.
The wedding -will be
solemnized on Saturday. June 9. at 2 p.m.,

_

AFTER EASTER

Use Your Sr.ttli.
Workman Chg At
Master Chaige

(Ti.slo Ray
lark A :-Etrpd to iwro:

SETTLE-WORKMAN

W f.

Appreciate
Your Business

5(4401 tool Aatn",

Five members of the meqting,.Kathy Hodge,.
Murray - _Business and past president of the
Professional Women at- Murray BP,W, was
tended the Southwest elected -as public relaRegion BPW Spring tions chairperson for the /
Conference- recently at Southwest Region BPW.
Mayfield.
- •
Oilier officers for
Dr. Julie Lovins, 1984-85 are Paula Flood,
member of the Murray director from Cadiz;
.BPW. conducted a per- Jean- Elkins,- assistant
sonal improvement director from Paducah;
workshop on Saturday Delores Harper,
afternoon at the con- legislative 1 hairman
ference. She is an from Fu on -South
associate -professor of -Fulton;
•nny Keller,
professional studies at member ip chairman
Murray State from
arshall County;
University.
Alliso Smith, program
She is a graduate of ch irman from
the University of Ken- H kinsville.
tucky and the UniversiSaturday evening's
ty of Tennessee.--TheInner Speaker was Joel Murray -woman receiv- Ellington, -Kentucky's
ed her .doctorate fro
represenitive from the
Southern Illin is Fourth Legislative
University, Carbon ale. District. The - district
At the annual b iness which he has
represented since 1980
encompasses most of
McCracken County and
Crittenden County and
-all of Livingston County.
Other members
representing Murray
BPW at the spring conference-- were Brenda
Rowland, president, Euple Ward and Marlene
Slaughter.

Duck•
to amain S:1MC

'Donald

30

20% off
•••••

Men's Light Jackets

25%
Off

Men's
Shoes

off

Ladies Spring dresses
rib

20%
Off

30

Men's
Suits
& Blazers

Ladies Spring Suits

20% off

Off All Boys
*Polo (Ralph Lauren)
•Izod
•Sedgefield
00-P (Shorts & T-Shirts)
*Members Only

Off

Ladring

Cardigan Sweaters
100% Cotton & Acrylic

JJttckitii1iaInNag '{C.th
.112 (11.‘:-Anut Strf.(.1
'1 , 1 11 1111:. Vor \Trn

r

*Au

I

•

Cathy Duncan
You Not Only Are .4
Superb Secretary, But Also .4
Wonderful Person—
God Bless You

MURRAY
MEMORIAL
GARDENS

•••••••••••••••••••a•rs,ert

•.
'

;1111k

- Al' CONFERENCE: - Attendik the Sootily% est Region BPW Spring ('on•
ferenee in Mayfield recently were five members of the Murray Business and
Professional Women. They are, from let, Marlene Slaughter. Murray
President Brenda Rowland, Julie Lovins, Euple Ward and Kathy Hodge.

WASHINGTON (AP)
- -Walt Disney Productions says- it will change
nothing about its cartoons in the wake of
criticism from the National Coalition on
Television Violence that
some of them are too
viorent
The company made
the statement Tuesday
after the coalition cited
as one example of excessive violence the cartoon "Donald's Golf
Game," in which
Donald Duck used
clothespins to silence
his three rambunctious
nephews.
"I was shocked at how
violence was shown as
the only way to deal
with problems," said
Dr. Thomas Radecki of
the coalition, In Burbank, Calif., however„
the company said that
"programming • decisions will contintie to be
based on the preference
Of our audience."
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Thursday, April 28
Friday, April 27
Saturday, Apri128
Saturday, April 28
West Kentucky 9 a.m. to 4 p.m. at 809 and
the 25-year service at The Homeplace-1850.
Chapter of American Coldwater Rd.
awards will be made at
---Lupus Soclerty will meet
MSU Alumni 18111nquet at - The Single Connect
ion
at 7 p.m. at Lourdes
Annual benefit card 7 p.m. in Curris Center
will meet at 1 p.m. at
Hospital, Paducah. For and game party of Ballroo
m.
Hematite Lake in Land
information call Welcome Wagon Club
•
---I, Between the Lakes.
753-8384.
•
will be at 7 p.m. in ComInaugural Ball, spon------munity Room,- North sored by MSU Alumni
Dance featuring Fire
"Henry IV, Part I" Branch of Peoples
Association, will begin Mountain will be from 8
will be presented at 8 Bank. Tickets are $3 and at
9 p.m. in Curris p.m. to midnight at
p.m. by Community for information call Center.
This is open to Murray Moose Lodge.
Theatre in Playhouse in 753-3276.
the general puclib.
---the Park. For informa------Round
and square
tion call 759-1752,
Make Today Count
Murray-Calloway dancing will be from
---will meet at 10 a.m. in County Shrine Club will
7:30 to 11 p.m. at Lynn
Wranglers Riding private dining room of sponsor an open
dance Grove Roller Rink.
Club will meet at 7 p.m. Murray-Calloway Coun- from
8 p.m. to 1 a.m. at
in Robert 0. Miller ty Hospital.
Ralph Emerine Barn,
Daylight saving time
Courthouse Annex
---located just off Highway will start Sunday.
(back entrance).
Hazel and Douglas 121 North, immediately Remember to
run your
---Centers will, be open past John's Saving clocks one hour
forward
C o rnpassionate from 10 a.m. to 2 p.m. Center.
before going to bed
Parents Support Group for activities by senior
---tonight.
will meet at 7:30 p.m. at citizens.
Cleaning of Matheny
- -Calloway County Health_
Cemetery in Land BetSunday, April 29
*Department. For inforSecond night of ween the Lakes will
Mr. and Mrs. Dewey
mation call 753-3381. ( "Henry IV, Part I" will start at 9
Bazzell will have open
a.m.
---be presented at 8 p.m.
house in celebration of
---Zeta Department of by Community Theatre
Local chapter of their 50th wedding anMurray Woman's Club at Playhouse in the Parents
Anonymous niversary from 2 to 4:30
will meet at 7p.m. at Park.
will have a yard sale at p.m. at home on
club house.
809 Coldwater Rd., from Highway 1836, north of
--Alcoholics 9 a.m. to 4 p.m.
Coldwater. The family
Alcoholics Anonymous and Alrequests guests not br--Anonymous and Al- Anon will meet at 8 p.m.
Colts & Fillies 4-H ing gifts.
Anon will have a closed in J.U. Kevil Center, Horse Club
---will sponsor
meeting at 8 p.m. at Mayfield.
Matinee performance
an open horse show at 5
First Christian Church,
p.m. .at Wranglers of "Henry IV, Part I"
Benton. For information
Events in Land„ Bet- Riding Club.
will be at 2 p.m. by Comcall 753-0061, 762-3399, ween the Lakes will inmunity Theatre at
---753-7764, 753-5094 or clude Night Visual at 8
Third night of "Henry Playhouse in Murray753-7663.
p.m. at Woodlands IV, Part I" will be Calloway County Park.
---Nature Center azu$ presented at 8 p.m. by
---The Single Connection Rings and Things at 8 Community Theatre
Events in Land Betin
will meet at 7 p.m. on p.m. at Golden Pond Playhouse in
Murray- ween the Lakes will inthird floor, Education Visitor Center.
Calloway County Park. clude Sheep Shearing
Building, First United
---from 1 to 4 p.m. at Em---Methodist Church. For
Class of 1934 will be
Murray Baby Sitting pire Farm; Spring
Information call Dick at honored at .Emeritus Coop will
meet at 10 Wildflowers at 2 p.m. at
436-2174 or Billie at Club luncheon at 11:30 a.m. at Callowa
y Public Woodlands Nature
762-6856 or 759-4045.
a.m. in Pogue Library, 'Library.
Center; membership
---Murray State •
kick-off campaign with
---Chapter 50 of Disabled University.
Ladies Golf meeting special program from 1
American Veterans and
---of Oaks Country Club is to 5 p.m. at Fenton Lake
Auxiliary are scheduled
Events at Murray scheduled at 10 a.m. Access Area.
to meet at 7 p.m. at Moose Lodge will in- with Vicki
---Nance and
Legion Hall.
clwie games at 8 p.m. Wanda Brown VI
and entertainment in 'charge.
-Front Porch Swing lounge" from 8 p.m. to
---Will meet at 7 p.m. at midnight.
Alpha Department of
---First Christian Church.
Murray Woman's Club
FORT HOOD, Texas
Hours at Wrather will have a business
---(AP) 7 James L.
Christian Men's West Kentucky Museum meeting at 2:30 p.m. at Dozier, the
Army
Fellowship of First at Murray State Univer- club house.
brigadier general held
Christian Church will sity will be from 10 a.m.
---prisoner 42 days by
meet at 6:30 p.m. at to 9 p.m. with seminar
Alcoholics Italian terrorists in 1982,
church. First United on higher education to Anonymous and Al- has been awarde
d a seMethodist Church Men he from 4 to 5:30 p.m. Anon will meet at 8 p.m. cond star.
will also meet with the and 7:30 to 9 p.m. in in western portion of
Dozier was promoted
auditorium.
Livestock and Exposi- to major general
group.
Tuestion Center.
------day-, and the 3rd Corps
Second day of yard
East Calloway
---and Fort Hood deputy
sale by West Ky. Allied Elementary School
Murray Squar-N- commander said it is
Services and Interagen-'s .1;4a-rent-Teacher Club Naders are scheduled to "an exciting time to
be
cy Conference will be at will have a special call- dance at 8 p.m. at in the Army."
Highway Barn. Funds ed meeting at 7 p.m. at Woodmen of World Hall.
"When you combine
will go to Need Line to the school.
---the best soldiers I've
be used for utility bills.
Events in Land Bet- seen in my 34 years
---of
Round and square ween the Lakes will in- service with the superb
---Chess Club of Murray dancing will be from clude Warble Watch at
equipment we're now
State University will 7:30 t11 p.m. at Lynn 8:30 a.m. at Woodlands
getting, you can't help
meet at 7 p.m. at Curris Grove-0911er Rink.
Nature Center and but get excited," said
Center.
---Bread Making at 10 a.m. the 53-year-old officer.
---Kentucky Fur Takers
Spouse Abuse Hotline Association will open its
Network Workshop will third annual Spring
be at 6:30 p.m. at St. Rendezvous today at
John's Episcopal Camp Energy Group
Church.
Camp in Land Between
---the Lakes.
Special hours at
---Wrather West Kentucky
Saturday, April 28
Museum at Murray
MS (multiple
State University for to- sclerosis) Encounter
day will be from 10 a.m. Group will meet at 1:30
to 4:30 p.m.
p.m. in cafeteria of
---Murray-Calloway CounOne -act play, ty Hospital.
"Welcome to An---dromeda," will be
Special Offer Thru May 1st
Inaugural ceremonies
presented at 7 p.m. in to formally install Dr.
Robert E. Johnson Kala M.Stroup as presi0
Theatre, Murray State dent of Murray State
University.
University will begin at
---11 a.m. in Lovett
Concert by Murray Auditorium, followed by
State University Jazz a reception, hosted by
Call For Appointment
Ensemble will be at 8 students, at 12:30 p.m.
434-4152
p.m. in Stables Lounge, in Pogue Library.
Curris Center.
---OwnersPresentation of the
---Trena
Burpo
& Dowdie Conner
Southwest Calloway Distinguished Alumnus',
Elementary School Distinguished Professor
Parent-Teacher Club
will have a special called meeting at 7 p.m. at
the school.

Pageant contestant
AT PAGEANT - Miss Amy Bryan, daughter
of Mr. and Mrs. Phil Bryan of Murray, has been
chosen to be a finalist in the 1984 Miss Kentucky
U.S. Teen Pageant at Holiday Inn, Bowling
Green on Saturday, April 28, at 7:30 p.m. The
state pageant is the official state final to the Miss
U.S. Teen Pageant to be held July 18 in Alabama.
Sponsors for Miss Bryan are The Shoe Shack,
who she is modeling for in the picture, and The
Hoke Company. Tickets will be on sale at the
door the night of the pageant. The state winner
will receive a host of prises including a gift from
Hawaiian Topic, round trip flight to the national
finals, MG cash,jewelry, crown, banner,trophy
and other gifts,according to Mrs.Tony McLarty,
state director for the pageant.

•

Centraf Shopping Center
Hwy 641 N., Murray- 753-7991 •
9:30-9:00 Mon -Sat., 1-5 Sun.

St%
Polo Shirts

8.99 or 2 For 15.00

.4614 %Ma 1
.11MIltiI

Reg. 12.99

4111
• '41

Poly/cotton polo shirts in stripes and colorful solids. S,M,L. A wear with everything
placket-front top.

Igliii111111111111111
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Fashion Shorts

9.99
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Reg. to 19.99-

AMINkile

Fantastic price on the latest styies of shops.
Pleats, cuffs or plain front styling. Poly/cotton blend in many colors.

James Dozier
given award
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Sundresses Specially Priced!

19.99
Great to look at, and fun to wear. These sundresses
are news for summer. Buy one or more from,our
value collection, which includes stripes, prints and
colorful solids.

--•

Announcing The
Opening Of The

•N•

Sun Hut

•
54

The New Wave
In Sun Tanning

•

4.
1 •

Sat. April 28th

Sessions $35

Located At Hardin
Next Door To Country Crossroads

•

`f•

Friday, April 27
kentucky Lake
Chapter of National
Association of Retired
Federal Employees will
meet at 9:30 a.m. at
Calloway Public
Library.
---Golden Age Club will
meet at 10:30 a.m. for a
potluck luncheon in
social hall of First
United Methodist
Church.
Fund raising bean
dinner by MurrayCalloway County Senior
Citizens will be from 11
a.m.to 1:30p.m. at Ellis
Community Center.
Meals will be served for
$1.110 each.
-

•

Yard sale by local
chapter of Parents
Anonymous will be from

Diamond

* TRADE-

INS
EXCLUDED
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Crop Tops

8.99 or *
2 For 15.00 Reg. to 14.99
A great selection of novelty crop tops in bright solids,
plaids and stripes. Poly/cotton fabric. S,M,L.

Crop and Ankle-length Pants

15.99 - Reg. to 21.00
Crop and ankle-length pants in stripes and solids with pleated
front. Some have side-button closures and side pockets.
Easy/care poly/cotton fabrics. Wear them with any heel
height you like . .from high to low.

Total
Weight
WAS

$1500

Vow

(

SPRING CLEARANCE

YOUR
CHOICE

Spring Dress Sale!

$6

LAYAWAYS
Or
BANK CARDS

Michelsons
Quality at a Price!

40% to
50% Off
Reg. 24.99 to 65.00
Perfect dresses for stepping
into spring. -Choose'-from an assortment of styles' and
colors. •Intermedrite markdowns
may have been taken

CHESTNUT HILLS SHOPPING CENTER. MURRAY. KY.

•

Linen-Look Coordinates
35% To 65% Off
Jackets and Blazers

9.99 Reg. to 22.99

24.99 Reg. 75.00
Skirts
12.99.Reg. 36.00
Pants
12.99 Reg. 38.00

Sale on these beautiful tunic
tops for spring. The comfortable answer to whip to wear
With this season's crop pants.
and jeans. Add a belt from our
collection of fashion accessories. S,M,L..

Spring Tunic Tops
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OUTSTANDING STUDENTS- rive Menibers of the MurraY.IngTiSeh-oor
chapter of Future Homemakers of America were named Outstanding Home
Economics Students during a recent awards banquet. They are, from left,
Kelly Bolls. Kathy Freiiial.-Angel Adams. Alison Sears and Wege Rushing.

•
:i.-......44,
•••••04!...omeam•emisrvrormil*44,4...cf•

•

CONTEST WINNERS - Jennifer Grogan,
left.
an Kelly Bolls recently won first
place in
regional competition at Murray State University. Grogan won first place in sewing constructi
on
while Bolls captured first place in sewing
techniques.

JUNIOR DEGREE RECIPIENTS - Several Were
awarded Junior
Homemaker Degrees during the awards presentation.
They are, from left,
front row. Kelly Bolls, Lee Ann Babb, Danette Roberts, Charts
Walston,
Marla Ford and Susan Jones. Back row, Shannon Page, Becky
Wolf, Kelly
Ridley. Alesia Harris, Angel Adams, Lisa Whitaker, Tammi
Nance, Lori
Hublbs, Amy Long and Melissa Gray.
Photo by Gerald Carter

Photo by Gerald Carter

OUTSTANDING MEMBERS - Outstanding Future Homemakers were
named during the awards banquet also. They are, from left, Lisa Howard.
Emily Apperson, Lisa Mikulcik and Kim Wilham.

Diamond
* TRADE-IN
S
EXCLUDED

CHAPTER DEGREE RECIPIENTS - From
left, Tina Cooper, Lee Ellen Estes and Melanie
McClain were awarded Chapter Homemaker
Degrees during the annual banquet.

AWARD WINNERS - Other FHA members
earning various awards this
school year are,.from left, front row,
Melissa Gray, Jennifer Grogan„:
Camme Covey and Kim Wilham. Back row,
Alesia Harris, Angel Adams,
Lisa Howard, Kelly Bolls.and Alison
Sears.
Photo by Gerald Carter

Photo by Gerald Carter

SPECIAL
of the
Month

The ironing board was invented by Sarah Boone in 1892.

90
Days
Same as Cash

LAYAWAYS
Or
BANK CARDS

Michelsons .
Quality at
a Price!

CHESTNUT HILLS SHOPPING CEN ER MURRAY KY

SPECIAL

Large Double
Hamburger &
French Fries

$1-9

Special Good April 27-May 3

Convenient Drive Through Window

T.J.'s Bar-B-Q
Chestnut-St.

Burgers
753-0045

Dr. Erwin speaker at FHA
Murray- High :awards event

The Murray High
School Chapter of
Future Homemakers of
America recently held
its 25th annual awards
banquet at the school
with Alison Sears,
chapter president,serving as toastmistress.
Dr. Marti Erwin,
chairman of the department of nursing at Murray State University
and speaker for the
evening, addressed the
group on the topic of
leadership.
Erwin stressed the
-need for excglience in
one's job as well as sensitivity, creativeness

and excellence in any of
the tasks one peforrns.
She emphasised the importance of blending
homemaking with
career and related her
topic to the FHA creed.
Outstanding home
economics studentS for
1983-84 were announced
by chapter advisor and
home economics
teacher Sally Crass.
Those earning this
honor were freshmen
Kelly Bolls and Kathy
Freibal, sophomore
Angel Adams and
_seniors Allison. Sears
and Wege Rushing.
Outstanding Future
Homemakers of
America were junior
Lisa Howard and
seniors Emily Apperson, Lisa Mikulcik and
Kim Wilham.
Sears, second vice
president Emily Apperson and Secretary Vonnie Hays, conferred
junior homemaker and
chapter degrees.
Those earning junior
homemaker degrees
were Mitzi Boggess,
Kelly Bolls, Kelli
Crawford, Marla Ford,

Melissa Gray, Lori
Hubbs, Gail Johnson,
Amy Lang, Becky Wolf,
Trisha Morris, Tammie
Nance, Shannon Page,
Traci Parker, Kelly
Ridley, Charla Walston,
Lisa Whitaker, Lesley
Wiggins, Angel Adams,
Lee Ann Babb, Alesia
Harris, Dannette
Roberts and Susan
Jones.
Chapter degrees were
awarded to Melanie McClain, Lee Ellen Estes
and Tina Cooper.
Another special
feature of the event was
an imitation of television character "Edith
Ann" portrayed by
former FHA president
Mary Morris. Morris is
a senior and Murray
State University and a
graduate of MHS.
The awards banquet
was organized by a
group of FHA members
chaired by Kim
Wilham. Committee
members were Lisa
Howard, Lesley Thompson, Emily Apperson,
Becky Snow, Mitzi Boggess, Lisa Whitaker and
Kelly Bolls.

Past Matrons'-Patrons
Club meets, lodge'hall
Because of a model change
we bring you an incredible
opportunity to buy famous
Sealy Posturepedic bedding
and Save Fifty Percent
If you don't mind sleeping on a 1983 model(and who
would know but you) we'll save you plenty on Sealy's best! We
must clear our floors for new models coming in. And you benefit
with close-out prices that will soon be history! These are famous
Posturepedics thai promise no morning backache from sleeping on
a too-soft mattress. Hurry for best selection!

FREE
DELIVERY

FURNITURE

The Past Matrons and and Bob Farley;
Patrons Club of Murray Christmas dinner,7June
Star Chapter No. 433 Crider, Margery
Order of the Eastern Crawford and Frances
Star met in the lounge of Churchill; January,
the Murray Masonic Iuta Hutson, Hardin
Lodge on Coldwater Aierdice and Sybil
Road on Monday, April Lasater.
23, at 7 p.m.
Each member was
Beatrice Henry, asked to bring one tea
chairman of the club, towel to the next
presided. She appointed Eastern Star meeting or'
the following club meeting, which
committees:
ever attended first, to be
Publicity - Frances used in lodge kitchen.
Churchill money'proRefreshments of cake
jects - June Crider, and coffee were served.
Mildred Bell and BrenPresent were Alma
da Newberry; sickness and Howard McNeely,
and distress - Nell Rob- Judith and Charles
bins, - Alma McNeely, Jackson, Thelma and
Howard McNeely and Bob Farley, Margery
Brenda Newberry;
and Nix Crawford,
Planning committees Beatrice and Eunice
for meetings
July, Henry, Brenda
Judith Jackson, Charles Newberry, Mildred
Jackson, Margery and Bell, Nell Rohbins. luta
Ntx Crawford; Hutson and Frances
September, Doris Churchill.
Bradley, Dixie AlderThe next regular
dice and Betty Dodd; meeting is scheduled tor
October, Betty Dodd, the fourth Tuesday in
Lola MeClain,, Thelma July.
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Kentuckian named to children"s task force
Jefferson County
Judge/Executive Mitch
McConnell, who also
served as chairman of
the Kentucky Task
Force on Exploited and
Missing Children, announced that the
manager of the
Louisville-Jefferson'
County Exploited and
Missing Child Unit has
been chosen as Deputy
Director of the National
Center for Missing and
Exploited Children.

STUDENT TEACHERS (IN REVERSE) — Two third grade students at
Carter Elementary School in Murray explain the functions of a computer
and how to use it to music students at Murray State University. Shown are
John Galloway (pointing) and Darren Gantt (foreground). The Murray
State students are (seated) Craig Teer of Marion ad Valerie Martin of
Union City, Tenn., and (standing, left) Samar Mahfoud of Murray. Also
shown is Karen Atkins, music and computer teacher at Carter and Robertson Elementary School. Her students visited a music methods class at Murray State taught by Dr. Irma Collins, who devoted two sessions to computer
awareness to show what is available in computer music software from the
elementary level through college.

•,7

Several university Upward Bound
members recognized at meeting
Several Murray State
University
staff
members of Upward
Bound,a program which
aids high school students
in pursuing. educational
opportunities, -were
recognized at the state
meetifig Of the Kentucky
Association of Educational Opportunity Program
Personnel
(1CAEOPP1 recently in
Lexington
Randy
Wilson,
counselor at Upward
Bound, presented a
paper, "Upward Bound
Dorm Life: A Model for
,,SuCtess.": The paper
-diScussid
housing
method§ used -by Upward Bound in its five
week summer study
session.

Wilson also received a
service award from
KAEOPP lor outstanding contributions to the

Mahlon Thomas, head
resident-adViser during
the
summer,
was
recognized as a Trio
Achiever, an individual
who has once been a participant in a Trio Program and later succeeded in his field of study.
Trio Programs include
Upward Bound, Special
Services, Educatjonal
Talent Search and
Educational Opportunity
Centers. Thomas, who
participated in the Upward Bound program
Randy Wilson
while a student at MurUpward Bound Scholars ray State, is now an
Bowl competition. Ken- English teacher at Carlitucky's Upward. Bound sle County High School.
team has won against
Joe Evanko, learning
seven other stale_ teams__ specialist, was- -elected
the past three con- state member at large
secutive years.
for KAEOPP.

John Rabun, who has
been instrumental is
structuring the Jefferson County unit and the
statewide efforts to protect children, was in
Washington recently to
announce the creation of
the national center and
to accept his appointment. The idea for such
a national center was
born in Louisville three
years ago when McConnell hosted the first national symposium on
this issue. During a national radio address last
December President
Reagan promoted the
idea for the national
center. Joining Rabun
In the announcement
were Alfred S. Regnery,
Administrator of the Office of Juvenile Justice
and Delinquency
Pre,vention and John
Walsh, Chairman of the
National Child
Tragedies Coalition.
Walsh is the father of
the six -year -old
Hollywood, Flaida, boy
whose abduction,
molestation and murder
has been the subject of
television's docudrama
"Adam."
•
•
"There is no one more
qualified for this job
than John Rabun," McConnell said. "He is an
expert in the field of
combatting child exploitation. He directed
our -unit which has
become a model for the
entire country. He has
been asked to consult in
a number of national
cases including the
Atlanta child murders
of 1981, has testified
before Congress and the
U.S. Department_ of
Justice and is the author
of a number of national-

ly published essays closely with John to
regarding law enforce- guarantee that Kenment and child
exploitation."
At the - request of
Deputy Administrator
of the Office of Juvenile
Justice and Delinquency Prevention James
Wootton, Rabun spent
three weeks in
Washington recently to
help establish the National Center for Missing and Exploited
Children.
In 1980 McConnell appointed Rabun to the
local unit after an extensive investigation proved that child victimization was a serious problem in Jefferson County. This EMCU is unique
because It was the first
unit to put social
workers and police officers _together_ as a
team to solve child exploitation cases. Since
the creation of this unit.
Rabun has worked more
than 2,800 cases and
freed hundreds of'
children from
exploitation.
"John's record speaks
for itself; he is indicative of the truly professional approach of
my administration to
pro-actively address the
problems of exploited
and missing children
throughout Kentucky,"
McConnell said. "We
regret John is leaving
but we're looking forward to seeing him do
for the national center
what he has done for our
local unit; and I know
we will continue to work

tacky remains the national leader In the field

•

of protecting -our
children."

Don't Just Sit There!

Get Up And Get Over To
That's It Levis For Their

-

SPRING SALE

v Up To 50% Off Storewide
vMen's Basic Levis $13.99
v Ladies Levis Bendover Slack Sizes 6-12
50% Off
sEsprit 25% Off
k.-Ladies' Levis & Lee Jeans 50% Off

That's It Levis

Olympic Plaza

Murray

753-6882

WEATHERMAN'S

TIRE
SALE
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Get Rainy Day Savings
On New Tire Traction!

Fashion

GOODIVEAR

ShipearLd
Baggie
jearLs

21.99
Reg. to 34.00

Save On The Performance
Eaqie ST With The RoadGripping Tread Design
• Double belted gas saver
White Letter
Size
radial for street machines
P185 70R13
and vans
P195 70R13
• Road responsive, with
double belts to muscle
P195'
._70R14
the tread
P205/70R 14
• White letter perfect sidevvall
P215 70R14
styling, or smooth blackwall „ P225 7QR14
%Sizes to fit U S cars.
P225 70R15
including street maChines.
P235,7OR 15
vans
P245 60R15
No Trade Needed.
"71

Choose your favortte
style of jeans from
our large selection.
Junior and misses
sizes. 100% cotton
denim.

r?,

SALE
PRICE

$58.00
563.15
569.90
$73.90
$77.10

$19.60
Sg18.85
$83.95
$86 55

All Sale Prices Snd Sat., April 28

SHOP THE"MORE'STORE

of
Goodyear auto and tight truck tires
when you shoo Goodyear but that s
not all At most locations you It find •
complete auto service loo Nut just
tire mountingbut everything from a
Youll find more than torty lines

tube-and -oil change 10 tune-ups
alignr,errs and more Yot, Ii u

take apoo,nr.
i•sat,es vow •
sc, when y, • ,'bus Rer• . •

!,rto

,tger
• now
tran,
how 10 liSten ancl salespersons whO

merits sin
,is wet: ri
oeadv te

know how to answer questions
Chances are vou l,"have a choice
of credit too — the familiar charge
cards plus--The S,Ner Card from
Cdibaèic AnTrt you re an earTy riser
tou ii lind Goodyear opens as earh,

be! Goo,

GUARANTEED

WHEEL
ALIGNMENT

STEEL RADIAL SALE
LUBE & OIL
CHANGE & FILTER

Save Now On The
Radial Thai Keeps
Its Feet. Even in
The Rain,

• Set ff•ont or
'ear whee cas•er camber and
toe on cars with
-'able susoens,on Che •
• , ;gh.1 trucl,s cars
, Irrg MacPherson Strut
,_or'et:ton extra

1

Custom
Polysteel
a
I
t

f5i• •

Inc ,des up to t,ke
CR,11,tO M•fOf tfan-C1

• ;
• Chass,s +ubrocrarlor, and Oil change
• Includes light trucks
• Please call tor armour-ern

Whitewall
Sue
P155 80R13
P195 80R13
P195 75R14
P205 75R15
P215 •75R15
P235 75R15

SALE
PRICE
$45.00
551,95
$59.50
$65.40
$68.35
S14.30

1111,,anled
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"SAY HELLO
TO VECTOR!"
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"Business Is Good"

1

(502) 753-0595

Murray, Ky.

"We Harr A Winning Team — Quality, Quantity & Price"
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1414EN YOL, FORGET YOU'RE
NOT HAVING PANCAKES
ANC YOU POUR SvgvP
OvEK•fOugrCOU7 CEREAL..
‘.4

IT'S NICE TO-GET
IT OVER WITH !

C•tou TELL ME THE
WAMEIE5I CROWN PRINCE GAVE
YOU TNI5 NECKLACE.,
SLIT HE
NOW DEAO?
5AD BUT
TRUE.

CCRRECT,

NANCY WON THIS
AWARD OF.LAOSE SHE
HAS BEEN VERY 6000
AND LISTENED
TO HER
TEACHER

1 "-\ ••••\

SIRE.

THANK YOU FOR
CHOOSING ME FOR
THIS AWARD - IM GLAD I WON --

Kentucky News In Brief
I KNOW THIS 15 JUST THE
TIIRD-CLA55 EMT FROM
THE PLANE,GARRELD.

BUT YOU'D THINK THEY'P CrivE
US A LACMER OR 50mETHINC5

0•11)4DIDO

Ks0Vv 6AR9E
YOU'VE BuILT As
ARTIFICIAL LITTLE
KJNGDOM FOR
•C,R5ELF

YOU DON'T EVEN KNOW
Wt..IAT To-1E REAL vs.CRLD
I5 ALL ABOUT

ME
WEET

NomE

BuT I
NO ANyn-oNG
N iouR
SIZE ,
• --1

FRANKFORT, Ky.(AP) — Gov. Martha Layne
Collins will attend Saturday's inauguration of
Kala Stroup as president of Murray State
University, -according to a statement from the
governor's office.
The ceremony is scheduled at 11 a.m. CST in
the university's Lovett Auditorium.
Other program participants include U.S. Sen.
Wendell Ford, D-Ky.; Morton Holbrook, chairman of the state CouriCil on Higher Education;
Emily Taylor of the American Council on Education; and Murray State Regents Chairman
Richard Frymire.
Ms. Stroup is Murray State's seventh president
and the first woman to head a university In
Kentucky.
The statement from, her office said Mrs. Collins would travel to Nashville, Tenn., Saturday
night to give the keynote address to the Tennessee Democratic Party's Jefferson-Jackson
Day Banquet.
————
RICHMOND, Ky.(AP) — Thirty people, mostly Madison County residents, have been arrested
on charges of trafficking in drugs and alcohol,
county authorities said.
Commonwealth's Attorney Tom Smith said 41
people had been named in warrants involving 29
felonies and 46 misdemeanors. Eleven of the people had not been arrested by mid-afternoon
Wednesday. .
The warrants resulted from a three-month investigation by state police. Richmond police,
Berea police and Eastern Kentucky University

DeVanti's

A

Sunday Buffet of 4 Meats
5 Vegetables, Salad Bar
and Dessert

security police, state police Trooper Greg Gay
said.
The charges contained allegations of trafficking In marijuana, ha'shish, cocaine, LSD,- barbiturates, amphetamines, whiskey and beer,
Smith said.

Filmmakers to stand
trail judge reports
LOS ANGELES (AP)
— A judge's decision
that three filmmakers
should stand trial in the
deaths of three actors on
the set of the movie
"Twilight Zone" could
set a dangerous precedent that would send
"thousands of innocent
people" to jail, a
defense attorney says.

OVERCOAT

SAVE
FOUR
wAYs

1

lemenree
CAN
OPENER

FREE!
inns
PIIIICOUUM

GE MICROWAVE _
-COOKING CENTER
Large I 4cu ft microwave uPPer
oven with Dual Wave'' rnicrOvrave
system Mictowrive oven has touch
controls and Automatic Cooking
Control Full-size P-75 selfcfean.ng lower oven Black pass
doors

BIG SAVINGS
n

on selected models

2

U.S. SAVINGS
• BONDS or
FREE GIFTS

ur Microwaves
00

U.S. SAVINGS BOND

0

Over'500 in
• SAVINGS
CERTIFICATESt

with purchase of either of these GE appliances
ONLY GE DELIVERS
CRUSHED ICE,
CUBES AND
COLD WATER-23 5 cu tt 8 57 cu ft
freezer mth adjustable
shelves Two highhurrud.ty sealed pans
nelP keep food fresh
up to 15 days Lowerhumidity pan Automatic energy Sauer
SyStern .1595

(From 114130 Individual savings' on
some of America's
favorite products.
Savings Certificates
direct from GE with
purchase of selected
models.

SOLID-STATE
TOUCH CONTROL
DISHWASHER WITH
POTSCRUBBER
CYCLE
11 performance
monitoring programs
10-year full warranty
on PerrnaTufe tub and
door liner (ask for
details( 3-level wash
• action Super Racks
Delay start

Lets -'200..
Less '100°'
Savings
-Bond
Only '1295.1
'

FF24RC

- Save '200"'

• model GSD2800D

U.S. SAVINGS BOND
with purchase of this laundry pair

DELUXE 2-IN-I
AUTOMATIC WASHER
Vogt passet for firmly-sized
loads Mini-Brisket'' tub for
delicate' 13 cycles including
permanent press

HEAVY-DUTY DRYER—
,' DRYING SELECTIONS
5'eyeles onClutfing permanent
preilbkrtts Automate dry
control End-of-cycle signal
Removable ug-tront lad filter

Save '60"
On This Dryer

Save '120°°
On This Washer

FREE

I Washers Start At
'349"

DEU VERY

Model 00E75009

Modm VAVA&3506

tspEcIAL
BONUS

.1,tirsrei=r-14
U aleSTElle IMMO**

MY/ COIMPeTese net
L•
Oalen

•

OFFtr.
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!
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111. all

rpnEcr FROM GENERAL ELECTRIC
WITH THE PURCHASE OF
MI APPLIANCES SHOWN

FREE
'
NW

\)4\
1 rk
.""

- Xa

OVER

in SAVINGS
Mg-Ow
CERTIFICATES
Igo
nerocik04 Over MOO total savIngs ($1-$130-ino,-

(i"ifivr-ard,

Imisr Direct Lae to General Electric
Tlienwer

Save $100"

•P66 G

3

4

NOWI FIVE YEAR
LIMITED WARRANTY
Dual Wave' mrcrowave System
designed for good even cooking
results Spacious I 4 Cu ft oven cayity
Auto Roast Feature 5-year limited
warranty—carry-in service loans and
laoon, See warranty 'or cletallS

Greatly
Reduced

direct from
General Electric
when you buy
models Indicated.

E rFINANCING
In
Store Financing
•
Home Made
Deals From
Your Home Town
Dealers

Model JET2I0

ausof* vaso
cV .

flOO426.204KI

.....

victual Savings) on some of-America's
favorite products SavInOs Certificates
direct from GE with purchase of
selected GE models

MURRAY APPLIANCE AND TV
212 EAST MAIN STREET

Howard Coy & John Simmons Owners

753-1586

,

MURRAY LUMBER
CO. INC.

025
Kenlake State
esort P
ONLY $ 1

tl
a

RICHMOND, Ky. (AP)' — American citizens
should participate in the formation of a national
nuclear weapons policy, the founder of the
Ground Zero organization said in a seminar at
Eastern Kentucky University.
Roger C. Molander, president of the Roosevelt
Center for American Policy Studies, said Tuesday night that it Would take 10 hours of study for
the average citizen to become familiar with the
"big-picture" issues of nuclear armament.
The main problem is not stopping the arms
race, but preventing nuclear war, he said, adding that a restructuring of relations between the
United States and the Soviet Union would be
essential to the attempt.
Molander and William J. Taylor spoke to about
700 people at a "town meeting" addressing the
problems of nuclear armament.
They agreed that average citizens should take
a more active role in shaping U.S. policy on
nuclear weapons, but disagreed on how that
should be accomplished.
Taylor, a retired Army colonel who is chief of
the Georgetown University Center for Strategic
and International Studies, said he favors a
nuclear freeze, but only after deep reductions in
the stockpiles of weapons.

moviema.kers and
Warner Bros. for $200
million in the death of
Renee Chen, 6. Crahan ordered director John Landis, speCial
effects coordinator Paul
Stewart and helicopter
pilot Dorcey Wing° to
stand trial on charges of
I nvoluntary
Manslaughter in the
But Municipal Court deaths of Morrow, 53,
Judge Brian Crahan's Renee Chen, and Myca
ruling this week in the Dinh Le, 7. However,
deaths of Vic Morrow the judge dismissed
(NERCO
and two children, killed charges against two
HOUSE
R4INT
°MINT
when a helicopter crash- other filmmakers,
SATIN
FIAT
ed amid special effects itssociate producer
explosions, won praise George Folsey and unit
from a lawyer for the production chief Dan
Olympic Overcoat House Paints
family of one of the Alltngham.
• Available in a vanety at colors
The deaths occurred
victims.
• Both Hat and satin finish
July 23, 1982, when the
"There are certain helicopter crashed on
limits beyond which the ,three actors.during
none of us have the-right t filming of a Vietnam
to go for reality and War scene about 40
authenticity. Just miles north of Los
because we are portray- Angeles. The scene was
ing the war doesn't being filmed for the first
mean we have to kill of four segments, each
753-3161
anybOdy," said attorney with a different diree.
Murray, Ky,
104 Maple
Jerome Berchin, who tor, that made up
has sued the •"Twilight Zone: The
Movie," which was
•
released last summer.
Landis' attorney,
Harland Braun, maintained that the accident
was caused by misfiring
of special effects explosions by a worker who
was not charged. He
said Crahan's reasoning
means that "if someone
under you does
something wrong ... you
are responsible for
that."
Such reasoning
"would make Ronald
Reagan responsible for
the 200 people (U.S. servicemen) killed in
Beirut," Braun told
Featuring: Frog Legs, Home Style
Clam
reporters after the
Chowder, Boiled Gulf Coast
ruling.
Shrimp,
"If this principle is
Oysters on the Half-Shell, Breaded
established ... our whole
Shrimp, Fried Oysters, Cod Fillets
Fried
system will collapse.
to a golden brown, Shrimp
Thousands and
Fried Rice,
thousands of innocent
Breaded
Ocean
Clam
Strips, Select
people will be in jail,"
Breaded Oysters, Breaded Fillet
of Cod,
he said.
Assorted
Hot Vegetables, Salad
Bar,
The attorney said he
Cheese Bar, and Dessert
would ask a Superior
Table:
Court judge to set aside
Crahan's decision,
which followed a
lengthy preliminary
hearing that ended April
9. Any trial would be
held in Superior Court.
• Crahan said evidence
• indicated that Landis,
Stewart and Wingo were
criminally responsible
for the circumstances
loading to the fatal
Crash.
The ruling was believed to be the first time a
filmmaker has been
ordered to stand trial
for a movie-set death.
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HEALTH
The Pill and migraineb

J

chief took own life

1?,

were attributed to corrosion and stress.
At a meeting Monday
evening in Murfreesboro, TVA directors also will decid‘•
whether to approve an
agreement with th e
Energy Department to
study water pollution
around a government
nuclear plant in Oak
Ridge.
Under the agreement,
TVA would collect
samples from the Clinch
and Tennessee Rivers
and four creeks that run
through the federal
tetervation, which includes a national
laboratory And a
uranium enrichment
Plant.

TVA has collected water solvents and oils
samples near the
TVA officials say the
nuclear plant, -Higgins Energy Department has
said. The utility last agreed to pay the agensummer examined cy $695,313 for its part of
samples from other the study. TVA could
sources and found more spend up to $975,213 to
than 140 toxic and collect the samples,
radioactive substances Higgins said.
near the federal
Other items recomfacilities.
mended for approval
Those substances in- are:
cluded uranium, mer- a contract under
cury, cyanide, traces of which the Energy
prutonium and Department will give
chemicals used in TVA an additional $1

BEIRUT, Lebanon the street.
(AP) - The new truce
Khawam's restaurant
made Mohieddin Is in the Moslem
Khawam feel safer, so neighborhood of Khanhe took a short cut dak El-Ghamik, a lowhome. He never made it. income quarter that
Sniper fire cut down runs along the "green
'Khawam and a friend line" at the edge of the
near the "green line," old commercial district
the zone which splits in downtown Beirut.
Beirut into Moslem and
The restaurant serves
Christian sectors. They ,the traditional Lebanese
were btit two of many breakfast of "horncivilians who have died mos," a dish of mashed
during a cease-fire - chickpeas, and "foole,"
one in a long line of cooked beans. The
truces called in hopes of eatery it called "Abu
finally ending civil war- Adel" after its owner.
fare that began nine Khawam, like many
years ago.
Arabs, was known also
Since the latest cease- by the name of his first
fire was proclaimed a son. "Abu" means
Neel( ago, at least nine "father of"; Adel is his
,people have been killed oldest son.
Friends, neighbgrs
and 80 wounded.
During the cease-fire and relatives gathered
Tuesday, even truce Wednesday to mourn at
monitors came under his house, just a block
sporadic sniper fire and from where he died.
Khawam, 52, left a
exchanges of rocketpropelled grenades wife and children - four
daughters and tjiree
from warring factions.
Khawam "used to sons ranging ip age
take a long road to avoid from 14 to 22.
Said Khalife: "He saw
sniping but Instead took
a short but dangerous truce observers and a
route opened by the- __disengagement police
truce," his brother-in- force on the street and
law, Mohammed felt secure."
Khalife, 29, said of his
slain relative.

As part of a task force
that includes inspectors
from the state, DOE and
the Environmental Protection Agency, TVA
would look for hazardous chemicals in the
water, sediment, fish
and floodplains.

Package For Two —

Khalife said of the
truce monitors in the
neighborhood: "There
is no difference. Their presence has not affected us and we are
still getting the
shooting."
Khawam, described
as a quiet man, was with
his friend - known to
the family only as
Mohammed -.when the
two were killed Tuesday
outside Khawam's
restaurant. The men
had walked directly into
thestreet instead of taking a longer route
behind the building
where.
they• would have
been protected from
sniper fire7---- .
Kharlfe himself was
wounded by a sniper on
the same street facing
"green line" positions
several months ago.
Earlier this week, two
people were wounded on

The study should be
finished in early 1986,
said John Higgins of
TVA's water quality
branch.
It will be the first time

Iv •

••••• .••• •

were, meanwhile,
holding their own
Wednesday following
heart transplants they
received this week.
Anthony Dickens, 31,
of University City
received on Sunday the,
heart of a 26-year-old
Louisville, Ky., man,
not identified, who died
from a brain hemorrhage the same day, a
spokesman said.
Receiving a transplant
Tuesday from a 19-yearold man killed the day
before in a Columbia,
Mo., traffic accident
was Roger Hammett,
38, of Webster Groves:

Cafl. For
Reservations
474-2211
And Celebrate
Derby With Us At

KENLAKE STATE
RESORT PARK
474-2211

"
.
4.1111P
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4,14 •Atix
i
ENGE
•.•
•

MEETING 1.

A
-te4iikl, the
Academically Talented
July 8 through July 14
OPEN TO STUDENTS IN GRADES 8-12
Study in one of the following areas:

OF CONCERNED
PARENTS AND
/ TEACHERS OF
CALLO WAY
COUNTY

'Radio and Computer Electronics
'
Cave Exploration and Mapping
'
Computer Graphics
'Writers' Workshop
•Research into Human Behavior
•'Oe Performing Arts:
Music, Dance, Theatre, TV

COST:
With room and meals. '185.00
Tuition Only.
$107.00
FOR MORE INFOMRATION
OR APPLICATION WRITE:
SUMMER CHALLENGE SERIES
ROOM 339, WELLS HALL
MURRAY STATE UNIVERSITY
MURRAY, KY, 42071-3305
OR CALL:
DR. BILL PRICE
(502) 762-2509

—-

At Southwest
Tonight at 7 p.m.
At East Friday Night
April 27 7 p.m.

Dine out...at home
for cool, comfc•lable outside dining
fowl Samsonite Fumiture's
Body-GlovAvith contoured chairs that
fit your body like a glove, and spacious
dining table
• Strong, welded tubular steel frames
• Rust-resistant Samson-Gard'
frame finish
• Super-Tulle slings in a choice of
decorator colors

469.95

Concerning Recent
Transfer Of Personnel
In County School
System.

•

5-PC C.RDUP

bO1
Samsonite'
,t..1
,
V•10

at*
I

Purdom's nc
202 South 5th Street

$5500

'Friday Night Lodging
•Friday Night "Run For The
Roses' Dance 8:00 p.m. until 12:00 p.m. Featuring band
"Going My Way?"
•Saturday Derby Breakfast Buffet - Serving 7:00 a.m. until
11:00 a.m. Bacon, Sausage,
Country Ham, Scrambled
Eggs, Hashbrown Potatoes,
Cream Gravey, Red Eye
Gravey, Grits, Toast &
Biscuits, Frozen Fruit Bowl,
Assorted Juices, Assorted
Cereals, Coffee.
*Dance Only $15.00 Per
Couple

Murray State University
Presents

SUM

million for a biomass
energy program. TVA is
asking tridastrte-a
universities and ()tie r
federal agencies tu 'help
find ways of e.rning
wood and vegetables into fuel
- an additional
$247,000 grant to the
Eastern Band of
Cherokee Indians to
move remains buried in
the Tellico Project area
to a new cemetery, and
to build.memorials.

Kenlake Kentucky
Derby Celebration
May 4 & 5

Tennessee patient dies
after getting transplant

Friends take short cut
to death in Beirut area

PAGEIi

Grant to Cherokees on coming agenda

KNOXVILLE, Tenn
(API - Tennessee
Lawrence E. Lamb,M.D. Valley Authority directors are to decide next
DEAR DR. LAMB - My were affected by stopping thing to do is have her stop week whether to spend
33-year-old daughter has the pill. Birth control pills taking .them and see what $18 million to replace
daily headaches. Since she can cause migraine head- happens.
cracked pipes in a reachad her teeth straightened aches, but this is rare. Since
But your daughter has tor at the Browns Ferry
as a teenager I thought she migraine headaches are been diagnosed as having Nuclear Plant.
might have malocclusion. common and using the Pill tension headaches. They
TVA officials have
However, her headaches also is common, it's not sur- don't have the same symp- recommended
that
really began when she went prising to find women who toms and characteristics as Morris
-Knudsen Comon birth control pills three have both, even though the migraines. While dental
pany Inc. of Boise,
years ago. ,
two conditions are unrelat- problems certainly can
Idaho, be chosen for the
She's been to numerous ed.
cause headaches, most headphysicians and the only diagSome
women
have aches are from other causes. work on Unit 1 at the
nosis they come up with is migraine headaches during After all, a headache is the plant near Athens, Ala.
tension. My daughter disa- their- menstrual periods; at most common of all symp- TVA last year found
grees and says she isn't the time when estrogen and toms.
at least 47 weld cracks
tense.
progesterone hormones are
You need to understand on cooling-water pipes
An acquaintance at my at the lowest levels. Others the variety of headaches and in the reactor. The
office said his wife got head- find their migraines disap- their causes, so I'm sending welds were temporarily
aches from the Pill. Have pear during pregnancy when you the Health Letter 16-12, repairer-tiff&
will-be
you any'documentation of the hormone levels are at Headaches and What To Do
replaced when the reacthis?
their highest.
About Them. Others, who tor is
shut down for
DEAR READER - Your
If you suspect your daugh- want this issue can send 75
acquaintance's wife must ter's headaches are from cents with a long, starriped, refueling next
have had migraines, if they birth control pills, the only self-addressed envelope for February, TVA
it to me, in care of this news- spokesman Mike Patpaper, P.O. Box 1551, Radio terson said.
The pipes, supplied by
urors decide former City Station, New York. NY
General Electric, will
10019.
DEAR DR. LAMB - My eventually be replaced
husband tells me I'd sleep in all three reactors to
better if I ate before going comply with Nuclear
LOUISVILLE, Ky. said.
to bed. I've always been told Regulatory Commission
(AP) - The ruling that
Among about a dozen it wasn't healthy to eat safety requirements,
the former chief of the witnesses who appeared before bed. We have our din- Patterson said.
federal Drug Enforce- before the coroner's ner at about 5:30 and I'm
The-pipes carry water
ment Administration's jury were Fred Partin, really not hungry when I'm that cools the hot
reacready
for
bed.
Kentucky office com- a former federal protor core and prevents a
Should
a
person
eat
before
mitted suicide means secutor who worked
going to bed? Both of us are meltdown. The cracks
"the case is closed as with Brown on drug 60.
far as we're concern- cases; Brown's ex-wife,
DEAR READER - If eated," Jefferson County Dee Brown, and several ing before bed is a habit
Coroner Richard law enforcement of- associated with the sleep
Greathouse said.
ficials who had worked routine, it may be helpful.
Harold Brown,43, was with Brown and who in- Otherwise it's not.
Many healthy people can
found shot with a gun- vestigated his death.
LOUIS (AP) -A
eat and go to' bed without
shot wound in his head
Tennessee
_woman who
any
In
problems,
the hearing that
.but there are
March 20.
received the heart of a
Although the death lasted nearly five hours, a number of medical condi16-year-old boy in a
was ruled a suicide jurors heard about the tions that can be aggravated
by the bedtime snack or late transplant has died of
originally, Greathouse contents of three notes
meal. If you have a tendency complications from the
said he ordered the in- left by Brown that in- to have the
stomach con- April 17 procedure, St.
dicated
thoughts
had
he
quest to help Brown's
tents leak backward into the Louis University
family and associates leading to a suicide deci- lower esophagus - nightHospitals officials say.
determine why Brown sion, Greathouse said.
time heartburn - you're
Charlotte Hopper, 29,
might have shot himself
Since leaving the better off sleeping on an of Dresden,
Tenn., died
empty
to death.
stomach. It can occur
DEA, Brown had been
at midnight Tuesday, a
All six jurors ruled connected with a with or without a hiatal
spokesman said. Cause
Wednesday that the business that dealt in hernia, a portion of the
stomach
that enters through. of the death was labeled
death was 'suicide. poisonous chemicals
rejection of the new
a
hole
in
the
diaphragm.
However, five said that and various drugs,
Studies suggest you can heart by her imthere were still Greathouse said. Brown
improve the body's ability to munological system
unanswered questions and his wife also had use calories, thereby
pre- despite use of a new
as to why Brown killed gone through a divorce venting obesity, by exercisdrug.
himself, Greathouse in October 1983, he said. ing after eating. So if you
The hospital said a
eat a late snack, be prepared suburban
University Cito take a walk, which may ty
man and a suburban
wake you up rather than put
Webster Groves man
you to sleep.
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ASHLAND, Ky.(AP)- bridge scaffold, city
Dragging operations police said.
were under way
Wednesday on the Ohio
-Ttie victim was idenRiver at Ashland, where titled as Don Hall, 42. of
a construction worker' Buffalo. W.Va. He was
plunged 180 feet from a an employee of Bristol

.

Steel Co., police said.
Hall was a member of
the crew building the Simeon Willis Bridge,
which will give Ashlandanother-slink to Coal
Grove, Ohio.
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Store Medications Properly

Store your prescription drugs in a dry place away
from direct sunlight at *Om temperature unless
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"I've turned over all
the little scraps of paper
and notes my aides
found in a discarded box
in the basement and the
attorney general can
sift through this rubbish
to his heart's content'if
he- wants to," Mrs. Mills
said in her statement.

•

'bankruptcy.
"To a lot of success
for everybody," De
L.o rean is heard
toasting.
Weitzman and his
:partner, Donald Re,
hope to prove the tape
was choreographed by
the government to make
- ue 1..or e an appear, , • , __. ',.:,,,
guilty.
De Lorean is charged
with conspiring to
,
distribute *24 million
worth of smuggled cocaine in an effort to save
his company .from
bankruptcy.
If convicted on all
counts, he could face up
.
4
to 72 years in prison.
-._ •-• .
The defense lawyer
,
- -- r.
bombarded Tisil with
...,•• ....
.-_
.
questions for more than
. .
r
in f
aor.
sslli
elg
a
d :tah
llo
suo
rn
, hpir
gero
ranging the relationship
between De Lorean and
confessed drug dealer
William Morgan
Hetrick.
De Lorean, 59, seated
with his attorneys at the counsel table Wednesday, glanced up occaan
siodn.
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For most jurors it was
the first exposure to the
key government
videotape, which was
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w
ty of the six nien and six
women were accepted
for the jury after they
said they missed the
TV
show.
In the last seconds of
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he
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ns
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and FBI agent Jerry

:
_ "Hi John."
"Hi," De Lorean
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12 9N
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responds.
;
.
"You're under arrest
•
* for narcotics laws viola..'4
"- tion ... Could you stand
c
please;" West says'.
-- up"All
,
right," DeLorean
6n
3
j,.- says as the .agent
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As the. cross examination began, De
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"sting" that led to De
Lorean's arrest, came
undet attack Montents
after jurors saw the
much-publi c-i z e d
videotape of the arrest.
"It's better than
gold," they heard De
rean say with a light
an attempt to prove the laugh as a suitcase conautomaker was a victim taining 55 pounas ot coo
trfickdsirty government caine was put before
him on a table. "Gold
"WhY did you lie to weighs more than that
us?" attorney Howard for God's sake."
Weitzman shouted at
Jurors saw the silveragent Benedict Tisa at haired auto magnate lift
one point.
a champagne glass and
"I didn't lie," the FBI toast the apparent comundercover operative pletion of a deal he
' said calmly.
hoped would save his
Y. -_- "Tisa, who played '
a Northern Ireland sport
.crooked banker in the car company from
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-Observe Expiration Oats Destroy any outdated
-edica•

Pharmacist.

LOS ANGELES (AP)
- John Z. De Lorean's
lawyer, angry after watching a videotape of his client toasting a cocaine
deal with champagne,
launched a blistering
a
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YOU aie 60 or older, stop' by your neighborhood
Begley's, fill out an application and start saving today!

Welch for signs of diderioration..ii you notice
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give

"I want to
the
court anything I can
find that might be what
they want," Mrs. Mills'
statement said. "I'm
not hiding anything and
I have nothing to hide."
The subpoena sought
a variety of Mrs. Mills'
personal, campaign and
office records from 1083.
Mrs. Mills signed an affadavit last week, saying she didn't have the
material. Her aides
later found some of it in
a basement corner.

.•••
•

•

Defense lawyer launches blistering
attack in John De orean drug trial

on Prescriptions at Begley's

otherwise insfructe0
Don t store in the bathroom cabinet
dampness
tan cause medicine to deteriorate

• Darold Kriel.,

.sonal

Senior Citizens still

DRUG STORES

In a prepared statement, Mrs. Mills claimed victory in her legal
battle with the attorney
general's office.

jury,

ENg

STOCKS - MUNICIPAL BONDS - MUTUAL FUNDS
MEMBER NEW YORK STOCK EXCHANGE MEMBER SIPC

tomey Morris Burton,
the materials have been
ordered sealed in the
Franklin Circuit Clerk's
office. Burton said the
order signed by the
grand jury foreman
gives Zeller and his
assistant access 'to"
triematerials.
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FRANKFORT, Ky. campaign for treasurer.
(API_ - Investigators
_
Mrs. Mills. who was
_
from t hi attorney- -secretary of tate at the
..
general's office will get time, has denied any
eimaila erst _
..m......
a chance to look through wrongdoing and called
at ernme,
materials belonging to t h e i n v e s t i g at Ion
„,.,
a&
•448...
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state Treasurer "overblown."
ler
lees
Frances Jones Mills
Franklin Circuit
now mat tney are m
Juage ray corns ruiea
custody of the Franklin that the subpoena was
Circuit Court clerk.
proper, but Leary asked
'
The documents arriv- the Court of Appeals to
,
at the clerk's office stay the order until the
through a circuitous matter could be deciu•.t
. • .
route that began last ed. Meanwhile, Leary
I
„ ...
week with a subpoena turned the subpoenaed
that Mrs. Mills has been material over to the
"
*;p•
fighting since it arrived. Court of Appeals clerk.
The subpoena. which
Wednesday morning,
-tw•rer
••
was authorized by the Leary agreed with a
'
d s'Aroar
•;-.4"-%•-•!•41. 2r14.-tir 417±..•Zari.76
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-Zellar.
-.The Court of Appeals
Joseph Leary, Mrs. said that made the issue
Pictured above Is the newly elected president
Mills' attorney, said his "moot" and its clerk's
of the Murray-Calloway County Jaycees, Brad
client never disputed office sent the material
Belcher, signing a sign-up form. The form, being,
the legal right of the to the grand ,jury. A
distributed by "M & M's" chocolate candies,
grand jury to subpoena deputy clerk took two
"Snickers" Bar, the U.S. Jaycees, and the local
the materials. The pro- small cardboard boxes
Jaycees is part of an effort to raise money for the
blern, Leary said, was into the grand jury
U.S.- Olympic Team at the 1964 summer olymthat the subpoena room. •
pies. For every signature, "M & M's" and
ordered the documents
Zeller, who is heading
"Snickers" will give one dollar to the U.S.- 01yriito b e surrendered the investigation, also
pie Team. There is no obligation to anyone signsomewhere other than delivered five large
ing the form..
the grand jury itself.
boxes and manila
The investigation con- envelopes.
cerns allegations that
Asked what the boxes
Mrs. Mills assigned contained, Ze liar
state employees to per- replied, "What boxes?"
and campaign
According to Franklin
tasks during her 1983 Commonwealth's At1
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`Greystokes's'Jane is no clinging vine
DANBU.RY, Conn.
(AP) — There was a
poignant, almost whimsical note struck at the
funeral of. actor and
Olympic great Johnny
Weissmuller. Just as the
ceremony ended, his
high pitched, chest

thumping, ape summoning yodel echoed once
more from the
Hollywood hills.
The last tattoo—for
Tarzan may—have
sounded on the very day
that Warner Bros. was
sneak -previewing

Newspapers carry
most grocery, health,
beauty aids coupons
N ewspapers
distributed 80.1 percent
of the manufacturers'
cents-off coupons for
grocery and _health and
beauty aids products in
1983, according to a recent analysis of Nielsen
Clearing House figures
by the Newspaper
Advertising Bureau.
D uring 1983 ,
newspapers carried
114.5 billion coupons for

grocery and health and
beauty aids makers out
of the 142.9 billion offered by manufacturers. With an average
coupon being worth 24.1
cents for grecery products and 29.0 cents for
health and beauty aids,
the face value of all
coupons was $35.64
billion, with $28.55
billion appearing in
newspapers.

We Gladly Accept
Food Stamps

Boy, Do
We Have
Bargains

"Greystoke: The
Legend of Tarzan, Lord
of the Apes," the latest,
most lavish and the
longest titled in thisendless series of clinging vine classics.
The old crocodile
wrestler can rest easy.
He is still king of the
backlot jungle. The
Dark Continent south of
Hollywood and Vine will
be forever tame without
him.
"Greystoke," from
the director who
brought• you "Chariots
of Fire," the Oscarwinning Hugh Hudson,
is a fine, ambitious film.
It was extravagantly
praised by the critics
who found it "compelling ... provocative ...
thoughtful
inescapably tender" and a
lot of other adjectives
that have nothing to do
with rescuing Jane from
a rampaging rhino or
prot.:cting the card-

Nottingham, where I
went to interview the
Earl of Spencer on the
eve of his daughter
Diana's wedding to
Prince Charles. The only things missing were
the sightseeing buses,
the tourists having their
tea in the courtyard and
the long queues outside
the restrooms.
The Tarzan (a name
never used in the film
except in the cast
credits) of Greystoke is
not of the "Me Tarzan,
you Jane" tradition of
HUGH A. MULLIGAN jungle diction. He is trilthe only crocs seen are ingual, speaking fluent
stuffed ones on the den French, English and
wall of an elegant chimpanzee, which last
British stately home, language brooding,
where nearly half the handsome, sinewy
actiop takes place
Christopher Lambert
Greystoke, the delivers in hooting,
ancestral home of Lord whistling tones, rather
John Clayton, Tarzan's like old-time comedian
real name before the Ed Wynn warming up to
apes adopted him, a punch line.
reminded me a good
Besides doing away
deal of Althorp, near with the famous

mulligan
stew
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•
BUY 1 GET 1 FREE
•
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•
Ty-D-Bol Buy 1 Get 1 Free
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•
Save
$1.39
•
•
*Hyde Park Biscuits Buy 1 Get 1 Free*
•
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We can arrange
to get lOgether
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%Or

Kathryn Outland
Hostess
753-3079
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Limit 5 Lbs.
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WELCOME WAGON WANTS TO VISIT YOU

BOTH WITH *3000 ORDER
ALL 3 WITH '4500 ORDER

BONUS SPECIAL
WITH '15" ORDER

6. oz
Even if you think you don't know beans about
beans, I'll bet you know what a "butterbean" is.
If you knew it was a Lima bean, you were right.
And if you also knew that a "butterbean" is the only real Lima bean, you may go to the head of the
class!
You see, the Lima bean is having a sort of "identity crisis." It happens to be a very special bean, the
only bean regularly eaten as a vegetable with such
simple seasonings as salt, pepper and butter.. and
the only one with that distinctive, nut-like flavor that
won it a place on royal menus as "The Queen of
Beans." Yet a number of other beans are generally
known as Limas, simply because they look like
Limas, even though they aren't even distant cousins.
I Another curious thing about Lima beans is that,
although they got their name from Lima, Peru — from'
where they were first exported — they are not grown
there commercially today. in fact, our entire U.S.
crop is grown in a small area in California, where the
soil and climate are most ideal. And the only other
place on earth where Limas are grown on a commercial scale is on the island of Madagascar, off the
coast of Africa.
Actually, Lima beans have been grown as food)
since prehistoric times, and they have been found
buried with the bodies of pre-lncans of Peru. But the
Limas we enjoy today here in Murray are a hybr"
developed by U.S. geneticists, and are the plumpest,
tenderest, tastiest beans you could ever hope to find.
And that's my cue to remind you that the finest
food values you could ever hope to find are right here
"Fat Owen's. Come see!

U.S

to have contributed to
the action, beautifully

photographed in
Cameroon, is a gross bit
of bad taste in which the
teen-aged foundling is
shown playfully
urinating on his_ an-.
thropoid companions.

SiVE

Kenneth Owen

S/\_./E

Weissmuller bloodcurdling bellow, the
most the ape experts
hired for- .the film seem

We Reserve
The Right
To Limit
Quantifies

"Ifsin
Me Bag"
br

board environment
from a sniveling pack of
ivory poachers in an
elephant graveyard.
Real connoisseurs 'of
the jungle genre born in
1914 in the bizarre imagination of pulp writer
Edgar Rice Burroughs
may enjoy this sumptuous film, but will find
it sadly lacking —
especially in animals. It
is more drawing room
comedy than adventure
film.
There are no ranting
rhinos. - no , herds of
stampeding - elephants,
no yawning hippos to
share Jane's steamy hot
tub, not even a mangy
lion for Tarzan to shout
"down, simba" at and
deter from dining on a
haunch of missionary.
A single snake slithers
aimlessly on a branch,
but is given nothing to
come to grips with.
Cheetah doesn't even
figure in the script, and
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Owen's Best 9 pc-s. fried -

lb $ 189

49°

Hungry Jack 8 oz.

INSTANT POTATOES
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Brazilians lose at elections amendments
BRASILIA, Brazil defeated a proposal to
(AP.) — After a have Brazilians direcUy
tumultuous 17-hour ses- elect their president this
sion of Congress, the fall.
_
Brazil's last direct
military-backed government party today presidential election

CROSSWORD PUZZLER
ACROSS
island
1 Part of
Amwer to Previous Puzzle
2 Suggestion
church
3 Weaken
I
A II
IA
0
E
I.
5 Health resort 4 Printer s
A
E
A L
E
8 Expired
measure
.0
11- A
A
A
12 En-glish
5 Lent& - S
streetcar
6 Separate
11111rMid1
-Wall
A4
A
13 Equality
7 Macaw
A
A
14 Spanish pot
8 Fulfill
A
IS Cover
9.Siek
16 Wild
10 Ingredients
1S_Pernut
-1-1-Tropical
.
I
A
19 Above
fruit
A
I.
A
20 Chair
16 Pedal
R
E
0,
21 Kind of
extremities
A
A R
A
W
A
type abbr
17 Falsehoods •
ANS
LETS
S EE
73 Coroner
20 Let it stand
abbr
22 Symbol for
24 Exterior
tantalum
34 Trinket
concise
26 Rent
25 Common36 Slogan
44 Lease
26 Item of
Place
37 _OCKri's
45 Liquid
property
26 Once around
partner
measure
29 Possesses__ the track
39 Faeroe
46 Preposition
30 Explosive
27 Vapor
islands
48 Also
28 Consumed
. abbr.
whirlwind
50-Regret
. Tense
32
29 Concealed
40 Waltz
51 Lair
33 Fruit seed
31 Make lace
41 Policemen
53 Compass
34 Greek letter 33 Play on
slang
point
35 Guido's high
words
42 Rudely
54 Mills. abbr
note
1 - 2 3 4 II5 6 7
9 10 11
36 Mire 37 Animal
12'
13
14
38 Diving bird
15
40 Apothecary's
weight
19
23
41 Centuneters
abbr
24
43 Latin
conjunction
44-Foray -!32
45 Jumble
47 Away
35
49 Inclination
34
51 Noise
52 Proclamation
55-Rockaway
47
49
56 French for
summer
52
57 in the
55
- direction of
57
DOWN
1 Aleutian

was in 1960, and the next
Fifty-four- defectors right-wing takeover of
one would not be held from the regime's of- the country by armed
until 1990 under the ficial party supported forces 20 years ago.
government:
.s. current, the proposal during the
Anticipating the high
roll call early today, but emotions the vote would
the vote 14::(r approval generate, President
"We will keep was 22 shy of the Joao Figueiredo, the
fighting. The govern- number needed for ds-fifth general to lead the
ment can't ignore the passage in the 479-seat nation since the 1964
will of 130 million Houseof coup, had clamped a
Brazilians." said the Representatives.
state of emergency on
bill's sponsor, Rep.
The proposed con- the federal capital
Dante de Oliveira of the stitutional amendment district last week.
opposition Brazilian had galvanized the
In Rio de Janeiro and
Democratic Movement country as intensely,as Sao Paulo, Brazilians by
Party.
any issue since the the thousands defied the

emergency ban on
public gatherings and
flocked to downtown
squares to watch the
vote tallied on huge
scoreboards set up by
supporters of the
amendment. The
emergency measures
included a ban on media
coverage of the vote.
Crowds in Sao Paulo
shouted: "We will overthrow the dictatorship!" and "Revolution!" when they learn-

Democratic Party.
Because the amendment failed in the House
of Representatives, it
won't be considered by
the Senate.
Figueiredo's government plans to install a
new president, chosen
by an electoral college
on Jan. 15, 1985. The college is weighted in favor
of the. regime's party.
Figueiredo says he will
step down after his successor is chosen.

ed of the defeat.
Spectators in the congressional galleries during the voting session
shouted "Traitors!"
and "The people will not
forgive!" as the proposal failed to gain the
320 votes of approval
needed for passage.
The final result was
298 yes votes, 65 no,
three abstentions and
113 absent. All but one of
the absentees were from
the government's Social

0

•

0

-

White
otton Swabs

GOOD
THRU
APRIL 29

Sole

99c

Wit Reserve Tins
Right To
Limit Cbsasititios

Deeptan
Super Rich

b11411.

Suntan Oil 10 oz.
Suntan Cream 10 oz.
Sale Your Choice

Neils

Mom Learns Bitter Lesson
About Child Safety Belts

LISTERINI

Kills Germs That
Cause Bad Breeth

2
49c

24 oz. Sale

Schick
P.d.nwr
rowan wpm.*

TRAVEL MUG
FOR HOT
OA COLD

SPLASH
L ID

3

$ 1 58

Hersheys Kisses 9 oz. Bag
Hersheys Miniatures 9 oz. Bag
Reeses Miniatures 9 oz. Bag

Sale Your Choice

No, 40 Sale

"ITV'
S

includes Salt & Pepper Shakers,
Sugar Bowl and Cover,
Cream Pitcher, Butter Dish
and Cover. Reg. $9.99
No. 4500/87A

$ 1 39

$51799

Nevco Mixing
Bowl Set

Efferdent
Denture Cleanser
Tablets
efferdent,

Close-Up
Toothpaste

5-Piece Stainless Steel
Includes 3/4 Qt. Bowl,
1 1/2 Qt. Bowl,
3 Qt. Bowl,
5 Qt. Bowl, 8 Qt. Bowl

60 Tablets

f
411.9•40,

tat

$ 188

Regular Formula
Family Size 6.4 oz.

Sale

3 Ot

20t.

•

lot.
$8
88

Sale

$

'I 09

No. 1805 Sale

Northern
By Sunbeam
I Deluxe Set N' Curl
i I III' Dry or Mist
Hair Setter

Johnson's
Baby Shampoo

Fordyce Religious
Pictures

With 20 Tangle Free Rollers
Assorted Scenes.
Wooden Frames With Gloss
Size 16x20"
No. 41620

For Baby And You

$ 1688

$177

PHARMA

Sale

Prell Liquid
Shampoo

I

Normal/Dry or
Horn's.'/Oily

•••

18tterre61911Wil'itse%kV know *hat to say, mond ttir Abby's complete booklet
oeletter-writing. Send your name and address
elearly printed with check or money order for 62.50
' (this includes postage) to: Abby, Letter Booklet, P.O.
Box 38923, Hollywood. Calif. 90038.)
-

No. 1 546 Sale

oz. Salop
$1
• 99

EFF

DEAR US: Someone at the office who has the
man's best interests at heart should take him aside
and tell him what you have told me.
Anonymous letters, for the most part, are for the
cowardly and husitature.•

Anchor
Hocking
Wexford
Tablemates
7-Piece Set

•••

DEAR ABBY: Wow! Have we ever got a problem. Our
immediate bake has the most repulsive body odor lately—
perspiration. When he comes into the office in the morning,
we can smell him three feet away. We suspect that he
"works out" before coming to work, but he doesn't shower
afterward.
It is so offensive that when one of us is called into his .
office, we hate to go. When outside visitors come here tar''
conduct business, we are embarrassed. It is so obnoxious
and so unprofessional!
How can we deal with this situation?
US AT THE OFFICE

4.

..
0
•.
114,i
•
'
4.

77

Sale

10 Capsules Sale

claguptS

AT TACHE S TO DASH
C:=1

Hersheys
Candy

12-hour relief for
colds and hay fever

•••

For Hot or Cold
No Splash Lid
Attaches To Dash

Pack of.5 Sale

Contac
Capsules

12440OP
RELIC

DEAR DESPERATE: You obviously have a great
deal of respect for the opinion and wishes of your
parents or you wouldn't have written to me. You
are wise to realize (and admit!) that you are not
ready for marriage yet. If you could handle living
together without marriage, you wouldn't ask me
what to do. But since you're asking, I say—don't!

Allied Plastics
Travel Mug

c.
"

Sole Your Choice

DEAR ABBY: I am having a gene-ration gap problem.
My boyfriend and I have been seeing each other for a long
time. We love each other very much, but we are not ready
for marriage yet.
He's asked me to move in with him. I see nothing wrong
with this and I would like to, but my parents strongly
object to it. They, say when they were growing up they
never would have done such a thing—that if people want
to live together as man and wife, they should get married
first, especially at my age.(I'm 20).
My boyfriend is 22 and he doesn't understand the way
my parents think. What should I do?
DESPERATE FOR ADVICE

No. 172 Sole

$229

Schick Plus
Platinum Double
Edge Blades

Dog, Cat, Large
Dog or Puppy

DEAR LEARNED: Thank you for your letter.
You'll never know how Many "Sohnnys" will be
sawed because you had the courage antrienerosity
of spirit to write-

$1 78

Ltsterine
Antiseptie

611)

Sergeants
Sentry V
Flea &
Tick Collar

- By Abigail-Van Buren

-

Assorted Colors
72 Ft. Roll

sMell

for

-

Regular or Unscented

0E.

Sale

DEAR ABBY: Two Steers ago today we lost our 9-monthold- son. I'll call him Johnny. He died because I chose to
hold him on my lap instead of strapping him into his
safety belt. Ironically enough, we were taking him to the doctor and
didn't buckle him up because I thought he'd feel better if I
held him.(My husband was driving.) Besides, it was only
a five-mile drive.
•
My husband is a very careful driver, but he. didn't think
about the other driver that morning. Less than two miles
from our home, a young man ran a stop sign and rammed
Into us. Although we were going only 35 miles an hoar,
Jiihhtty flesp"--nut of my arms and Was -Crushed into the
windshield by me—his mother—the one person he probably
trusted most in the world.
, I am not looking for sympathy. I'm dealing with my
loss and my guilt the only way I know, and that is by
promoting theuse of safety belts for infants and children.
My brother, who is a state police officer, once told me
that in all of his 12 years as an officer on the scene, he
has never unbuckled a dead child.
I hope your readers can learn from my mistake, Abby.
.Busying-my child was the hardest thing I've ever had to
do.
LEARNED THE HARD WAY

9 oz. Sole

Lawn Furniture
Webbing

2 oz. Sale

Lotion Mild
Bath Size

Sean items May
, Not Be Exactly
As Pictured

Sure Solid
Anti Perspirant

tti Ot

Jergens Soap

Regular, Extra Hold,
Unscented, Ultimate Hold

While Quantities.
Last

940-9:00
SIPS. 14111-6:01/

JEFFS CLOTH!

Adorn
Hair Spray
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HWY.641 S.—MURRAY, KY.

Phone
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11,"
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' 1/4" Bandages
•.•11,
1

Presto Gran Pappy
Electric Deep Fryer
1411111•4

Awe/ ji

I

Makes 6 Generous Serving's,
No Muss, No Fuss,. With
1.441A4N44..
- 11i1end Dratn Ss.aop
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4
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Eastern's university president will retire

RICHMOND, Ky.
(AP) - A presidential
search committee soon
will- start looking for a'
new Eastern Kentucky
University president,
following J.C. Powell's
announcement that he's
resigning Dec. 31.
Powell, who has spent
24 years at the school,
said Wednesday that he
does not "have the
energy and enthusiasm" to lead the
school past December.

Eafitern's regents accepted the letter and a
proposal that Powell
stay on as president
emeritus until June 30,
1985.
The regents immediately authorized
the appointment of s
six-member presidential search committee,
and three advisory
committees.
Reading from a
prepared statement,
Powell, 58, told the

regents he recently
spent time considering
what he believes will be
the challenges that will
confront the school over
the next several years.
He declined to outline
his list, but said they
"will make strenuous
demands on the president and will require
leadership that is
vigorous and
enthusiastic."
Powell, Eastern's
seventh president, said

he also had assessed his
health and energy level
"in relation to future
leadership needs.
"My health is
reasonably good except
for hypertension caused
by stress that seems to
peak on a biennial cycle," he said, apparently referring to the biennial meetings of the
Legislature. "I find,
though, that I do not
have the energy and enthusiakin to equal thr

future requirements."
In March 1977, Powell
succeeded Robert .K.
Martin, whom he had
served for the 16
previous years as executive assistant, dean
of business affairs, executive dean, and vice
president for administration. He held
the title of professor of
education and taught
courses in business
statistics and education
administration.

He graduated from
The presidential regents, who will be adHarrodsburg High search committee will vised by student,faculty
School and esrned
be comprised of six and-alumni committees.
bachelor of arts degree
at the University of Kentucky and a master's
degree in education at
the University of
Louisville.
Powell began his
career in the Louisville
public school system
and later servedas diviBEREA, Ky. (AP) - several years ago when
sional director of the Author Alex Haley, who Irwin asked Haley to
state education admits he once thought visit his Appalachian
department.
Appalachian people museum in Norris. were "hillbillies, like
"I,thought,'How did I
Lil' Abner," said his get rogked into such a
next project will reflect visit,'" Haley said. "I
the mountain culture.
mean, who wants to see
. To accomplish this, he- another museum?"
plans' to spend much
But once there, Haley
time in Madifson County, became fascinated not
he told a Berea College only with the museum,
audience.
but the culture of the
Items Owned. Nome Operated
"I plan to do a lot of people.
GOOD
HWY.641 S.-MURRAY, KY.
my research right here
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At
Starting
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LOUISVILLE, Ky. the critical need for a
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Bureau President Ray
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Sale
of a meeting about month," Mackey said.
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tial representative.
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Sale $
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Sale
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Wright blanks Cards for six innings in 7-5 win

-

•
THE WRIGHT STUFF - Murray High
righthander Rioity -Wright threw six innings of
shutout baseball incinding seven strikeouts.
Wednesday. to help his Tiger squad defeat
visiting Mayfield, 7-5. in a district contest,
staff photo. by..Iirn.Reetor

By JIM RECTOR
Sports Editor
Rusty Wright hurled a
shutout through six innings and then the Tigers
suffered through five
runs before finally rejecting the visiting
Mayfield Cardinals, 7-5,
in a district game
Wednesday.
The host Murray High
squad displayed superb
defense behind the
seven strikeout performance of the junior
righthander throughout
the six timings, - but
when things started going wrong for Wright,
the Cards made a strong
comeback.
To MHS Coach Cary
Miller, though, the
game was never in
doubt.
"Never worried about
it," he insisted afterwards. "In the past
we've been able to step
In and shut people down
Immediately and today
we took a little longer that's all. Rusty pitched
a heckuva ballgame today but in the last inning
he just got tired.
"Mark (West) didn't
have a good enough
chance to get loose
before he stepped in and
we had to go to Mitch
(Grogan). Mitch did a
great job there at the
end."
Wright had held the
Cardinals scoreless" cononly four hits in six innings before giving up
three singles and a walk
in the last frame. When
Wright left, West faced
a 7-2 score and runners
on first and third.
Despite striking out

one. West walked three
runs in before Grogan
stepped in and fanned
one ' batter and forced
the next to ground out
with the bases loaded.
The victory was Murray's Ilth straight and
gave the Tigers, now
13-2, a 3-0 lead in the
district with a win over
each of the other league
members.

Wright's pitching per- Malone with an RBI triformance was only one ple in the first inning.
of the highlights of the Murray went ahead 6-0
Tigers' effort as the by racking up five runs
Murray bats produced in the bottom of the
eight hits and the fourth inning.
defense turned one
Murray loaded the
doubleplay while corn- bases on two errors and
miting only one error.
a walk and Malone
Tiger catcher Wade cracked a, hard
Mazurka initiated the grounder to score two
hometown parade by br- baserunners. After a
inging home Steve Mark Boggess fly out,

about the caliber of
competition," said MSU
track -coach Jay
Flanagan.
We have
commitments from
some outstanding track
teams and athletes. I'm
expecting this to be an
excellent meet that
should be very entertaining to watch':
William Jordan, the
1983 OVC Cross Country
Athlete of the Year,
highlights the MS'U
squad. The junior from
Elizabethtown. Ky.,
captured first place in
the OVC indoor 1,000
yard run this season.
Ernie Patterson will
be a former Racer to
watch. Representing the
Athletes in Action, Pat-

terson is expected to
compete in the high
jump where he recorded
a best effort of 7-feet,
2-inches.
Patterson earned AllAmerica honors at
MSU.
Dwight Johnson, an
NCAA Indoor. AllAmerican in the long.,
jump, and Linwood Harris, one of the top high
jump and long'jump artists in the OVC;- key a
talented Middle Tennessee- squad. Mike
Buncic (shot and
disctis ), Rob Curtis
(javelin), Mike McKay
(1,500 meters) and Martin Clark (1,500 meters)
bolster a strong Kentucky team.

Calloway County and
Friday Murray visits
Paducah Tilghman
(4:30 p.m.). Saturday a
doubleheader is
scheduled in Murray
between the Tigers and
Ballard Memorial.
1 2 34 56 7 R HE
Mayfield
000000 5 5 7 3
Murray
100501 X 781
WP — Rusty Wright. LP — Kevin
Ross. 3B — MaZUrkt.
Records — Murray 13-2. Mayfield
3-2.1

Crittenden sweeps pair from Lakers, 5-3, 4-3
MARION, Ky. - A
long bus ride from Crittenden County was
made even longer after
the Calloway County
baseball team lost both
games of a
doubleheader,
Wednesday.
The first game the
Lakers were edged, 5-3,
and the second was a 4-3
decision. Both games
were limited to Six
innings.
Pitching gave the

travelers a hard time including their own
bullpen and that of Crittenden County.
In both games the
Lakers had to call in
relief before the second
inning and in the second
game the starter didn't
last through one frame.
According to
Calloway County Assistant Coach Donnie
Dortch, the Lakers' problem is a lack of depth
in the bullpen and what

pitchers they do have
are very inexperienced.
The Lakers also had
trouble hitting in the
first game as Donnie
Fritts threw a one-hitter
and struck out six for
the win.
Robbie Stevens was
the only successful
Calloway batter with a
lone single.
In the second contest
the Lakers fell behind
4-1, but started a rally in
the top of the sixth. Joel

Conley stroked a leadoff
Today the Lakers, 2-6,
double, Stevens tagged play host Murray High
a single and an error on at Ty Holland Field in a.
the Crittenden third district game. Friday,
baseman loaded the the Lakers travel to
bases for Calloway.
Farmington. Both are
Steve Holland's bloop single -game
single brought in two engagements.
runs, but that was as
1 2 3-4 5 6 R HE
much damage as the Calloway
1 0 1 1 00 3 1 1
Crittenden
20 300 X 5 5 4
Lakers could do.
WP — Fritts LP — Futrell HR —
Senior Keith Davis Belt.
&weed Game
shut the visitors down
1 2 34 56 R H E
on five hits, including a Calloway
1 0000 2 35 4
Crittenden
3 00 1 0 X 4 2 2
John Mark Potts triple,
WP — Davis LP — Adams. 3E1 —
to take the win.
Potts. 20 — Conley,

Lady Tigers split doubleheader with Trigg Co.

UK to conduct drawing
for NCAA hoop tickets

FOLLOW THE BALL - Murray High infielders Leslie Thompson (left)
and Sheri Swift nearly collide while scrambling for this fly ball in Wednesday's first game against visiting Trigg County. The Lady Tigers lost the
opener, 13-8 before rallying for a 6-1 victory in the nightcap. Swift pitched the
win in the second contest.
Photo by David Tuck
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Pontoon Boats
At
Unheard Of Prices
Yes

LEXINGTON, Ky.
(AP) - University of
Kentucky officials will.
conduct a drawing Fri-..
day to select-the people
who will be able to
chase 6,600 tickets to the
National Collegiate
Athletic Association's
1985 basketball
championships.
UK Athletic Director
Ciff Hagan said the

drawing will begin at 1
p.m. in Rupp Arena, the
site of the next year's
Final Four. Doors will
open at noon.
Earlier this month,
UK officials said they
had received more than
140,000 applications for
the tickets.
Rupp Arena seats
23,000 people, but just
6,-600 tickets were
reserved for the public.

64,

We offer three daily flights each way
between Murray and Nashville and moneysaving joint fares with the major airlines.
Most of these joint fares are priced only
$10.00 higher than the fare from Nashville!
We will work to find the best aidine
connections and lowest fares for each
passenger that we serve.
Let us save you time and money on your
next airline trip. Call us at 489-2199 or sae
•
your travel agent.
Sunbird Airlines - the sensible alternative to
driving.
•
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So If You Were Dreaming of A New Pontoon
BOat. ,Nlow's Your Chance. Prices Like Never
Befo-re Just Bring This Ad And7Make Yous
ChoCce WIN Over 40 To Chooe From.
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See The McCiures At

APPY-HOLIDAY-411AVEL9
11'2

Miles From Murray On 94 East
0 Phone 502-753-6116 Office, 502-436-5483
Night /
•
If No Answer 502-753-4837
rt.

1972 Motor Home
Low Mileage

$6549.
_Vol
)

DV/AIN-TATLOR
C-HEVR 0 LET
7153-2617

641 S. Murray
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Major League Baseball

_

_

AMERICAN LEAGUE
Lot Angeles - 13
NATIONAL LEAGUE
/ .660 1%
EAST DIVISION
San Francisco 7 11
EAST DIVISION
.318 6%
W
L.
Pct.
GB
W
7 12
Pd.
L
GO
Houston
368 7
Detroit
131
Atlanta
938 —
Philadelphia 10
6 11
6 .625 —
.353 7
Toronto
11
8
579 5%
CIncinnaU
Chicago
%
7 .588
10
6 12
333 711
Cleveland
6
8
571
Wednesday's Games
6
New York
10
7 .588
14
New Yyrk
7
9
438 8
St. Louie, Chicago 5
Montreal
8
10
Mil— 1
8
Boston
11
An
7 .11
3%
389 9
New York 2, Montreal 1. 11
St Louis
Milwaukee
6
10
375 9
Pittsburgh
6 10 .375. 4
- Minn's
Baltimore
5
13
278 11
Philadelphia 8. Pittsburgh 7
WEST DIVISION
WEST DIVISION
Cincinnati 4. Atlanta 3
San Diego
5 ..rri 14
California
12
9
571 —
San Diego 3, San Francisco 0
Seattle
10
8
556
1j
LOG Angeles 4. Houston 2
Oakland
10
9
526
1
Thunders Games
Kansas City
8
8
500 1%
Los Angeles (Hooton 0-0) at San
,
Minnesota
9 10
474
2
Diego (Thurmond 1-2)
Texas
NSA Playoff Glance
8
10
444 2%
CincinnaU (Russell 1-21 at *Gan Chicago
6 10
First Round
375 3*
ta I Mcklurtrey 1-2), In I
Wednesday's Games
Mast el Five)
Cleveland 1. Chicago 2
Wedneedey, April 29
California 5. Milwaukee I
Detroit 119. New York 112. eerie'
Toronto 11, Oakland 0
Ued 2-2
Boston 2. Seattle 1
Thuncley, Aprd 26
Detroit 9, Texas 4
New Jersey at Philadelphia
Kansas Cliy 3, Baltimore 2
Seattle at Dallas
Minnesota 8, New York 6
Atlanta at Milwaukee
National Hockey League
Thursday's Games
Denver at Utah
Mayotte At A Glance
Chicago (Fallon 0-0) at Cleveland
—Phoenix at Portland
Conference Championships
i Blyieven 21)
.
Rest-of-Seven
Friday. Aarli 27
New York (Fontenot 441 i at WinNew York at Detroit
Wales Conference
neaota I Butcher 2-19
Oast el Seven)
Tuesday. April 24
Oakland (Warren 2-21 at Toronto
Easton,Conference Sendenels
Montreal 3, N Y Islanders 0
(Gott 211
.
Bolton vs Detrott-New York
Montreal leads series 1.0 ,
California (John 1-1) at winder
.
Thursday. April 26
Milwaukee (Sutton 1-2)
Philadelphia-New Jersey winner
N Y Islanders at Montreal
Seethe (Young 2-21 .at, Batton vs. Atlanta-Ilderautee what*
Campbell Conference
(Brown 02). I ni
Weallsra C.mulerence ismillowle .
Tuesday. April 24
D.troi.! "'Puna IAA
/ I" Tealis.7-:616 ANIRIWN vs. Dallae-desifee -----,,,- WWWIltruweota 1.
-(Tirana 2-1). In 1
wilsi.r
montonleads series 1-0
Ralttafffe Onanagan 1-Slat KanPortland-Phoenix wtnner vs.
Thursday. April 26
sae Clty 1.11.1aelraoh 041. in)
Utah-Denver winner
Minnesota at Edmonton

.-

Larry Krouse Insurance
324 Main
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Hockey
Playoffs
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Home Office Ellconnutan nhoo,s

NBA Playoffs

.
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smo State Farm offers modem,

comprehensive protection.
Ever wonder
The cost is low, and the
If you have
service is fast. Ask one of
— your neighbors, then give
the insurance
, me a caN.
protection you
..... ....
Farm Mutual
need for your car? Stale
Automobtle )nsuranCe C.0010any
41110

THE-SENSIBLE SOLUTION
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From Now Until May 1st We Are Giving
Prices That You Can't Believe.

1

-,Litchfield.

a

•11

1

After a disappointing runs before the game
13-8 loss in the first was over to ensure the
game, the Murray High win.
girls softball team
In the second game,
bounced back to a 6-1 the 'Murray High
win over visiting Trigg defense tightened as the
County Wednesday girls started fielding,.
afternoon.
balls they had dropped
In the first game, a - in the fiTst game to post
string of Tiger fielding a five-run win. Winning
errctrs and some ex- pftcher Sherry Swift
cellent Trigg defensive allowed only four hits in
play proved to be Mur- the nightcap.
ray High's downfall.
The Lady Tigers are
Even so, Murray trail- now 2 - 4 with a
ed by just two runs in doubleheader planned
the top of the fifth when at Lone Oak today.
Trigg County's Phoebe
Jones unleashed an
First game ,
inside-the-park grand
1 2 3 4 56 7 R H E
Trigg
Co
2 0 0 1 6 3 1 1377
slam home run, giving
Murray
0 0 1 0 5 1 1 8710
the visitors a 7-1
WP — Litchfield, LP — Gaye
Latimer. 20 Swift (M). Sumner
margin.
ITC). 3B — Spann(M. Jenkins
Murray answered ('I'C). HR — WI1li111711 I NI Jones
Jones' blast by produc- (TC).
pane
ing five runs of their Trigg Co Second
000000 1 1 4 5
312000X 654
own in the bottom of the Murray
Swift. LP
2B
fifth inning, but Trigg — WF
(MI Swift. Ridley, Stalls. (Ti
tacked on four more Stroud, Litchfield. Jenkins.

MSU hosts Twilight Invitational
track and field meet on Saturday
Field events will initiate the annual _ Murray State Twilight Invitational., track meet.
Saturday at 4:30 p.m.,
at Roy Stewart
Stadium.
The running events
for the annual track attraction will begin about
5 p.m.
Over 120 athletes
representing 10 colleges,.-universities and
track 'clubs are -expected .to compete..„
-Top area schools planning to attend inclusle
the University. Of KAtiicky, Western Kentucky, Austin Peay
State and Middle Tennessee State.
"I'm very excited

Mazurka rapped a tworun single over second
base to make the score
5-0.
Jeff Downey allowed
Mazurka to score by hitting a single, then dodging a rundown between
first and second while
Mazurka raced home
from third.
Today the Tigers were
scheduled to host

739-9888
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'Toppers reprimanded for NCAA violations
BOWLING GREEN,
ity,(AP) — The president of Western Kentucky University said
the school "fully accepts the findings and
the penalty" issued by
the National Collegiate
Athletic Association for
basketball recruiting
violations.
President Donald W.
Zacharias said in a
prepared statement that
Western Kentucky "has
taken measures to ensure compliance in the
future."
The NCAA announced
Wednesday that the
school was to be publicly reprimanded and censured for violations
committed during the
recruitment of two
, basketball players last
year.
The penalty imposed
does not restrict the
school from post-season
competition or appearances on television,
the NCAA said in a news
release.
.
"The Committee on
Infractions determined
that a public announcement in this case was
appropriate to emphasize that the men's

basketball coaching
staff should increase efforts to properly apply
NCAA recruiting
regulations," said
Frank Remington,
chairman of the Infractions Committee. "In
addition, the committee
required the university
to develop programs to
ensure future
compliance."
Western Kentucky
was told to provide a
written report to the
NCAA by Aug. 1,
describing the programs the school has
developed to ensure
future compliance with
NCAA legislation.
"The measures include seminar workshop instruction
for all coaches on the
NCAA legislative provisions and improved
planning and record
keeping," Zacharias
said.
The NCAA said that in
April 1983' coach Clem
Haskins arranged for a
prospective studentathlete, his mother,
cousin and two friends
to be lodged for two
nights under circumstances "that
reasonably could be

understood to be on a
complimentary basis."
The costs were not paid
by the prospect's
mother until NCAA inquiries revealed that no
payment had been requested or received, the
NCAA said.
Also during April 1983,
members of the Western
Kentucky basketball
coaching staff arranged
for the cousin of another
recruit to receive at

least two meals and
lodging for`two nights in
Bowling Green, Ky.,
during the prospect's
visit to the school.
Both recruits eventually enrolled at
Western Kentucky, the
NCAA said. Their
names were not
released.
Zacharias said the
university cooperated
with the NCAA and had
made its own thorough

investigation of the
men's basketball program's recruiting
practices.
"It is gratifying that
the violations found
were isolated errors of
omission," Zacharias
said, "not deliberate
disregard for the rules.
The university wishes to
reaffirm its full confidence in the men's
basketball coaching
staff."

Kentucky Wildcats Are Coming To Marshall Co. High School. There Will Be An
Autograph Session Before The Game.
Get Your "The Best From The
Bluegrass" Prints At The...
BLACKFORD HOUSE GALLERY

418 Main St

753-8301

Only
$5.00
(Other Prints Available)

Racers wrap up drills
with Blue-Gold game
Murray State football wraps up its 1984 spring
drills Saturday with the annual Blue-Gold intrasquad scrimmage.
Kickoff is set for 1:30 p.m.'with admission being $2 for adults, $1 for children.
• Saturday's game will pit the Racers' first team
offensive and defensive units (Blue) against the
rest of the team (Gold). The Gold team will be
awarded 24 points before the game begins.
No kickoffs or punts will be included.
"Our players have really worked hard this spring, and I believe we have made significant improvement in several key areas," said MSU head
coach Frank Beamer. "Mike McGregor and
Thomas Russell have really helped us at the
defensive tackle spot and Sam Liggett has been a
very pleasant surprise at fullback."
Liggett, a 6-0, 224 pound freshman from
Evansville, Ind., is currently running neck-andneck with Bill Bird for the first team fullback
berth. An amateur bodybuilder, Liggett is returning to action for th first time 8ince graduating •
from Evansville Central High School two years
ago.
"Sam wasn't recruited very heavily out of high
school," Beamer said. '!It was a case of him contacting us. He has put on about 30 pounds and has
gotten a lot stronger and tougher. I've been very
pleased with his development." '
Also highlighting the Racer offensive unit are
1983 OVC Rookie of the Year, Willie Cannon, and
veteran quarterback Kevin Sisk. Cannon, a 6-2,
195-pound tailback from Sarasota, Fla., led the
Conference in scoring last season wbile Sisk, a
6-2, 177 pound junior, finished the season as
MSU's total offense leader.
On defense, MSU is spearheaded by honorable
mention NCAA Division 1-AA All-America selections tackle Dan Coleman . and safety Herbert
Jones.

lilt K81.1A1
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• KENTUCKY FUR
TAKERS ASSOC.
SPRING RENDEZVOUS
Relive the

Excitement of the past when the Fur
Takers, Indians, Mountain Men, and Settlers
would meet in the Spring to swap, trade, buy
and sell. The 1984 Spring Rendezvous will be
held on April 27, 28, and 29 at Camp Energy,
located in Land Between The Lakes'. These funfilled three days and nights of excitement will
include:
Black Powder shoots for Adult and Children,
Archery, Fishing Contest (game and rough
fish), Skinning and Fleshing, Trap Setting
Contest, Canoe Race, Turkey Calling, Raffles, Many Games (adult and children), Auclions, Tomahawk Throwing, Crappie fishing
at its peak.
Various Guest Speakers _at Each Day's Event
Fur Buyers and Supply Dealers
Satiffday Night Dance
Help to relive the pages of History

....;44...4tt
•_

_

4

" FUR TAKERS— .
COME SEE WHAT WE ARE DOING FOR YOU!
Lisa Allen and'Sounds of Tennessee 'Performing A-t
• Saturday Night Dance

Sports Saver
W
e
e
k
e
n
d
Sele

cted Close Out Merchandise

(Does Not Include All Merchandise In Store)
• This
Isn't
Like
Any
Ordinary
Sale

Spring Sports

It's
Bigger
And
Better
- Than
Last
Year

MHS Tiger tennis
A double win over host
St.Mary's improved
Mury High's boys tennis record to a perfect
5-0 and the Lady Tigers
improved to 4-1.
Both scores were 94
in favor of the Murray
travelers but MHS
coach Jerry Shelton
said the biggest tests of
the season are coming
up this week.
Today the Murray
teams travel to
Paducah Tilghman and

TINIEsi

Eriday the squads visit
I..one Oak.
"I'm sure this will be
the most important
match for our boys this
season," said Shelton
about today's Tilghman
collision. "And then
we've got to play Lone
Oak which will be up
there in both boys and
girls in the regional
tournament. We'll be
getting a big test these
next two matches —
that's for sure."

Two Days Only
(April 27 & 28)
Friday 12-6, Saturday 9-5
Most Items Way Below Cost

Laker golf results
Calloway County
High's boys golf team
suffered a loss to Marshall County, Christian
County and Hopkinsvllle
in a four-way match at
Oaks Country Club
Wednesday.

The Lakers were led
by Mark Waldrop's 39,
but could not overcome
the undefeated Marshals whd posted a team
total 159 — four strokes
better than runnerup
Christian County's 163.
Hopkinsville posted a
164 while Calloway was
fourth at 175.
Only the top four
scores counted for'each
Murray High's Lady team
and the other
Laker golf team has thre
e scores for
split its last two outings, Callo
way included John
losing to Mayfield Hasse
ll, 44, Phillip
248-265, but beating host Bryan,
45, and David
Hickman County.. McCui
stoh, 4'7.
• 208-223,.Wednesday.
•
In Wednesday:*
Pipes
match, Lee Holcomb
Accessories
was. medalist for Mur15 Blends of
ray with her 51. FollowPipe Tobacco
ing her In the top four
The Smoke Shoppe
scores were Howe and
Whilaker with 52s and
eta St 4th St
Murray. rain Inc Bldq.
Wilson with 53.

*Bats
*Bags
'Tennis Shirts
*Jerseys
*Socks
*Jackets
'T-Shirts
*Gym Shorts
'Hats
*Racquetball & Tennis Rackets

Lady Tiger
golf results

'Warm-Ups
*Baseball Gloves
'Athletic Shoes
*Swim Suits
*Balls

DENNISON-HUNT silmting G's
1203 Chestnut

•
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-Everything for that SPORT in YOUR life.
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CLASSIFIED ADVERTISEMENTS
Leg

1

a

1

Lega

2

I N% ITATION TO BID
Bids will be receivedity the Calloway
County Fiscal CoUrt, for a used Bulldozer,
D8 or TD20, until 1:00 p.m.. May 8. 1984.
Further information may be obtained from
the office of the County Judge, Executive
in the Calloway County Courthouse,,Murray. Kentucky.

Read
The
Classified
Section
For
Bargains
Everyday

BARGAIN BATTERIES
$15 W Exchange
z

Call 753 3711

DO

-or
I Love

502-554-0733
or 502-589-6123.
Jim Suiter. & Jerry
Henry will be in our
showroom from
6:30-8:00 Mon.,
Tues., Thurs., Fri.
PURDOM
MOTORS, INC.
Olds-Pont -Cad-Buick

GAS Work. All kinds
of glass and glass
replacement work.
store fronts, auto glass,
storm_ windows and
doors repaired, patio
door, glass mirrors and
plate and window glass.
M and G Glass, Building
16. Dixieland Center,
753-0180.

A.)

You,
•-f '
6

Donna Kaye

41
!,-00\" .
Discount
Outlet

you know 1S90's
loecream Parlor honors
-competitor's coupons.
Dixieland Shopping
PURCHASE Video
Center. 753.3604.
Production Call for
free brochure. 502-2474-Sale
2840
Good solid treated
Train To Drive
railroad ties $9.00
TRACTORS TRAILERS
each.
-Call the leader
753-2905. •
MTA SCHOOL
435-4319 435-4343

e

I Wish You
Many Morel

2 .Nati c e
FLIPPENS fiilIbilIy
Barn. (Old Bldg_
for
sale to be moved. Bids
are being accepted. Call
75,3-8214 before 611

601 S. 4th St.
Murray, Ky.
759-9020
10% Off
On All
Furniture
Thurs., Fri.
& Sat.

c

Happy Birthday
Daddy

George H. Weaks
Judge Executive
Calloway County
Murray. Kentucky

'Notice

Not

GLIDDEN Spread Wall
paint. $6.99 per gallon
for white and stock
colors. Over 1.000 colors
available. Color extra.
Blacks Decorating
Center, 701 S. 4th St.

Seafood
Buffet
Fish,

Frog Legs,
Boiled Shrimp &
Oysters on the half
shell.
Fri. & .Sat.
4:30-9:00

CUBA RESTAURANT
HWy. 303 Cuba, Ky.
Phone 382-2208
SUNNY Acres Nursery
now' has tomatoes
peppers and bedding
plants. Open 9-5.
Mon.-Sat. 753-3619. 901
North Johnny
e Robertson Rd.

Mother's Day
Specials
Treasure House
Of Gifts
Southside Manor
Greeting Cards
Locally
Made
Pottery .
Special: 20% Off
Pictures and Lamps
WELODME to the services of the LAKELAND APOSTOLIC
CHURCH Sundays at
10:00AM and 6:00PM at
Sycamore and South
15th -Street- Also Search
The Scriptures broadcast on W$JP radio
9:30AM. For information call 759-1602

*REPLICA
WATCHES*
All Swiss - Perfect
Color' Toll Free
1-800-654-9850
3. Card of Thanks

PUBLIC NOTICE
The Farmers Home Administration
FmHA will lease the following properties for cash for the 1984 crop year. Sealed bids will be accepted at the FmHA office. 104 North 5th Street. Murray. Kentucky. and will be publicly opened at 3:00
PM on Friday. May 4, 1984.
The properties are as follows:
I. Approximately 81.2 crop acres located jus
South of Highway 464 on Hwy. 1836.
2. Approximately 88.1 crop acres locate
North orKirksey on Hwy. 299.
3. Approximately 41.5 crop acres located nea
Hwy. 464 and Hopkins Short Road.
4. 2757 lbs. burley tobacco base.
5. 654-lbs. burley base.
6. 1.16 acres fire-Cured tobacco baSe For additional information, Contact
Ronald W. Nelson. County Supervisor.
telephone 753-0162.
The Government reserves the right'to
reject any or all bids.

Auction Sale
Sat. April 28 10 a.m.
About? miles SE of Hazel. Ky. at the late
H.A. and Loyce Newport place. From
Hazel, take Stateline Rd. to second stop
sign then turn south on Old Paris-Murray
Hwy. Watch for auction signs.
Jugs, churns, crocks, iron kettles.
bean pots, skillets, muffin irons,
walnut wash stand, antique beds, antique tables, wood boxes, gaskets.
coffee mill, bboks, chairs,
ermilk
pitchers, trunk, powder horn,,old kitchen cab., old safe, flower barrel,
floor lamps, treadle sewing machine,
old baby cradle, appliances, fur-,
niture, glass, dishes. Lots of items not
w•A44..--. •

Claretta NeWport
Executor

,

Shorty McBride
Auctioneer No. 247
Sale held

rain or shine

CARD OF
THANKS
We want to thank
all of the friends
-and neighbors - for
their prayers and
kind expression of
sympathy during
the long illness and
passing of our dear
loved
one. We
especially want to
thank the ones who
gave flowers and
brought food. We
would like to thank
Dr. Charles Clark
for his services he
has rendered to ler
for so long. We
thank,
Brother
Lewis.
Brother
Shahklin
and
Brother
Tony
Elkins for their services at the funeral
and thank Lelon
Peeler and his
daughter for the
singing and the
music.
We want you all
to know that your
wayers and encouragement has
helped to get us
through this time of
sorrow. We thank
you all and God
Bless everyone.
The Family of
Mrs. Ruby Biffle

6. Help Wanted

2 2 . •M Osical

211. Mobile Homes for Rent

MANAGEMENT. $24,
000 to 134.000. Steady
work. National corporation opening .new
branch offices. We need
men and women who
are ambitious and gross
minded. When qualify
you will be paid $380 per
week to attend management trainee school
and guaranteed $20,000
plus yearly after
graduation. Call 4436460 between
8a.m.-9a.m.
NEED babysltter for
2nd shift. Preferabty
my house or yours if in
East Calloway School
district. 436-2550.

FOR Sale New Alvarez
Reagents Guitar. $100.
Jute Box filled with 45's,
$100. 753-3704.
STF-IlE0 equipment. /
receivers, tuner, amplifier, turntable, 4
speakers. All, good
brands. Price negotiable. 759-9772.

TRAILER for rent
Brandon Dill, Dill's
Trailer Ct

NOW accepting ap•
plications for assistant
manager position. Send
resume to Kevin
Allbritten, 1111 Chestnut. Murrayor call
759-4695 between 2 and 4
P.m.
9. Situation Wanted

23. Exterminating
Call Your
Local Professionals

753-0414
Murray's only Home
owned and operated
Pest Control Service,
Free Inspection and
Estimates
24. Miscellaneous

30. Business Rentals

Mini
Warehouse
Storage Space
For Rent
753-1492

41. Public Sales

APRIL
FLEA MARKET

In Shop at
110 N. 7th St.
Saturday
Rain or Shine
Antiques glesswere, living
room suite, camera, water
skis, life jacket, go carts.
rugs, deep freezer,
household items, lots of
baby items, men & women
clothes Lois MOM-

YARD
SALE

YARD
SALE

10 FT. spill bed for 1 ton
LT'S Make a Deal. truck, twin
ram hoist.
Will do spring Cleaning. 1850. 236-2706
days,
Call 753-0606 nights. 236-3752 night.
133-1396 days.
RESPONSIBLE female A-1 Firewood, $25/rick
teenage with car needs delivered. Nights 436summertime job. 753- 2778.
ALL Wood storage
2967 after 5p.m.
WILL babysit anytime. building. 8xI2 $795, 8x16
$995. 10x16 $1,195. 12x16
759-1683.
11,495. 12x24 11,995.
WILL mow lawns and
Free delivery within 100
do odd' jobs around the
miles., We have a large
house. 753-6392.
selection in stock. Acree
WITH plow and disk Portable Buildings,
gardens at reasonable Mayfield, Ky. 247-7831.
rates. Call 759-4107,
BEAUTY Shop
Equipment fo'r sale.
10. Business Opportunity
Call after .5p.m.
7,000 SQUARE Ft. 435-4568.
commercial building,
heat aqd air,- paved 13 FT. Krause Disc.
parking lot. 132.000. $750. 492-8214.
435-4526.
CLEARY Satellite
TAXIDERMY: Class System, 10 ft.
and training to begin fiberglass, $1,550 inJune 5th. Deadline for stalled.-11 ft. systems,
application and, fee is $1,700 installed.
May 20th. For course 436-2835. We service
outline and application what we sell.
call or write: Dickie s DARK fired tobacco
Taxidermy, Rt. 4, Box base, . 84/100. Call
278 1/2, Paris, Tenn. 753-2579 after 6p.m.
38242 901-642-5104.
FLASHING Arrow
Signs. Rent to buy. New
14. Want to Buy
and used signs for sale,
LATE model outboard letters, arrows, ect;
motor preferrably 115 205-232-4847.
Mercury. 753-6250.
FLOWER and Garden
Fertilizer. 5-10-5. 20
15. Articles- for Sale
pound bag $3.99. Lawn
BEAUTIFUL Prom Fertilizer, 20 pound bag
Dresses, size 9 and 11. $ 4 . 66 . We rent
spreaders. Coast to
753-8389.
FOR sale baby crib, car Coast Hardware, 753seat. stroller. Call 753- 8604.
FOR Sale ..57 acre Fire
8102.
GIBSON 24,000 BTU air Cured Tobacco Allotconditioner. Used only 2 ment. Phone 753-1956 or
summers, $300. Also 753-3039.
G.E. white refrigerator G.E. Video Recorder
for $140. Both in excel- with remote control. 2
lent condition. Call after months .old, barely
used. $300. 489-2444 after
5p.m. 435-4583.
oLD barn siding. Oak 4p.m.
stair railing and- post, LARGE central air
off white carpeting. unit. For information,
753-2967 after 5p.m.
753-3291.
QUASAR Video Re- NEW and used Air
corder with remote Compressors. Dill
control. $8 /week'. Electric. Call 753-9104.
Rudolph Goodyear, 753- PINE Bark, 3 cubic ft.
Murray State
0595.
bags nuggets, mini
University
WASHER-Dryer Mini nuggets and mulch,
condition. Wired for.. 110 $2.99. 4 Cubic ft.
and
guests.
volt, very good condi- staghnum pet, $6.99.
Production Sale
tion. Call 753-8964 after Coast to Coast Hard5p.m. or leave Message ware, 753-8604. .
Sat., April 28th
anytime.
STOCK and Equipment
1:00 p.m.
for small bait and
16. Home Furnishings
tackle store. Call 436MSU Exposition
25" QUASAR Color 2102.
Console TV., SS/week. TRI-STATE Satellite
Center
Rudolph Goodyear, 753- Sales. 11 It. system
0595.
completely installed, 38. Pets-Supplies
$1,785. We service what
we sell. 901-6420295. 315 PURE Bred black
CRYTS
Tyson Ave., Paris. Labrador Retrievers
pups. AKC Registered.
USED OFFICE
Term.
TRUCK topper for LWI:f 5-6 weeks old. $125.
FURNITURE
Pickup. 36" high. $250. 753-1292 or 753-8973.
Wood or metal desks Ex
Call 753-9400.
ecutive or Secretarial
41 Public Sales
Chairs. Tables. files,
26.
TV -Radio
TOMATO Plants. Jet
storage
cabinets,
Star and Better Boy.
bookcases, conference
SATELLITE TELEVISION
ready to bloom.
tables, part cabinets and
Calr.oway Co-. High
much more
Installed, sales tax and
School Greenhouse,
labor included. 9 ft.
Used but nice!
school days, 12 noon to 2
spun dish $1549. 12 ft.
p.m.
1016 Jefferson St.
Mesh Star Dish $ 1995.
Paducah, Ky.
WOOD TV
302-442-4302
Fulton, Ky. 472-3704
BRASS bed, king size,
complete with firm REPOSSESSED Reorthopedic mattress mote Control T.V.
•Involves Typing, Filing, Bookkeeping,
set, never used, still in Clayton's T.V. 753.7575.
carton. Cost $800. Must
Phone
use
and
Scheduling
sell.. $350 cash.
Satellite Antenna
appointments.
Paducah, 898-7513
$1449.00
RUST platform rocker
*A multifaceted job with a lot of
Drak•
viver, 10
with ottoman, $75.
responsibility
Heavy Duty sh & Mount
Brown vinyl Lazy Boy
Sales & Service
'Enjoys working with and helping
Rocker recliner, $100.
All like new. Ralph Ray.
CLAYTON'S TV
others.
1502 London Dr.
-733-7373
Please send resume to P.O. Box
753-1589.
27. Mobile Homes for Sale ,1040K. Murray.
19. Farm Equipment

YARD
SALE

YARD
SALE

STROUT
REALTY

5 Party
Yard Sale

300 pieces
old furniture.
Oak,
Walnut,
Mahogany. Desks,
Chairs, Tables,
Halltrees, old tools.
KEEN'S
6 miles South of
Mayfield Highway
45
South.
•

32. Apts for Rent.
AND 2 BR apts.1
near .
downtown Murray. 7534109, 762-6660 or
436-2844.
1 BR furnished apt. in
quiet established, residential neighborhood.
No pets. $200 month.
Phone 753-1722. Bill
Saturday
Kopperud.
April 28th
1 SR furnished apt. nexf
9 a.m.-3 p.m.
to Fairgrounds. No
pets. 753-3139.
Moving- some junk t some
odds ends and some good
1 BR furnished apt.
things. Long brick house on
Singles only. 753-5898.
corner of 4th and Bee Creek
1 11111. lake front apt. in
Dr out near old radio
Panorama - Shores. Aptower
pliance furnished.
Lease deposit and re- •
ferences required. 4362484 after 5p.m.
2 BR duplex. Available
May 1. Living, dining
area. Air conditioned,
fully carpeted. Closet
space. Kitchen fur-.
nished. Washer and
dryer hookup. No pets.
No children. $200. May
Thurs.-Sat.
be seen by appointment.
208 S. 12th St.
Call 753-2792 Close to
Baby items, twin
college.
2 B11 duplex, 1 bath, den
size bed, books,
and kitchen, w- id
records,
many
hookup. 753-9240.
EFFICIENCY Apt. other items.
near University: 4928225.
FURNISHED or unfurnished apts. Efficiency, one or two
bedroom also sleeping
rooms. Zimmerman
Apts., S. 16th. 753-6609.
LARGE 2 BR iirriished
apt. No pets or children.
1209 Peggy
1604 Miller. 753-5898.
Ann Dr.
34. Houses for Rent
21.5 Cu. ft. freezer
2 I311 brick, kitchen
$175.00.
3-M
appliances (tarnished. 8
copier $175.00.
miles southeast of
Murray. Married
Clothes, shoes and
couple only. References_
many misc.
and deposit. 492-8594
after 6p.m.
2 BR brick, stove,
carpeted, near MSU.
Lease and deposit.
Married couples. No
pets. Available now.
$275. 753-3942.
2 BR house near University. Call 753-5992.
BASEMENT house, 4
1707 Keenland
rooms, fully carpeted.
753-6166. - Saturday
April 28th
37. Livestock-Supplies
8-3
Furniture,
children's clothes,
misc. items.

43. Real Estate

41. Public Sale's

Lou Ann'Philpot 753-6843
Wayne Wbon 753-5086
Joe L. Kennon 436-5676
1912 Coldwater Road
Murray, Kentucky 42071
15021 753-0186
Anytime
JOE L. KENNON
Broker
Licensed & Bonded
FOR Real Service in
Real Estate, Contact
KOPPERUD REALTY,
711 Main. We work at
your convenience.
Phone 753-1222.
44. Lots to/ Sale
2 LOTS and '40 ft. trailer
at Pine Bluff Shores.
Call 436-2673.
ONE of the last
lakefront _parcels in
Calloway County. 35
acres with frontage on
main lake. Long black
top road frontage (Ky.
19181. Near Hamlin.
Ken Shores Estates.
753-7531.

805 Sunny Lane
Sat. April 28
7:30 No
Early
Sales.
LP
Gas Tank,

Clothing, Furniture,
Antiques, Crafts,
Jig Saw.

45. Farms for Sale
18.5 ACRE. 2 miles east
from Murray on 280.
759-4541.
226 -ACRES. Located
East of New Concord.
Large amount of crop
land. 2 creeks,
marketable timber,
blacktop road exces1.
John Neubauer,
753-7531.
23 ACRES at $735 per
acre. Between New
Providence and New
Concord. Call 492-8336.
80 ACRES -farm land. 4
miles NW of Murray. 2
BR ?MpTe-x. 3 years old,
extra nice. Cal) 753-3966
after 4p.m.

YARD
SALE'
Sat. Only
April 28th 9-?
Hwy
121 South of New
Concord, watch for signs
Glassware, clothes
all
sizes 5' to S 1, walkie
talkies. 410 shotgun'. CO2
air pistol. CB base with
turner 2 mic AM Ft4
casette stereo: 41 equalizer
with it, 2 200 watt
speakers for car

County Wide

Yard.
Sale
Fri. & Sat.
Bel Air Ctr.
Parking Lot
Begins 9 AM

YARD
SALE

46. Homes for Sale
2 BR house for sale ,or
rent" Hi Hazel. References and deposit
required. 753-5466 after.
5p.m.
3-YEAR. old brick, 3 BR,
2 bath, 30 ft. living
room, family room,
utility room, attached
_garage, paved drive. All
appliances. Off 121
North. $42,000. 489-2880.
ASSUMABLE VA loan. Fixed 114 percent interest. 7 room brick.
Fenced yard. Call owner. 753-7217.

DAILY GOLD &
Gold
Closed
Yesterday 384.00
Opened
Today
3.77.50
Down
6.50

SILVER PRICES
Silver
Closed
Yesterday
9.34
Opened
Today • '9.09
Down •
.25

Compliments of:
GOLD & SILVER CUSTOM
JEWELERS-OLYMPIC PLAZA
We buy Gold, Silver & Diamonds
Hours: 10-8 Daily, 12-5 Sunday

HORSE
SALE

-NOTICE

DON'T FORGET
1984-1985
City Stickers
Business License
Motorcycle Stickers
Dog Tags
On Sale, City Clerk's
Office, City Hall Building.
Office Hours 8:00-5:00
Monday-Friday
Jo Crass
City Clerk

SECRETARY - RECEPTIONIST
IN DENTAL OFFICE

15 FT. 2 axle flat bed 1 2 x60 3 BR mobile
4
h7
om
31e. $3,750. Call 437trailer., $600. Call 7537684. EARTHWXY Precfsion 1975 3 BR, 2 bath, all
Garden Seeder. Plants electric trailer. $7,500.
6. Help Wanted
28 different vegetable 437-4257.
FXPERIENCED
seeds. $36.99. Wallin 1980 12x60 2 BR, all
waitress not less than 5
electric, central heat.
Hardware, Perth, Tn.
years experience
air, furnace, new
Apply in person. GARDEN Tiller in good waterbed In excellent
Kenlake Lodge, Re- shape. $95. Phone 492- condition. Call before
8350.
staurant. Aurora, Fey.
3p.m. 437-4370.
MASSEY Ferguson 35
PROCESS MAIL! $75 model.
A-I shape, sell 28. Mobile Homes for Rent
per hundred! No ex- with equip`tnent
or
perience. Part or full without.
2 BR furnished mobile
753-6469.
Approx. 5000 sq. ft. 4 bedroom
tkme. Start im
home, central heat and
REAR
TIne
Tillers.
rnediately. Details send
air, *150 per month rent.
home
recently redecorated, all
Briggs
Statton
engine,
3
self-addressed stamped
$75 security deposit.
envelope to -CRI-N41. forward speeds and 753-4806 after 3:30o m.
new
appliances
newly decorated
reverse. 5 hp. $528.99, 8
Box 9014, Stuart, FL
h.p $629.99. Front Tine 2 BR with. central air,
kitchen.
In
addition
to above it has
33496.
Tiller, 5 h.p. chain new furniture. Call
'TRUCK Driver wanted. drive.
Shady_
Oaks,
a
753-6209.
3
bedroom
Apartmtmt,
present5278-35- Wallin
Must be able to qualify
BEDROOM trailer for
ly
renting
for
$
1
with( PTL. Only thoie Hardware, Paris, Tn. , rent. Keniana
month
50
and a
$150 a
with safe driving record R E D belly Fero monk,940_314a
,
efficie_ncy,ApantniknURnairs4Siland- a year rata.;,,,ki.-re..-44.•ctolur.triwertz:;---.
ting for $75 per month. Extreme'expeft• need'•apply. Must 000d COrlditiO11.-31.113. -30. eindinika - *slims
be able to Maui wOrk After 6:30P.m• 75•11124lOMM RICAL build- ly well kept.
Immediately. Call 758ing. 101 Coldwater_
2
2
.
Musical
4939,_mon.-Fit. 9-5
Road. Ideal location for
WASH room 'manager, Ininninirintigrrf or doctors office or other
207 MAPLE
good hour and working we. Exceuent condi- type of business. 'For.
759-1707
753-7249
condition. Inquiries
. deo; Ideal for 'vale or MOM information; call
Boone Laundry in per church. Priced right. 502-2SG-2158 nights.
PETE WALDROP BROKER
ion. No phone calls.
Call 762-1071.
'Days1102-2116-3158"
•

Amm•

PRE-SEASON SALE
Season Passes for the MurrayCalloway County Swimming Pool may
be purchased prior to pool opening and
save.$15.00.
Family Passes - $60.00
Single Passes $30.00
Passes may be purchased at the
Park office, 10th & Payne Sts.., phone
753-7640

•
•

I II

SHROAT WALDROP REALTY

OLIVE BOULEVARD
Two or three bedroom -house.

Dining room, large eat-in kitchen bath and Y2,.2 car garage,
10x24 screened in patio. Home
is ip_e2ccellent. condition,nel
landscaped, • great neighborhood.

SHROAT WALDROP REALTY
207 MAPLE
759-1707

. 753-7249
PETE WALDROP BROKER

•
•
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CLASSIFIED ADVERTISEMENTS
46. Homes for

-sale

•
47. Motorcycles
49. Used Cars
49. Used Cars
5 1 . Campers
BY owner, 3 BR, 1% 1973 HUPIDA 450, 8800 or 1971
VOLKSW
AGEN
2
1480
DATSUN
1979
B210,
2
18 FT. Fieetwing•
bath, 1,800 sq. ft., den. best offer.' Four Rally DR Station
Wagon, new Dr, 1 owner, 34,xxx self contained camper.
central h/a, wood Sport wheels. Off 83 tires,
body and miles, 5 speed, AM-FM sleeps 6, air and awnstove, eat-in kitchen, Chevrolet Silverado mechanic
al extra nice cassette, clean inside ing, excellent condition
fenced backyard, R-39 Pickup, $75 cash or best Local
trade in $850. and out. New car trade. Ben Nix, 753-3785.
insulation, quiet offer. Call 759-1417.
Hatcher Auto Sales $3,200. Hatcher Auto 26
FT. camper, good
neighborhood. For ap- 1976 HONDA 750K, new 753-4961
Sales, 753-4961.
condition. $1,700 489pointment call 759-1938 tires, excellent condi•
after 5p.m.
tion. 2 new helmets 1974 OLDS 98, 47,200 1982 COUGAR XR7. 2365 or 759-4580.
actual miles, good con- 1980 Buick Skylark. 1978
POR Pull Time Real 753-2515.
Honda Twin Star 185. 52. Boats-Motors
Estate Service, Contact 1978 HONDA 750 Four dition. Call 753-8384.
KOPPERUD REALTY, K, full windshield and 1975 FORD Maverick, 2 435-4592.
14 FT. Fiberglass boat,
753-1222. We currently front cover, AM-FM doors, good condition 1982 FORD EXP, 4 15 h.p. Mariner. Ready
have over 160 properties radio, 3 bates white and clean. New battery. speed, air, cruise, p.s., to fish. $650. 762-4797.
for sale.
luggage compartments. Call 753-5606.
p.b., $5,500. Sharp. 1975 SEARAY 18 ft.. 4
FOR Sale Garage Apt., Burgandy in color, ex- 1975 FORD Elite, $900 Phone 762-4384.
cylinder Runabout, 4
well constructed, acre cellent condition. $1,975. and 1971 Chev. Window
cylinder in board,
lot, garden, various CARROLL VW, Van, $500. See Hugh. 50. Used
white, full top, excellent
Trucks
K-5 Southside Manor,
fruit, nut and shade 753-8850.
condition, $3,500.
1035
DODGE
Pickup, CARROLL VW-,
trees. Best offer. 492- 1980 YAMAHA 656 1975 FORD LTD
2702.
Maxium, like new. 437- Brougham, 4 dr., excel- $800. Good shape for 753-8850.
restorat
ion.
For in- 1982 -14 FT. Fishing
lent condition, loaded.
4240.
formation, call Terry. Boat, 25 h.p.. Johnson
1980 YAMAHA 656 753-9181 or 753-8124.
753-5901.
motor with tilt, 2 Bass
Maxim, black with lots 1975 PLYMOUTH
of equipment. H,as only Sport Suburban Station 1966 FORD Truck seats, custom made
2-3 Bedrooms, Large
3,500 miles. Looks like Wagon. 8 passenger, Bronco 4 Wheel Drive, 8 trailer. Been in water
Living
Room,
new. Call 753-0156 after extra clear!, no rust. Thouisand Warren approximately 4 times.
83,000 miles, p.s., p.b., Winch, good tires, 57,000 Like new. $2,500.
6p.m.
Cathedral Ceiling, Kit1081 GS 750L Suzuki, cruise. 400 engine. Call actual miles. 753-8185 or CARROLL VW,
chen, Dining Corn753-7723.
753-8850.
extra nice, $1,600. 753- 753-8374 after 5p.m.
bination, 1 Bath,
1978 DATSUN Long 38 FT. RiverQueen
3643 or 753-6848.
1976
DATSU
N
8210
Basement.'Shop and
1082 HONDA Goldwing, (brown 2 door), 30 Wheelbase Pickup, 5 House boat, twin 210
2 Acres. Will Sql1
dressed, wineberry red, MPG, Book price $2,100. speed, a,, great utility Chrysler engine, 6.5
Separate. 436-2693.
loaded with chrome, Take $1,575 or best tru-ck, excellent Kohler Generator, air
mechanically. New conditioned, fully
showroom ,new, 1 ow- offer.'Call 753-5292.
truck trade in, only equipped. Days, 753ner. Only 3,800 miles.
1976 DODGE Aspen, $2,200. Hatcher Auto 9251. Nights 924-5254.
GOOD Location In town. After 5p.m. 502-247-0317.
red, good condition. Sales, 753-4961.
Reduced price. Possible
Including Sat.
Just off 94 West on 783 • 1979 DODGE Power BOAT,
owner financing. 753- 48. Auto Services
motor and
South. $1,000 or best
2798 or 753-0180.
Wagon, 1 owner, 2713pot trailer.. 1982 15 ft.
74 CHEVY Impala offer.
miles, bright red., with Duracraft Bass Boat. 35
UNDER Cons(ructicrn,
new 3 BR, 2 bath home Station Wagon, 4 parts, 1977 MOB Convertible, 4" lift. 15x38.5 tires and h.p. Evinrude motor, 2
body
parts,
mechanic
al
excelle
conditio
nt
n. chrome spoke wheels, gas tanks, trolling mowith 2 car garage on
Brookhaven Dr., west of parts and glass. Also Days, 753-8635. Nights, many extras. Call 753- tor included. $3,500.
automati
c
transmiss
ion
753-6669.
6091 after 4p:m. Would 753-7719 after
Gatesborough Subd.
consider trade.
Also nice lot in Canter- fits small block Chevy. 1979 BLACK and silver
RAILBOAT for sale, 17
Reasonab
le.
492-8531.
bury Stibd. Call 753-3903
Trans Am, automatic, 1980 FORD 1 ton, Short ft. 0-Day Day Sailer,
FOR
Sale
1
pair
factory
after- 4p.m.
t-top, AM-FM cassette, wheelbase with
excellent condition
t-top, will *lit 79-81 cruise control, 46,xxx 30,xxx miles. Call bed,.
753- w/trailer. 1666 Ryan
Firebird or Camaro. actual
47. Motorcycles
miles. 753-6244 5273 or see at Parker 'Ave.
753-4867.
Ford's Used Truck Lot.
after 5p.m.
1072 HONDA XL 250
GOOD
Reconditioned
1982 CHEVROLET 1 53. Services Offered
Onl'Off Road, excellent
Ton, Short Wheelbase APPLIANCE-repair
condition: 753-8185 or Auto Batteries,
guaranteed! $15 exwith bed. 29,rooc miles, work all brands.
753-7723.
charC_ala3_-3711_.
real sharp. Call 753-5273 Specialize in Tappen.
1973 HONDA BL125
or for more information Call 753-5341 or 354-6956.
MINT condition. Only IMPORT Auto Salvage.
come by Parker Ford's Earl Lovett.
3,000 miles. Must sell. New and used parts and
Truck Lot.
$695. Call 762-2442 or service at reasonable
BULL Doiing Back
prices. Call 474-2325.
•
762-4933.
Hole and septic tank
51 . Campers
work. 354-8161 after
1083 RX50 _,Yamaha, 49. Used Cars
11 FT. Coachman cam-. 8p.m. or 354-8188 or
good condition. 'Only 195Q
BUIC4 Special,
.per for pickup truck, 437-4533.
$399. 437-4988.
recent restoration .inself contained, extra BURGESS Water Wells.
1983 YAMAHA Riva eluding paint,
w.w
nice. Upright piano in Well 'Drilling. Home,
moped. Call 753-1442 tires, partial interior,
real good shape. 474- Farm, irrigation. Pump
after 6p.m.
73,000 miles, runs great.
2384.
sales and service.
500 CC Yamaa Street Needs little to be com18 FT. Camper Trailer, Irrigation equipment.
Bike, extra sharp. $750. plete. Must sacrifice
$1,500. 436-2196 ater Free estimates
See at 1548 Oxford Dr.
$2,400 neg. Call 753-7224
5p.m.
247-6658.
650 YAMAHA 80 model. after 5p.m.
$5,000. Call after 5p.m. 1971 FORD LAT), mug
1982 OLDS Cutlass
489-2489.
PASCHALL CARPET
sell, make offer! 753- Supreme,
4 DR, loaded,
FOR Sale 1976 750A 5452 after 5p.m.
• Just Received 6" Traier toads Big Sale "Whie Supply Lasts'
33,xxx
miles,
$7,800.
Honda, new chain, 1971 OLDS 88. good
12 ft Outside Grass Carpet
sq. yd.
12 tt'Printed Kitchen -Carpet
windshield, front tire. condition. Call 753-8430 753-4186 and. leave name
'3" sq. yd
and
telephone
number.
12 ft Heavy Commercial Jute Back or Action
Call after 4p.m. or 759-4805 after 6p.m.
'5" sq. yd
12 Ft Heavy Hi Lo Shag Jute Back or Action
FOR Sale 1968 Thun'6"'8" sq yd
753-3875.
1972 PINTO, good con12 It Heavy Plush Shag
from '7" .11" sq yd
YAMAHA 650 Special dition. $400. 753-0170 or derbird, local car, one
12 It Heavy Shag or Fat Rubber Back
Only
'5" sq yd
owner, $1,350. Would
II. 753-6656
.15 /t Commerical Rubber Bock
after 3p.m. 759-4877.
'3 ° sq yd
consider trade for boat.
Good
Pad
75' sq yd
753-3704.
Decorator Quality At Discount Prices
RED 1977 Trans Am.
Compare To Carpets Selling At Twice The Prices
For Information, call
Many. Many Cokus And Styles To. Choose From.
492-8727.
PASCHALL CARPET
TOYOTA. 1980 Corolla
8 Miles South of Murray. Ky. on 641 Between Hare1. Ky
Saturday, April 28, 7984 TO A.M.
Liftback, 5 speed,
and Puryear Tenn.
617 South 9th Street
61,xxx miles. $3,500.
Open 8-5 Ei Days 901-498-8963
753-0211.
Terry Shoemaker: Auction

House For Sale

1981
CHEVETTE
4 Door,
4 Speed,
with air.
53,600" or
best offer.
Call
753-5322

AUCTION
FARM AU TION

Saturday, May 5, 1984.

10:00 A.M.-Rain Or Shine

Absolute Auction

Farm N Located 6.5 Wes Northeast
Of Puryear, Tenn

IrvigationAssidential

Cell

Collect

901-362-3671

For Information Contact:

Sale Conducted By:

Associated Auctioneers, Inc.

Mickey Mooney

Lic. No, 126

Broker, Auctioneer
Real Estates Assoc., Inc.

901-642.2205

6 Mlles Northwest Of Buchanan, Tenn
13 Mlles Northsast 01 Paris, Tenn

Frw Estimates
('ALL Keith The Yard
Man, 759-9790 for your
lawn cutting needs.
CONCRE-TE work.
Complete jobs- And free
estimates. Call Joe
Chambers, 345-2758.
FENCE sales at Sears
now. Call Sears 753-2310
for free estimate for
your needs.
We have special
packages for Tiny
Tots
CARTER STUDIO
300 MAIN 753 8298
GUTTERING by Sears.
Sears continuous gutters installed for your
specifications. Call
Sears 753-2310 for free
estimate.
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We Clean With

TENDER LOVING CARE
759-9754

References

759-1834,,

•

Treated Decking Lumber
Size

8'
10' 12' 14' 16'
2x4 1.97 2.42 3.10 3.59
4.67
2x6 3.04 3.60 4.98 5.67 7,72

2x8 4.05_ 5.07_5.198 7.74 8.85
4x4 4.16 6.27 7.20

BAILEY'S
FARM LUMBER
SUPPLY
CORNER ,INDUSTRIAe-DRIVE
. AND CHESTNUT
Phone 759-1099
A

• -

-

5
`
--1 hietuneweete4etweeews.0~••4•••-•5••

-

'
4"'•

•guaranteed
in writing
•eachpiece
individually
labeled
'•no additional
charges
in the year 20107
the lumber in a
new Wolmanized
wood deck will
still be under
warranty.

•

554010*-teser

.„

INTRODUCTORY PRICE

3

ill

Dan Miller- Auctioneer
- Terry Paschall - App. Auctioneer
Licensed and Bonded in Ky. & Tenn. No. 1281
"My Service Doesn't Cost, It Pays,'°
BE THERE

AUCTIONEER & REAL ESTATE BROKER
FANCY FARM

service

Introducing Our
REVOLUTIONARY NEW
CARPET DRY
CLEANING MACHINE

/

AtietioreStkViee:

JAMES R. CASH
-..

TLC Cleaning

Residential
Lumber

7.3tc

"el ;rear•••••• 5000••••••••gess 017 toratene• ,f 19.414wW;.11•4113•
WI,,,.'OVA Co.. Heed
•

OVER
20 YEARS
EXPERIENCE

WOLIVIANIZED

Sale Condudted by

410.1.• •• 24 Tronspor, G.,'• AWN • Poe KIA00
D•gc•••
Pe•n• MOW
4/71111Palkwasesewie41•1
r-lassact---•144,
-,
.
---;•.-..
,
a••
-...
- ...
3 Po... Role•,45ford Goo,?h.% ....n Mono • 255,054.00..

•is

°purrs
CUSTOM KITCHEN CABINETS
& CUSTOM WOODWORKING

YEARS Get

This will be an all day sale of good antiques and glass.
Will sell spindle back oak chairs, oak table, fancy old
rockers, carpet rocker, bentwood, chairs, Gold Leaf
wrought iron table and chairs, poster beds, oak beds, 1
Blanton sofa, other sofa with wood carved ball feet, kitchen cabinet, porch furniture, wall coffee grinder, other
coffee grinder, butter mold, several pieces of cut glass,
several pieces of green and pink depression. milk glass,
Roseville, Willa and Hull pottery, old pressed glass, stem
etched pieces, several pieces of cast iron. stone jugs,
crocks and churns, kerosene lamps, Gone with the Wind
lamps, wall lamps, floor lamps, 1st edition books, quilts,
dolls..several good old pocket knives, many old brass and
pewter items, many other items not listed. Not responsible for accidents. Sale held rain or shine. Lunch available.

-

P001050

,:w

Saturday April 28th at 10:A.M.
at the Polly McCoy
Restaurant in Puryear, Tenn.
on Highway 641 South.

•

C050er
CO/NE

LICENSED Electrician
for residential and
commereial Heating TREE Work, complete
and air condition, gas trimming,rem o al topping
experie or
installation and ,repair. .
Phone 753-7203.
reasonable rates 753
Th a
MALONE'S Remodel- d2ri
ry_os
i
vve1lii
ing from ground to roof
BASEMENT? We
top. Phone-492-8183";
e- -wet- bale- Men-Ts
Evenings 436-2107
Work completely
MFOODN'S Welding, guarant
arantee
Call or
eed
d
Fabrication, Lawn
Morgan Con
Mowr, Tiller Repair' Structton Co Rta.2, Bo(
'
and Sharpening, Or- '409A, Paduca ilk Ky
namental Iron. 753-5668.
42001 or call 1 442 7026

FOR WOOD THAT'S
GUARANTEED FOR

AUCTION

*

MY, I.41

1*

Akiminum Service Co.
Aluminum and vinyl
siding. Custom trim work.
References. Call Will Ed
Bailey, 7534689.

•Only One In This Section Of The Country
•Carpet Dry In /
1
4 to /
1
2 Hour
Call Today For Our Low -Low

RICY WEST,
435-415
753-9317 IA

-

SO Acres Crop hand 3 Good Grain Ban Lame Tobacco
Ram
Caner Out Wad
4 Ponds 255 1crai Of055 Tobacco ease
---

ustorrt el(

Wood Desigrt

*Quality W.,*
at
a Reasonable Prices

a

WALLPAPERING

WILL break and disk
_ gardens 753 5463 or
753-0144
WILL haul white rock,
sand, lime, rip rap and
masonary sand, coal
Call Roger Hudson,
753 41545 or 753-4763.

•
•
SOLID WOOD CABINETS &
•
RAISED PANEL DOORS
Birch • Oak • Walnut • Cherry •
GUNCASES • MANTLES • BOOKCASES•
KITCHEN CABINET TOPS • VANITIES
•
CUSTOM BUILT FURNITURE & FURNITURE REFINISHI
NG
•
comptvrri
PRICES Drop Sy & Use Our Display
ve
S
•
• 1212 Main Murray, Ky.
753-5940•
•
••••••••••••••
•
•••• •

All Types of Custom Woodworking-11 Cabinetry
•Kitchen and Bath Cabinets •Counter Tops
•Furniture & Furniture Refinishing .Mill Work'
Commercial and Residential

Prom "Wryest. Tann Take Hwy 140 East 43 Wee To Corbel
Corner Proceed
Norlb 1 Mae On Shedy Grove P41 Entandea To H Sawn PO PrOC•403
Eaal S
Wye To Beecham Rd Proceed 5 Mae Nord, To Saki Swil
9 no Posted"

HWY LSI

LAWN mowing and
maintenance. We are
looking for new residential, commercial
rental and cemetery
properties. Go .iiritti..the
professionals. Excellent
references. Countryside
Nursery. 753-3188.
LEE'S CARPET
CLEANING. Murray's
only professional Carpet Cleaning Company
with over 12 years
continuous local secvice
using the most powerful
cleaning system made.
Hundreds of satisfied
repeat customers.
Licensed and 'Insured.
We move the furniture
free. Free estimates, 24
hour service, 753-5827.

CAR STEREO

Tft

INTERIOR
EXTERIOR
PAINTING

NEED Home Repairs?
Call Jim's Handyman
Home Repair Service
1-474-8861
PAINTING, remodel
ing, construction,
decks, roofing and
patios built. Call nights,
753 9688.

*FREE ESTIMATES*

Jack Glover
753-1873

SUNSET BOULEVARD MUSIC
Dixieland Center Open Til 6

17 Mlles Southeast Of Murray, Ky.

T. Pitnr$ TEMP

Or

901 ,362-6701

•grmaat

White Oak Grove Estates
All of these large wooded lots will be sold!!
These lots are near boat launching facilities,
some join TVA! Copies of Restrictive covenants
are available upon request.
Excellent Terms! 10% downpayment day of
sale. Owners agree to finance balance at 12%
interest over a 5 year period! Cash Accepted!
Owners: Robert & JoAnn Barrett
Follow signs off Hwy. 119 North of
Paris Landing

1101 E. Wood St., Paris, TN 38242

96 ACRES MORE OR LESS
* SELLING BY DEED AS ONE TRACT

Aluminum and Vinyl
siding and Aluminum
trim for all houses. It
stops painting.

INKLING

PAIN ING

53. Services • Offered

JIM DAY
Painting
753-3716

CAMPBELL WELL

McKenzie, Tn

53. Services Offered
GENERAL HOME
REPAIR. 15 years -ex-perie_nce. Carpentry,
concrete, plumbing,
roofing, sliding. NO
JOB TO SMALL Free
estimates. Days 7536973. nights 474-2276,

Saturday, April 28-1 P.M.
Ky. Lake Building Sites!
(CYPRESS BAY AREA - -LOTS AO TO 1.2 ACRES)

J.T. Arnold Farm-Puryear, Tenn.
a

53. Services Offered
INSULATION blown in
by Sears. TVA approved. Save on those
high heating and cooling bills. Call Sears
753-2310 for free
estimates.
JOE (Sonney I McKinney Appliance Service.
All makes and models.
(Authorized Service on
Montgomery Ward Appliances), Located at
George Hodge and Son
Used Furniture Store,
753-8505.
LAWN Mower and tiller
repair. 3 miles south on
121. 753-5086.

[01)PIONEER'

AUCTION SALE

eer
Fire Sale items from where the
church burned. Several wooden
folding chairs, pulpit chair,
songbooks, marble bathroom vanity
& sink, large selection of electrical
supplies, fixtures, fuse box and etc.
Doors: wood and storm & storm windows, microphone stand, tables.
Items donated - NO FIRE
DAMAGE: short shag carpet, approx. 12x12 & 12x15, plaid couch,
washer, 1 King-size blue velvet headboard & chair, metal cabinets.
BAKE SALE
Hothebaked items.
Proceeds from sale going to youth
of the church.
EVERYONE WELCOME!!
In case of rain it will be rescheduled.

53. Services Offered
APPLIANCE SERVICE, Kenmore,
Westinghouse.
Whirlpool. 21 years
experience. Parts and
service. Bobby Hopper,
Bob's Appliance Service 202 S. 5th St.
753-4872, 753• 8886
(home).
BLOCK Building,
basements, garages,
footing, floors. driveways. Also brick work,
large or small jobs. 24
years experience. 7535476

-
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OBITUARIES

Community Theatre now in largest fund drive in history

Mrs. Lampkins
dies: services
here on Friday

"I tell people, 'I Want
meone to help man the about theatre coordinator," said
your wife," said Combox office and to answer volunteers by. calling 'Park, "to help organize
munity Trieatre Board
the phone for a few 759.1752._
and coordinate the efPresident Robert Valenhours on one or two dais
The next priority? forts of all our colunteer
tine. "I also want your.
a week. You can inquire "We need a volunteer s.taff."
grandfather, your husMrs. Ruby Lampkins,
band, your child and
83, Rt. 2, Murray, died
most of your friends."
Wednesday at 11:05
Valentine and the
a.m. at Westview NursWASHINGTON (AP
dozen callers got an ad- ed the calls Tuesday to
other 19 members of the
ing Home. Her husband.
- The National ded bonus when promote National
Community Theatre's
SafeDewey Lampkins.' Sr.,
Highway Traffic Safety Transportation
Board of Directors are
exthe
said
Week,
died Sept. 2, 1983.
Adthinistration's auto Secretary Elizabeth ty
in the midst of the
bringing
"is
perience
She was a member of
safety information Dole herself picked up
largest fund drive in the
the Flint Baptist
hotline gets 200,000 calls the phone.
out the consumerist in
history of the 8-year-old
Church.
a
year, and about a halfMrs. Dole, who handl- me."
community arts project.
Born Nov. 6, 1900, in
"But as important as
Calloway County, she
the money may be," he
was the daughter of the
said, "the people who
late Byrd Ezell- and
use it and for whom it is
Nora Kirkland Ezell.
intended are more im;Mrs. Lampkins is surpotent. We need dollars,
Stop by we appreciate your business
vived by two daughters,
but we neeti minds and
Mrs.
. Cecil (Mildred) -bodies,
I
as well."
Taylor. Almo; and Mrs.
Playhouse in the Park
Maxine Beale, Rt. 2;
stages as many as 11
two sons, Graves D.
major productions each
Lampkins, Benton, and
year, including two
Dewey Lampkins, Jr.,
touring shows that visit
Murray.
area resorts and West
I,
Two'brothers: Harold
Kentucky schools.
Ezell and Novis Ezell,
Naturally, a number of
Murray, also survive
•
actors. singers .and
along with 15 granddancers are required.
children and 21 greatAs many as 200 different
,grandchildren.
•
performers have apThe funeral will be
peared in Community
Friday at 2 p.m. in the
$
Theatre productions in a
chapel of J.H. Churchill
single year.
V •
Funeral Home.
•V
'•
"
"But that is just the
.•
•„ .
_
The Rev. Heyward tip of the.
•
iCebergr"
Roberts, the Rev. Mitch
.•
cording to Valentine.
st- Itt
•
•
Lampkins and David
Not all the good jobs are on stage at Playhouse in the Park. Carol Penn
For every role on stage,
Lampkins will officiate.
and John Pasco spent time gathering props and arranging set pieces for the
at least two people are
Music will be by the
1983 production of "Ten Little Indians." Other theatre volunteers work with
at work behind the
choir of Flint Baptist
ticket sales, box office and concessions, fund drives, lighting and set conscenes. •
Church along with Lisa
struction..educational programs and long range planning.
Actors need sets
Allison and Jena Hoke.
stages on which to play.
Burial will follow in
Executive Director Hal sweeping. office work
h
i g
h e st ing the week: the Comthe Scotts Grove
506 N. 12th Murray, IC/. Olympic Plaza 753-2380
Park spent several and help in managing accomplishments."
munity Theatre could
Cemetery.
- EVERYDAY LOW PRICE'PRESCRIPTION SERVICE
years in Hollywood box office and funding
If you have just a few use your help. There is a
Friends may call at
building movie sets and, efforts, planning and ad- hours of free time dur- need right
II
now
for
sothe funeral from 5 to 9
says Valentine, brings a ministrative work.
p.m. tonight (Thursday)
rare skill to the Murray
e"sure, it's hard work
and on Friday prior to
theatre. "But we need sometimes," said longthe funeral hour.
people to work under his time volunteer Louise
guidance to create the Weatherly, who -has
sets. Anyone who can become (ta favorite with
DISCOUNT
hold a hammer can be of theatre patrons. "but I
PHARMACY
Safe — T — Discount Pharmacy
enormous help to us."
don't know of many
753-2380
Olympic Plaza
N. 12th Murray, Ky.
506
Whitnell & Glendale Rd.
Then-there is the ques- places where you can
t ion of costumes. see the results of your
Behind Big John's
EVERYDAY LOW PRICE PRESCRIPTION SERVICE
Generous donations of work so quickly. Sets
Services for Mrs. clothing
have built a are built just a few
Velma Rose will be Fri- supply of certain
weeks before a show
period
day at 11 a.m. in the costume
s, but for begins," she said, -and
chapel of J.H. Churchill special
VW
productions most of the preFuneral Home.
such as the upcoming production work takes
Dr. Greg Earwood perform
p .
ances of place in the 14 -days
and the Rev. G.T. Shakespeare's
"Henry before opening night.
.Moody will officiate. • IV, Part
''Besides.'' said
1,- costumes'
Burial will follow in must be
Weatherly, "I've had as
"built."
the Murray City
Wardrobe mistress much fun backstage as I
Cemetery.
Mary East has been
have had when I'm in a
- Friends may call at hard at
work designing show on stage." Her last
the funeral home after 3 and creating
the robes, job was to serve as Prop.m. today Thursday. capes,
and other duction State Manger
Mrs. Rose, 88, 1101 garments needed
to out- for "A Thousand
Fairlane Dr., died fit the characters
of Clowns" which was perWednesday at 6:34 a.m. King Henry's
England. formed in March.
at Murray-Calloway "This
has been great
"Of course, the fun
County Hospital. Her fun for those
of us work- and excitement of the
husband, Will Rose, ing in the
whole thing is attraccostume
died July 11, 1983.
shop" said East,. ..Et9t• tive,"
. said Valentine..
- Born-March 23,- 1396, iie-cci
tild do Much more
He pointed to the opporin Stewart County.. If we
had a few extra tunity to make new
Tenn.., she was the • hands."
friends, learn new skills
daughter of the late
According to Valen- and to develop new
_George Brown and Min- tine, there
are jobs for outlooks on art and life
nie Moss Brown who all the
volunteers that itself.
later moved to the Pen- come looking
And the work is imfor work.
ny community of "The problem
portant to Murray and
is that all
Calloway County.
the jobs may not seem . Calloway County.
She is survived by one glamorous. Acting
itself "Almost any theatre
son, Allen Rose and is hard,
hard work." producing this volume
wife, Doris, 1603 During
a show, of entertainment and
Keenland, Murray: carpenters,
elctricians. .education would need a
three sisters, Mrs. Myr- 'wardrobe and
proper- full-time staff of five
tle Spaulding and Mrs. ties manager,
people," said Director
stage
Lillie Moody, Murray, hands and
Hal Park. "We do what
lighting
and Mrs. Verna _Mae technic
ians are
we do on the strength of
Hart, Flint, Mich.
desperately needed.
our volunteers. The suc. Four grandchildren.
But there Is a conscess of our theatre is a
S even great- tant,
testament to the civic
year-round need
grandchildren and for behind the
pride and commitment
scenes
several nieces and tasks including
to the arts that has
simple
nephews also survive.
chores like cleaning and
become one of Murray's

Safety information gets about 200,000 calls

•

•—

0010

You can easily have your prescription
transferred to Roy's

'1 OFF

1 OFF

•

V

Your Next
New
Prescription I

# Your Next
I Prescription
Refill

DISCOUNT
PHARMACY

ROY'S

•

•

SAVE SAVE SAVE SAVE SAVE SAVE SAVE SAVE SAVE SAVE
VI
Byron's
ROVS
4
10

Mrs. Rose's
funeral rites
to be Friday

;
4

4

NOW! Two Locations To Better Serve You

U'
10
4

UI

COUPON

50° OFF

40

,

10

Anything In The Store

4

10,

Colgate Toothbrushes

4

4
UI

to
4

0!

4
UI

to

IC

4

10

CURITY
First Aid
Kit

4

•

UI

Travel Size

. ••

4t,

•

_
•

Richard Broeringmeyer of Murray spealo,
at conference, Southeast Academy, Sarasota
On March 24-25, the podiatrists and research
and practice of
Southeast Academy of chiropractors) alternativ
es to drug
'
Preventative Medicine dedicated to the therapy
in health care
held their annual conference at Hyatt
Sarasota Hotel in
Sarasota, Fla. Dr.
Richard Broeringmeyer, Murray, was
a guest speaker at the
conference, speaking on
"The Effects of Electromagnetic Poles on
Body Physiology."
Since his presentation
he has been informed
RECOMMENDED by the Kentucky
that he has been apFuneral Directors Burial Association And
pointed to the board is
HONORED BY
Vice-President of the
MAX CHURCHILL FUNERAL HOME, MURRAY, KY.
Southeast Academy of
Preventative Medicine.
J.H. CHURCHILL FUNERAL. HOME, MURRAY, KY.
'The academy
.
BLALOCK-COLEMAN FUNERAL HOME,MURRAY,KY.
-represents a group of
MILLER FUNERAL HOME, HAZEL, KY.
". physicians (medical 1- 'doctors -Aostbopathie _
Write for information
physicians, dentists,
Burial Plan

. PLAN AHEAD
MAKE FINAL ARRANGEMENTS
For A Burial Plan
Anyone Age 0-80
Also a Plan For Age 45-80
Regardless of Present Health

41;:o-,0„BQX 405
isiurrav, Ky. 42071
10.0( STUMP REMOVAL

YoOr MIMS
Address
Phone

40

•

Anacin-3
Maximum
Strength

IC

10

72 Capsules

UI
r•

;

IC

4
10

IC

4
UI

40
IC

10

Cortaid 4
UI
Cream

• #1 in physician
and pharmacist
recommendations
• up to 12 hour relief

IC

40
IC

•

$795

4
10

ffs

15 GM

•You Can Easily Transfer
- Your Prescriptions IV
Roy's and Safe-T-Discount

to
•

1 4
9

10

s•
SAVE SAVE SAVE SAVE SAVE SAVE SAVE SAVE SAVE SAVE
•

•

i

•

."•"701'.?,7-

„.•
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OUR LOWEST PRICES
OF THE SEASON
-

Snfder's

-

FOUNDER

TO WIN A TRIP!
. Win a TripREGISTER
for 2 to the New
Orleans 14/Odd's
fair! Via Eastern Airlines.4 days,3 nights of
fun! Nothing to buy, just come in to any of
'our stores and sign up! You may be the
' lucky winner!
..

e

DAYS

'
S

Page 1

EASTERN

1

-

SHOP NOW THRU TUESDAY .
..
ENTIRE STOCK
. REG. PRICE
MISSES BLOUSES

25

GIORGIO
SANT' ANGELO
TWILL PANT
.

UOFF

Reg. $30
100% cotton twill
pants with famous
designer name./
Red, tah, navy,
white. 4-16.
Twill shorts.
reg. $22 now 14.90
All stores except
Indian Trail or
Lexington.
Better Sportswear

•'

Reg.9.90-78.00 Now 7.42-58.50
Choose from a great selection
OT dretty and Woven fdbrits- in blouses priced to save! As
sorted spring colors. Misses
8-18, petite 2-14. Great Lady
36-42.
.Sportswear..

i
0
t
1.‘..11\

-- •

-wy

Al,
..
4. Jo

- .-.
..,

•..

4

.---

/
,

19.-90

'
--z..-s.

Oirk

•:.

FAMOUS DESIGNER
SEPARATES

+—

_

.

2
Fieg5
7$2°
1
$
0
39 OFF
Now 19.90-28.90
100% cotton sheeting
group from famous female designer.
Shorts and • pants
with shirts to
match. Tan, blue.
white. 4-14. All /.. • s•
stores except
tndian Trail _ or .
•
Lexington.

- 1

...-

-

_

-..,„
.111114110to.
II 4-- ....• -. -

•

-

....

•
/
..0.

,

/
,
4 Rh

MISSES OR
JUNIOR KNIT TOP
..

MISSES WOVEN BLOUSE
OR POPLIN SKIRT

7-.90

,...

\

*

'

12.9.0

Reg. 14.90
Misset poplin skirts in
navy, kelly, red, khaki,
white. Sizes 8-18.

.

Your Choice

Choose from solid or
stripe camp shirts,
yukonwhite,
shirt, crop tops. muscle
tshirts. S-M-L.
-Junior VieW

Poly/cotton blouse. 8-18.
Reg. $15 Now 11.90
Cr-Popular Sportswear

Re

Popular .
• - S-port"swear-&—
- Jr. View
_
Twill Walk
Shorts white.
navy, khaki
or red. 6-16
Reg. St6
Now 11.90

JUNIOR ESPRIT TOP
OR BLOUSE

11.90 Your Choice

Reg. 9.90
. Junior or misses knit shirt
with band collar & cuff.
Red, kelly, navy, white, off
light blue, pink.
--Jade. purple, lilac.
royal, yellow.

.

113

-

It
,
-A
OF-

I
.•

1

e.,,

1

a
A7

•

r'.!'

I IS •

1
I

i 4t
rr

P°

le

4

A I 11

A.,

—

gi

,....

."eriiip-r---11.1•,
7...1‘

-OFF
-•-•
Orig. $30-$170
Now $214119
Great savings on
these smart linenlook dresses in wide
assortment of
styles and
colors:
Sizes 6-16.
Dresses

,

_

LINEN-LOOK
DRESSES

30%

.
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MISSES • UNCONSTRUCTED
BLAZER
...

14.90 4

..... ---....,
qb.,

,•,.
,
'

JUNIOR MESH
KNIT TOP

1.9.90

7.90

Ong $38
- Choose from update
styles in these smart
linen -look suits.
Assorted Colors to
'
choose.
i...
Sizes 5-13.'
• • 41,
Jr. Dresses

Orig. 19.00
100% cotton bra--Zer unconstructed styling, 3/4
sleeve assorted solids and
- -stripes.
.
Popular
Sportswear

A

LINEN-LOOK
JUNIOR SUIT

Reg. 9.90
Save now on this cotton
poly mesh top in crop
style or open side vest 41,-----Y
Great to layer. over '\
shirts. White. red.
grey, turquoise,
black.
S-M-L.
EC
Junior View
40.
.
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FOUNDER'S DAYS
IMMAIIKAI4
11 At PSISif,

SHOP SNYDER S BASHFORD MANOR DIXIE MANOR, INDIAN TRAIL, LOUISVILLE KY, GREEN TREE MALL
CLARKSVILLE. 1ND EASTLAND SHOPPING CENTER, LEXINGTON, KY, GREENWOOD MALL, BOWUNG
GREEN KY KENTUCKY OAKS MALL PADUCA4-1 KY EASTLAND MALL, EVANSVILLE IND

CHILDREN'S
HEALTH-TCX

30W0 OFF
Reg $5-$8
Now 3.75-13.50 Choose from knit
tops. shorts, pants.
dresses & more in
poly., cotton knits
and woven' Spring
oolors. Infants, toddlers. girls, 4-6X.
boys 4-7.
Childrens

GIRLS NYLON
- SHORTS

3.90
Reg. 7.00
Save now on these
popular summer
shortS. Assorted
colors 7-14,
Girls

VISA

MasterCard 1

BOYS NOVELTY
KNIT TOPS

4..90
Reg. 7.00
Short sleeve, banded
bottom .knit tops in
-heather -grey, blaOk
or blue. Sizes
S-M-L-XL
Boys

ENTIRE STOCK
CHILDRENS IZOD

30°/0

OFF

Choose from knit tops, shorts, swimwear and more in a wide assortmeni of
styles and colors. Sizes 1-24 mos.,
2,4T. girls 4-6X, 7-14, teens, boys 4-7,
8-20.
Childrens

ENTIRE STOCK
14KT. GOLD CHAINS
50-70°/o OFF
"•;;.,_.

Light Serpentine
7". reg $24 Now 9.90
16". reg $44 Now 14.90
18" reg $50 Now 18.90

SAVE ON ENTIRE STOCK
OF ADD-A-BEAD
STARTER SETS
14KT GOLD, 18- ROPE SET
Reg. $41 Now 26.90
faitIL-„„,4

14KT. GOLD, 24" CABLE SET
Reg. $33 Now 19.90

Light Herringbone.
7". reg. $40 Now 12.90
18", reg. $110 Now 31.90
24". reg. $140 Now 48.90

14KT. GOLD 16" & 18" CABLE SET
.
Reg. $29 Now 16.90

MISS ELAINE
SLEEPWEAR

ENTIRE STOCK
PLAYTEX

25-50% OFF

30% OFF

Reg. $22-$41 Now 14.90-23.90
Beautiful group of
nylon sleepwear
priced to save!
Short gowns,short
coats, long gowns,
long coats and
baby dolls. Assorted colors.
Lingerie

Reg. 5.50-31 50 Now 3.85-22.05
Save now on Danskin. Cross Your
Heart. 18 Hour,
Double Diamonds,
Feeling Special &
more. White or
beige. Bras 32-36A,
34-408.C,D.
•Girdles S-M-L-XLXXL.
Foundations

14KT. GOLD FILLED. 18" Serpentine
& Rope Sets
Reg. $15 Now 9.90

Medium & Reversible Herringbone
7", Reg $100 Now 38.90
16", Reg $200 Now 78.90
18". Reg $220 Now 88.90
24". Reg $300 Now 118.90

STERLING SILVER, 18" Serpentine &
Rope Sets
Reg. $12 Now 7.90

259to On Entire
Stock W Beads
Reg. 70C-$1514ow 53C-11.25
Fashion Jewelry

- Also.

ENTIRE STOCK
SEIKO WATCHES

ENTIRE STOCK
AIGNER

ENTIRE STOCK
MAIDENFORM AND BALI

BASS SUNJUN
OR IMPO WEDGE

30%

25°/o OFF

256/o OFF

21.90

OFF

Reg ,$115-$275
Now 80.50-192.50
Choose from an outstanding assortment of styles for both men and women.,
Buy for yourself and for gifts at this
great reduction!
Fine Jewelry

Reg. 12.00-127.50
Big savings now on these popular
handbags, belts and small leather
goods. Assorted styles and colors to
choose.
Handbags

Reg. 10.00-17.50 Now 7.50-13.13
Select from our entire stock of bras and
daywear in•Maidenform and Custom fit
Collection From Bali.
-Foundations

Two of the most popular styles for summer now at great savings
Shoes
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REGISTER TO WIN A TRIP!

Win a Trip for 2 to the New Orleans World's Fair! Via Eastern
Airlines. 4 days, 3 nights of fun! Nothing to buy, just come in to
any of our stores and sign up! You may be the lucky winner!

EASTERN

YOUNG MEN'S
SHORTS OR TOPS

MEN'S & YOUNG MEN'S
KNIT SHIRTS

LACROSSE
KNIT SHIRTS

7,90

9.90

7.90

Your Choice
Poly/cotton twill shorts
with elastic waist &brawstring. Contrast color
piping. Navy, khaki,
black, white, royal.
S-M-L-XL. Orig.$12.
Knit tops in poly/
canon mesh or
poly/cotton jersey:
White, black.
grey, red, turquoise.
S-M-L-XL.
Orig. $12
Young Mens

Reg. $12
100% cotton pique.
knit shirt: so very
cool and comfortable, Choose.from
red, navy, yellow,
white, kelly, cream.
Sizes S-M-L-XL.
Mens

Your Choice
Orig. $15-$19
Choose from short sleeve
poly/cotton jersey knits
in assarted_styles.-collar —
model, V-necks, crossover crew necks,
Henely collars in
solids & stripes.
Sizes S-M-1._-XL.
Mens &
Young Mens

a..

ARROW DOVER OR
AIGNER _SHIRT
1 1 •9C1 Reg.
Your choice of these famous make short
sleeve dress shirts. Both in cottom polyester. assorted colors Button-down col- _
lar oxford or. straight pillar broadcloth.
Aigner long sleeve solids & fancy stripes.
'Reg. $18-$19 Now 13.90
Mens

LINEN-LOOK
KNIT.SHIRT

LEVI'S!
ACTIVEWEAR

11.90

30W0 OFF

ARROW TOURNAMENT
KNIT SHIRT

ARROW OR VAN HEUSEN
DRESS SHIRTS

11

9.90

FARAH
DRESS SLACKS

POLY/WOOL
BLAZER

14.90

59.90

.90 Reg $16
Poly/cotton jersey- knit
shirt with open flair collar, and pocket Choose
from red, light blue.
grey. white, yellow,
navy, tan. S-M-L-XL.
Mens

Reg. $18
Cotton/poly knit
shirts with linenlook weave. Basic
and fashion collar.
Styles. Pastel
stripes & solids.
Sizes .S-i.M.-.L-XL.•
Mens

Choose from assorted
styles in long sleeve
active knit tops and
coordinating active
pants. Blue.
white, grey.
teat. natural.

ENTIRE STOCK HAGGAR
OR FARAH COORDINATES

HAGGAR
EXPANDOMATIC SLACKS

Reg 16.00
Save big now on these short
sleeve dress shirts in fancy
and tone-on-tone styles
Sizes 14'2-17'.
Mens

Mens

30% OFF

17.90

Reg. $25
1009io polyester slacks with hopsack weave. Magic stretch expand o m at i c waistband Choose
from navy, tan, grey. brown,
black, toast. Sizes 32-42.
Mens

'Coat. reg. $80 now 55.90.
Pant, reg. $28-$30 now 19.90
Save now on these cot- ton-poly pincord linenlook, poplin polyester
separates. Spring
colors, All with coordinating belted slack.
Mens

Reg.._$20
Save now on these famous make
slacks. Polyester dress slacks
in wide range of colors. 32-40.
Mens

Reg S85
Save big now or this classic poly v.00l -hopsack
blazer with brass-like
metal buttons Nay
tan or blue
38R-44t
Mens
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savings for the home!
,

save
to 80%
OUR LOWEST PRICES OF THE SEASON

1SPECIAL PURCHASE - MIKASA FINE CHINA

CLUB ALUMINUM OPEN STOCK COOKWARE

Choose from Palladio White, Reg. 435.00 from Mikasa's designer collection or Charlotte or Snow Garden, Reg. $365.00 delicate spring florais
on ivory fine china ground. Set includes 8-5 pc. place settings, 1-5 pc.completer .

49.99 COMPLETE 45 PC. SERVICE FOR 8

Sunray interiors
Low
Reg. Everyday
28.00 16.99
8.99
23.50
54.00 22.99
46.50 29.99
57.00 33.99

sa

1 qt. Cov'd saucepan
9" Saute
-.
• 12" Chicken Fryer
41
/
2 qt. Dutch Oven
.-8 qt. Dutch Oven

Now
11.88
4.88
16.88
24.88
28.88

SAVE 640/0 ON MIKASA STEMWARE
stem, Reg. 13.95
4.99
Save on this handsome Austrian lead crystal stemware in beautiful
- Chateau cut pattern. Choose from water, wine or iced tea sizes.

MIKASA CRYSTAL SERVING PIECES

7.99

SAVE 74% CLUB ALUMINUM 9" FRY PAN
WITH SILVERSTONE* INTERIOR

6.88
Ong_ 26.50 Save big_on this versatile 9" fry pan with SilverStone interior.
Housewares - -

-

•

Choose from three styles of hostess/serve platters with a lovely petal
edge design. Perfect for gifts or home entertaining. Choose from 12" oval
tray, 12" square hostess tray or 12" round serving tray.
China

MIKASA STONEWARE PLACE SETTINGS

30% OFF
In stOck patterns only.

20% OFF Accessories
,--".'-'--------

-4.
-11

9.88
SUPER SAVINGS ON
THIS 10 PC. WOK SET
..Great time to save on this versatile wok
-*et-from the Orient. A-super-Value onthis
_handy cooking utensil with many useful
tools. Attractively boxed for gifting.
Houseware

25.88

or 4/$100
CHROME & CANE CHAIRS
Save now on these versatile chairs with
nautical cane seat and back, gleaming
chrome frame.
7
LIFESTYLE TABLES
Save on lifestyle tables in handsome
butcher. block round or square shape,
chrome pedestal. 30" diameter. Reg. 39.99
32.88

69.99
Reg. 149.99
TIENSHAN FINE CHINA

Reg. 99.99
39.99
TIENSHAN FINE CHINA

45 PC. SERVICE FOR 8

45 PC. SERVICE FOR 8

Save on this fine china from the Orient.
-,Ohoose-from4otir lovely patterns::Royal Palm, Windsor,.fiird of Paradise or Spring
Garden. Set includes 8-5 pc. place settings and 1-5 pc. completer.
China .

Save on this lovely moss rose pattern
china. Gold-rimmed white porcelain-with
rose motif. 45 pc. set- includes 8-5 pc.
i place settings,-1 each platter, vegetable
bowl, sugar and creamer.
China

SATINOUE

FANTASY

-

-

WEL__

LOUISIANA

Buyl -Get 1 Free!

57 PC. COMPLETE DINNER SET
FROM NATIONAL SILVER
This attractively boxed set includes: 20
pc. stoneware set, 12_pc. glassware set
and 25 pc. flatware set by F.B. Rodgers.
Great starter set for anyone!
Housewares

59.99
EUREKA'S 75th,
Aftli4ORRY VACUUM
Attachments 996
Great low price on this Eureka upright
vacuum. All other models also on sale at
great low prices!
Housewares

410

NORTHLAND 70 PC. FLATWARE
SET IMPORTED BY ONEIDA
- Gleaming stainless flatware in 48 pc. service for 8, plus 8seafood forks,8 tall drink
spoons, 4 pc. hostess set, butter knife,
sugar spoon.
Housewares

ONEIDA 5 PC. PLACE SETTING
Buy one five piece place setting Of famous
Oneida flatware and get the second place
setting FREE!
Profile, Reg. $20
2/$20
Deluxe, Reg. $25
2/$25
Community, Reg. $32
2/$32
Heirloom, Reg. $45
2/$45
LTD, Reg. $65
2385
China

2
.99 stem
LONGCHAMPS LEAD CRYSTAL
STEMWARE BY J.G. DURAND
Reg. 5.99
Beautiful cut full lead crystal stemware
imported from France. Choose from
water goblets, wine goblets or fluted
champagne.
China
Diamont Stemware, wine or water,Sates.

So
COPPER TEA KETTLE WITH
littfrUitrrNANDLE.
Mekedelicious tea for many in this 2 quart
size copper tea kettle. This gleaming
Copper kettle is as decorative as it is- usefull
Housewares
•

39.88
FLOOR LAMP OR TABLE

8.63

your choice
.
BRASS PLATED ACCESSORIES •
.
-1111‘4V-SPECTACUCAMI - ----:-'''.---' ---- '
1--- ----:-"ValueS To Da:97---- ' -- - ---Your choice gleaming brass'floor tamps
Save now on these attractive brass plated
• in six way, swing arm or downbridge
pieces from Westfield, cdivision of
styles. Or brass table larrips in two styles.
Leonard Silver. Choose from magazine
All with shirredshadesand pettectfor any
rack, wine rads and cocktail table Or
decor. Orig. $80 .
plant stand.
.“
,
Lamps

•

4
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• • savings for your home!
50% QFF

any size.

STANDARD, QUEEN, KING SIZE - ONE LOW PRICE
DOWN LIKE PILLOWS BY SWAN LAKE
Save now on our best down-like pillow made of lofty polyester that cradles your
head in comfort! Washable, odorless, hypo-allergenic for your .sleeping comfort.
Grey butterfly tick with grey trim.
Linens

5.88

Reg. 12.00

4.99

Twin, Reg. 10.00

DESIGNER SHEET CLEARANCE - EXCITING PATTERNS
BY BOB VAN ALLEN, BILL BLASS, VERA, BASSETT'

Great time to save On these handsome designer sheets! All 180 no-iron percale in a
wide variety of patterns and decorator colors Selections may vary by store.
Full, reg. 13.00
Queen, reg. 18.00
King Cases pr., reg. 11.00
Linens

7,99 King, reg. 22.00
12.99 Std. Cases pr., reg. 10.00
7.99

15.99
5 99

1- •

19.9p

all sizes
BRUSHE POLYESTER
SOLID
)
0LOR COMFORTERS
Values t 70.00
Brushed- polyester comforters reversing to polyester/cotton.. Polyester filled,
machine washable & dryable. Bone, rose,
..light blue, brown, navy. Twin, full or
queen.
Linens

8.88

Twin, full, queen, king
KENTRON MATTRESS PAD
OR DUST RUFFLE
Polyester fitted mattress pad, machine
.wasnable and dryable! 14". dust ruffle in
white or bone. Twin, full, queen or king.
All one low price.
Linens

2.99

Bath. Reg. 6,00
THIRSTY ALL COTTON TOWELS
A great low price on these thick and
thirsty towels in wide assortment of pastel
- colors.
Hand. Reg. $4 Now 2.49
Wash Cloth, Reg. 2.50 Now 1.49
Linens

8.88
12 PC. PLACE MAT SETS
BY REED HANDCRAFTS
An outstanding value! Choose from 291y .
mats'. straws, solids and prints. Sets on-sist of 4 placemats, 4 napkins and 4 napkin rings, Great gift idea! If purchased
separately 24:00
Linens

_

18.88

any size
QUEEN OR KING
WATERBED SHEET SETS
Wide assortment of print waterbed sheets.
in your choice of queen or kiwdsizes. Noiron percale . . . many colors to choose.
Linens

19

,88 Twin or Full
ASSORTED BEDSPREADS
QUEEN OR KING ... 22.88
Save now on thesokbedapreeds in dis.contimieillititiirms:141mtiso-me-truntedifytdi "spreads in florals and geunietric prints.
Washable and dryable. Irregularities will
not harm wear. If perf, values to $70.
Linens

18

.88 Twin, Full, Queen, King
.COTTON DREAM MATTRESS
PAD OR EYELET DUST RUFFLE
Select from famous Louisville Bedding
luxury Cotton Dream mattress pad or 14"
eyelet dust ruffle in white or bone. Values
to $46.
Linens

77

SAVE'6596.- 4 PC. SET
DURABLE NYLON LUGGAGE
OR SAVE BY THE PIECE
t*ndsorhe mylop Nagagewith.rnatchirig„
-viny1-141in, heavy duty flardw
a-re.
If purchased separately:
Tote, orig. 29.99 ..
9.99
21" Carry-on, orig. 39.99
1999.
28" Pullman, orig. 69.99 .
29.99
29.99
45" Garment bag, orig. 59.99
Luggage

2.99
100% COTTON
BATH TUB MATS
Great low price on these Cannon tub mats
in wide assOrtment of solid colors. Slight
irregularities will not affect the wear.
Linen's

4.88
ASSORTED ALL GOTTON
BEACH TOWELS
Reo:.6,92
_
Take advantage of.thii big savings and
buy your beach towelsnow! Choose from*
a wide assortment of bold jacquards.
florals and geometrics.
Linens

FLANNEL:BACKED..
VINYL TABLECLOTH
Select from large group of smart prints
in florals4and geometrics. All sizes one
low price. 60" round. 52x52", 52x70" oblong or oval. 52x90" oblong or oval. Great
cloth for indoors or outdoors
Linens

250/0

OFF 2 Days Only!
ENTIRE STOCK NAPKINS,
TABLECLOTHS, PLACEMATS
Sig Savings on .these.'iterntfgmSpring-; waid Synweave Red. Scranton and
Decor Entire stock of placemats.,t_ablecloths, napkins. Wide assortrnIrnt. of
--t
-oiors. In stock qnly.
Linens
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any size

Ong $20

SAVE 500/o ON EMBROIDERED PANELS
IMPORTED FROM CHINA

Orig. 25.99
A great low price on these popular vinyl mini blinds in your choice of white or ivory.
23", 27", 29", 30", 31", 32, 33", 35", 36" wide. All 64" long. Easily shortened.
Blind Cleaner. 9.99
Draperies
.

Handsome embroidered panels elegantly styled to treat your window to beauty

Washable. drip-dry White or eggshell
Draperies

t
fli:
4 '
4

fir

,

1" VINYL MINI BLINDS

hi

is

t.

i

V

23.88
READY MADE MINI BLINDS By LEVOLOR

4
'

any size

I I
I III

.-

Choice-of-23",-2T% 29". 31",32";35", 36" wide, all 64" long. Choose Levolor in white
or alabaster. Made o,f l'' aluminum ;lats with steel headrail and bottom rail, wand tilt
.
control. 80x84" patio (Nor size, 99.99.
Draperies

•

•

. .
.
28.88
1" ALUMINUM MINI BLINDS BY KENNEY IN 10 COLORS

-

Choice of 23", 27", 29", 31", 32", 35,36" wide, all 64" long. Royal blue, brown, apricot, carnalAawny-goid-,4e0aral blue, moss green, woodtone, rust, silver. In stock in

,

• our warehouse, allow 1--week.
Draperies
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3.88
DACRON* SEEDED VOILE

25

$

1

1

3.33

9.8896x81 "
BROADCLOTH SOLID COLOR
RUFFLED CURTAINS

PANELS

Elegant solid color broadcloth ruffled

Great savings on D-acron seeded voile

Choose 72". 96", 120.144' wide Mostly

curtains that will enhance any room in
youLbome. Choose from beige, white or
_

panels in white, eggshell rose. melon.
coffee. blue & flax Machine wash, drip-

84" long. Choose from foamback, insulated open weaves. textured solids and
M-6Te. 48X8-4" and 46T'12.88

Reg. 5:99JOANNA WESTERN
.
ROOM DARKENER
WINDOW SHADES
Custom look fringed and scarloped
shades
A__ in easy-wipe-clean vinyl Choose
rThm White or Ntiey. 377:"
- -i6".

Draperies

Draperies

60x81"

.

Curtains

dry.
Draperies

any size

EXTRA WIDE DRAPERIES
BY FAMOUS MAKERS

.
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LACE TRIM RUFFLES
Dress up your windows in the beauty of
these lovely ruffled curtains trimmed in
lace,- Choose from 'peach.- blue. coffee,
white, eggshell or roseCurtains
,
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Orig. 12.99
The look of mini blinds with more soft, ness and warmth. Choose from 23", 27",
29", 30", 31'', 32", 33", 35" and 36" wide,
64" long. White, brown or ivory.
Draperies

- -parchment, camel, blue, rose-or peach.
Machine washable.
Draperies

included. Machine washable.
Draperies

..1:
.

any size
6.88
PLEATED WINDOW BLINDS

pr. 84x84"
WASHABLE ANTIQUE SATIN
POLE TOP DRAPERIES
Sophisticated antique satin -4zicaperies,

Save now on these lovely sheer draperies
- in your choice of white or ivory. Tiebacks

Or k
.
'.

411....

1. 7.88

On
Ong $25 96x84" long

SHEER LENO WEAVE
POLE TOP DRAPERIES
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3.88
HAITIAN & EYELET PILLOWS

Choose from many attractive styles including white & ivory eyelet pillows. Or
.,-.C.Aggaft 109%,cotton claim(color,tringeiA
I Haitian Pillows: Great accents for did or
6
Sofa. Draperies
N

-

25%
OFF
ENTIRE STOCK KIRSCH

69.99
6x9' .
REPEAT OF A SELLOUT

24.88
OUTLINE QUILTED

any size

.
DECORATIVE HARDWARE
ORIENTAL DESIGN RUGS
COMFORTER
Great time to take advantage of big .
Beautiful floral comforter in natural/
Beautifully styled olephin oriental design
savjnos_ansi,biaapur...dec.o0f4T
.PlitIld.- . _.,,,,--d1w.h._ Twin. full goal:
,
.et
-,...--_.,
,
;--_1
.,.=---,
.RI
gs.- ik41,st_...
--7-pc"-ix1rrvate., 9x 12J.---ix... -*.
- ware now. Sorry, no Wei" curtain or
. Matching ruffles 9.88
Kirrhan pattern Red, navy Or ivory, 12099
-.
.
... .
traverse rods included.
Matching shams 8.88
-Rugs
Draperies
,......mimie

SHOP SUNDAY 12:30 TO 5:30 teASHFORD AND EVANSVILLE OPEN AT 12, LEXINGTON CLOSED) SHOP MONDAY THRU SATURDAY
BASHfORD, DIVE MANOR: GREEN TREE, INDIAN TRAIL, EVANSVILLE, PADUCAH. BOWLING GREEN AND LEXINGTON 10 TO 9
. _
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The Sooner You Act,
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The Sooner You Save!

These replacement windows
qualify for federal tax credit.

•
••••••••••••••

Save over 500'o of energy loss caused
by old style windows.

ENERGy.
REQUIRED
WITH
OLD
STYLE
WIND9WS

•

ENERGY
REQUIRED.. WITH
THERMA.TILT
TRIPLE GLASS
WINDOWS

Custom Z' i%,your6oee
available with full or half
screens.

Ooseibl
e Mitebothsasties movable
for top or bottom ventilation.
Volib/e
717tsashes tilt to the inside
for easy cleaning.
atible oro/eak

•••%-

LIMITED 'TIME OFFER!
lase rear"!attachea'card ?Whim 5-0/4y5 am/yor
are e//:9/6/e %the 7i7p/e iesq/eviewl
igirdow af the pr/ef a, locePe
ittfu/ofeQ1 ems:low,

Ootib/
e i1'ealhersely,;9p/
on all sashes

N/POST AGE
NECESSAP'f
IF MAILED
N•THE
L.
STATES

t BUSINESS REPLY CARD
OV Lt
POST
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Here is our triple glass
insulated window.
• Practical use of
•
space age
technology.
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THERMA-71/7" WINDOWS.
P.O. Box 1406
Bowling Green, KY 42102-1406
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REPLACEMENT WINDOWS
Enjoy year round savings and
comfort.
Nosmore loose putty, rotting
wood or peeling paint.
No need for 2windows THERMA-TILT replaces both
Your old windows can be
replaced in one day...
no muss...no fuss.
.f

i
nd out more about T4-I ERNTA-77./.7
windows,jtAGtiII out the
attached card
and drop it in the mail

7

THERMA-7717" WINDOWS

tociay!(no co•t.sge necessar y).

P. 0. Box 1406
Bowling Green, KY 42102-1406
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Please send me more information on the THERMA.TIL r Windows, and
register my eligibility for the free factory offer. I understand there is no
obligation.
.
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Name

THERM-MT WINDOWS

Address

P.O. Box 1406Bowling Green, KY 42102-1406

Ciry
Zip
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